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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The University of Colorado's Laboratory for Atmosphere and Space

Physics in Boulder, Colorado was the site of the second workshop of

the Applied Information Systems Research Program (AISRP). The

workshop was sponsored by the Information Systems Branch of NASA's

office of Space Science and Applications (OSSA). The purpose of

this year's workshop was to evaluate progress and discern topics

for new AISRP research to address OSSA science division needs. To

this end, AISRP investigators presented their progress to date and

future direction. OSSA Information Systems Management Board

science division members or their representatives participated in

a panel discussion of the scientific needs and problem areas in the

process of doing their discipline's science.

The Earth and space science participants were able to see where the

current research can be applied in their disciplines and computer

science participants could see potential areas for future

application of computer and information systems research. The

Earth and Space Science research proposals for the High Performance

Computing and Communications (HPCC) program were under evaluation.

Therefore, this effort was not discussed at the AISRP Workshop.

OSSA's other high priority area in computer science is scientific

visualization, with the entire second day of the workshop devoted
to it.

Many of the AISRP investigations are intended for multi-

disciplinary application to the Earth and space sciences.

Therefore, the presentations were organized into sessions according

to computer science disciplines. Joe Bredekamp of NASA/OSSA, and

the program's sponsor, opened the workshop with an overall context

for the program. Dave Thompson of the Ames Research Center chaired

the Tuesday morning session on artificial intelligence and related

areas of expert systems and neural networks. Randal Davis, of the

University of Colorado and our host, chaired the Tuesday afternoon

session devoted to data related research, including data

compression, data archiving, data access, and data analysis. The

entire day on Wednesday was devoted to the scientific visualization

session chaired by Mike Botts of the University of Alabama in

Huntsville. Glenn Mucklow, OSSA's Program Manager for Information

Systems Research and Technology for Joe Bredekamp, chaired the

workshop and Thursday's session addressing programmatic issues.

Thursday included the science discipline panel and a panel on

closer collaboration and cooperation between the Office of

Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) and OSSA research and

development activities with application in the Earth and space

sciences. The closing discussions included plans for new research

announcements in FY 1993 from the AISRP and the Center of

Excellence in Space Data and Information Sciences.
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The workshop addressed issues raised at last year's workshop in
technology transfer across disciplines and to the broader
scientific community. Action was taken to establish a software
support laboratory at the University of Colorado under the

direction of Randal Davis. This group will provide a minimalist

capability for testbeds and demonstrations, software tool

distribution, capturing user experience, and the development of

data test suites. In addition, progress in other areas identified

at the last meeting were covered. The progress reported in the

area of data formats resulted in a splinter group discussion as did

the areas of data compression and future plans for the Internet.

Agreements on collaboration were made between Dr. Hansen and Dr.

Jacobson, and Dr. Emery and Dr. Kinter. OAST agreed to provide

some funding for AI investigators to work with the OSSA PI's.

Glenn H. Mucklow

Program Manager

Information Systems Research & Technology
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An Interactive Environment for the Analysis of

Large Earth Observation and Model Data Sets F_ [

Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigators:

Assistant Professor Kenneth P. Bowman

University of Illinois

Professor John E. Walsh

University of Illinois

Professor Robert B. Wilhelmson

University of Illinois

Summary:

We propose to develop an interactive environment for the analysis

of large Earth science observation and model data sets. We will

use a standard scientific data storage format and a large

capacity (>20 GB) optical disk system for data management;

develop libraries for coordinate transformation and regridding of

data sets; modify the NCSA X Image and X DataSlice software for

typical Earth observation data sets by including map

transformations and missing data handling; develop analysis tools

for common mathematical and statistical operations; integrate the

components described above into a system for the analysis and

comparison of observations and model results; and distribute

software and documentation to the scientific community.
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N93-25794

Interactive Interface for National Center

for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Graphics

Principal Investigator: Dr. William Buzbee

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Co-Investigators: Robert L. Lackman

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Summary:

NCAR Graphics is a FORTRAN 77 library of over 30 high-level

graphics modules which are heavily used by science and

engineering researchers at over 1500 sites world-wide including

many universities and government agencies. These Earth science
oriented modules now have a FORTRAN callable subroutine interface

which excludes their use by non-programming researchers. This

proposal outlines the development of a fully interactive "point

and click" menu-based interface using the prevailing toolkit

standard for the X-Window System. Options for direct output to

the display window and/or output to a Computer Graphics Metafile

(CGM) will be provided. X, PEX, and PHIGS will be implemented as

the underlying windowing and graphics standards. Associated

meteorological and geometric data sets would exploit the network

extended NASA Common Data Format, netCDF.

i
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Development of a Tool-Set for Simultaneous, -

Multi-Site Observations of Astronomical objects

Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigators:

Dr. Supriya Chakrabarti

University of California

Dr. J. Garrett Jernigan

University of California, Berkeley

Dr. Herman L. Marshall

University of California, Berkeley

Summary:

A network of ground and space based telescopes can provide

continuous observation of astronomical objects. In a "Target of

Opportunity" scenario triggered by the system, any telescope on

the network may request supporting observations. We propose to

develop a set of data collection and display tools to support

these observations. We plan to demonstrate the usefulness of

this toolset for simultaneous multi-site observations of

astronomical targets. Possible candidates for the proposed

demonstration include the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer,

International Ultraviolet Explorer, ALEXIS, and sounding rocket

experiments. Ground based observations operated by the

University of California, Berkeley; the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory; and Fairborn Observatory, Mesa, Arizona will be used

to demonstrate the proposed concept. Although the demonstration

will involve astronomical investigations, these tools will be

applicable to a large number of scientific disciplines. The

software tools and systems developed as a result of our work will

be made available to the scientific community.
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N93-2679 

Multivariate Statistical Analysis Software Technologies for

Astrophysical Research Involving Large Data Bases

Principal Investigator: Professor Stanislav Djorgovski

California Institute of Technology

Summary:

The existing and forthcoming data bases from NASA missions

contain an abundance of information whose complexity cannot be

efficiently tapped with simple statistical techniques. Powerful

multivariate statistical methods already exist which can be used

to harness much of the richness of these data. Automatic

classification techniques have been developed to solve the

problem of identifying known types of objects in multiparameter

data sets, in addition to leading to the discovery of new

physical phenomena and classes of objects. We propose an

exploratory study and integration of promising techniques in the

development of a general and modular classification/analysis

system for very large data bases, which would enhance and

optimize data management and the use of human research resources.
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Principal Investigator:

A Land-Surface Testbed for EOSDIS

Dr. William Emery

University of Colorado

N93-25797

Co-Investigators: Dr. Jeff Dozier

University of California, Santa Barbara

Paul ROtar

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Summary:

We propose to develop an on-line data distribution and

interactive display system for the collection, archival,

distribution and analysis of operational weather satellite data

for applications in land surface studies. A 1,000 km2 scene of

the western U.S. (centered on the Colorado Rockies) will be

extracted from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)

imagery collected from morning and afternoon passes of the NOAA

polar-orbiters at the direct readout stations operated by

CU/CCAR. All five channels of these AVHRR data will be navigated

and map registered at CU/CCAR and then be transferred to NCAR for

storage in an on-line data system. Software will also be

available at NCAR to process and navigate the raw AVHRR data as

needed. A display workstation software, based on a Macintosh II

computer, will be developed that will display and further process

the AVHRR data for studies of vegetation monitoring and snowpack

assessment. Various options of presently used techniques for

both vegetation and snowpack monitoring will be implemented in

the workstation software to provide the individual investigator

with the freedom to interact with the satellite image data. The

display software will be freely distributed online to interested

investigators and the AVHRR data will be made available on-line

to anyone interested. In addition, potential users will be

sought out and connected to the on-line data archive. This

experiment with an active on-line archive and interactive

analysis systems will provide experience with a small scale

EOSDIS.
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Multivariate Statistical Analysis Software Technologies for

Astrophysical Research Involving Large Data Bases

Principal Investigator: Professor Stanislav Djorgovski

California Institute of Technology

---BIBLIOGRAPHY---

Papers based in part on the work performed under the contract NAS5-31348 so far:

1. Applications of the Multivariate Statistical Analysis Package:

"Systematic Differences Between the Field and Cluster Ellipticals", de Carvalho, R., and
Djorgovski, S. 1992, Astrophys. J. Lef.ter._ 389, L49.

"On the Formation of Globular Clusters in Elliptical Galaxies", Djorgovski, S., and Santiago,
B.X. 1992, Astrophys. J. Letters 391, L85.

"Multivariate Analysis of Globular Cluster Systems in Early-Type Galaxies", Santiago, B.X.,
and Djorgovski, S. 1992, M.N.R.A.S. in press.

"Systematics of Galaxy Properties: Clues About Their Formation", Djorgovski, S. 1992, in
R. de Carvalho (ed.), Cosmology and Large-Scale Structure in the Un/verse, A.S.P.
Conf. Ser. in press.

"Dynamical Evolution Effects on the Hot Stellar Populations in Globular Clusters", Djor-
govski, S., and Piotto. G. 1992. submitted to the A.stron. I.

"Towards the Solution of the Second Parameter Problem: the Effects of Cluster Density
and Concentration the Horizontal Branch Morphology", Fusi Pecci, F., Ferraro, F.,
Bellazzini, M., Djorgovski, S.. Piotto, G., and Buonanno, R. 1992, submitted to the
Antron. J.

"What Determines the Stellar Mass Functions in Globular Clusters?", Djorgovski, S., Piotto,
G., and Capaccioli, M. 1992, submitted to the Astron. J.

2. Development of the Automatic Classification and Sky Survey Analysis Tools:

"Towards a Digitized Second Palomar Sky Survey: Initial Reduction and Star/Galaxy Clas-
sification", Weir, N., Djorgovski, S.. Fayyad, U., and Doyle, R. 1991, Bull. Am. AJtron.
Soc. 23, 1434.

"Applying Machine Learning Classification Techniques to Automate Sky Object Cataloguing"
Fayyad, U., Doyle, R.. Weir, N., and Djorgovski, S. 1992, to appear in: Proceedings of
the International Space ]'ear Conference on Earth _ Space Science Irdormation Systems,
Pasadena, CA, February 1999_.

"Automating Sky Object Classification in Astronomical Survey Images", Fayyad, U., Doyle,
R., Weir, N., and Djorgovski, S. 1992, to appear in: Proceedings of the Machine Discov-
ery Workshop, A_nth Intemationa] Conference on Machine Learning, Aberdeen, Scot-
land, July 1992.

"The Palomar Observatory - STScI Digital Sky Survey: I. Program Definition and Status",
Djorgovski, S., Lasker, B., Weir, N.. Postman, M., Reid, I.N., and Laidler, V. 1992,
Bull. Am. AM.ton. Soc. 24, 750.

"The Palomar Observatory - STScI Digital Sky Survey: II. The Scanning Proces', Lasker,
B., Djorgovski, S., Postman, M.. Laidler, V., Weir, N., Reid, I.N., and Sturch, C. 1992,
Bull. Am. As_ron. Soc. 24, 741.

"An Analysis of the Palomar Observatory - STScI Digital Sky Survey: Catalog Construction
and Initial Results", Vv'eir, N., Djorgovski, S., Fayyad, U., and Doyle, R. 1992, Bull.
Am. Astron. Soc. 24, 741.

: Additional papers are now in preparation.
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Geographic Information System for Fusion and Analysis of

High-Resolution Remote Sensing and Ground Truth Data

Principal Investigator: Anthony Freeman

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

4.

Co-Investigators: Jo Bea Way

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Pascale Du Bois

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Franz Leberl

VEXCEL Corporation

Summary:

we seek to combine high-resolution remotely sensed data with

models and ground truth measurements, in the context of a

Geographical Information System, integrated with specialized

image processing software. We will use this integrated system to

analyze the data from two Case Studies, one at a boreal forest

site, the other a tropical forest site. We will assess the

information content of the different components of the data,

determine the optimum data combinations to study biogeophysical

changes in the forest, assess the best way to visualize the

results, and validate the models for the forest response to

different radar wavelengths/polarizations.

During the 1990's, unprecedented amounts of high-resolution

images from space of the Earth's surface will become available to

the applications scientist from the LANDSAT/TM series, European

and Japanese ERS-I satellites, RADARSAT and SIR-C missions. When

the Earth Observation Systems (EOS) program is operational, the

amount of data available for a particular site can only increase.

The interdisciplinary scientist, seeking to use data from various

sensors to study his site of interest, may be faced with massive

difficulties in manipulating such large data sets, assessing

their information content, determining the optimum combinations

of data to study a particular parameter, visualizing his results

and validating his model of the surface. The techniques to deal

with these problems are also needed to support the analysis of

data from NASA's current program of Multi-sensor Airborne

Campaigns, which will also generate large volumes of data.

In the Case Studies outlined in this proposal, we will have

somewhat unique data sets. For the Bonanza Creek Experimental

Forest (Case I) calibrated DC-8 SAR data and extensive ground

truth measurement are already at our disposal. The data set

shows documented evidence to temporal change. The Belize Forest
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Experiment (Case II) will produce calibrated DC-8 SAR and AVIRIS
data, together with extensive measurements on the tropical rain
forest itself. The extreme range of these sites, one an Arctic
forest, the other a tropical rain forest, has been deliberately
chosen to find common problems which can lead to generalized
observations and unique problems with data which raise issues for
the EOS System.

i

_-- _! i ¸ '
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N93-2
Construction of an Advanced Software Tool _ J

for Planetary Atmospheric Modeling

Principal Investigator: Dr. Peter Friedland

Ames Research Center

Co-Investigators: Dr. Richard M. Keller

Ames Research Center

Dr. Christopher P. McKay

Ames Research Center

Michael H. Sims

Ames Research Center

Dr. David E. Thompson
Ames Research Center

Summary:

Scientific model-building can be a time intensive and

painstaking process, often involving the development of large

complex computer programs. Despite the effort involved,

scientific models cannot be distributed easily and shared with

other scientists. In general, implemented scientific models are

complicated, idiosyncratic, and difficult for anyone but the

original scientist/programmer to understand. We propose to

construct a scientific modeling software tool that serves as an

aid to the scientist in developing, using and sharing models.

The proposed tool will include an interactive intelligent

graphical interface and a high-level domain-specific modeling

language. As a testbed for this research, we propose to develop

a software prototype in the domain of planetary atmospheric

modeling.
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Construction of an Advanced Software Tool

for Planetary Atmospheric Modeling

Principal Investigator: Dr. Peter Friedland

Ames Research Center

Co-Investigators: Dr. Richard M. Keller

Ames Research Center

Dr. Christopher P. McKay
Ames Research Center

Michael H. Sims

Ames Research Center

Dr. David E. Thompson
Ames Research Center

---BIBLIOGRAPHY---

Richard M. Keller and Michal Rimon, "A Knowledge-based Software Development
Environment for Scientific Model-building', 7th Knowledge-Based Software
Engineering Conference (KBSE-92), Tysons Corner, VA, Se_er !_992. _

Richard KA. Keiler, "Artificial Intelligence Support forScientific Model-building", Proo.
AAAI Fall Symposium on Intelligent Scientific Computation, Boston, MA, October

Richard M. Keller, "Knowledge-intensive Software Design: Can too much knowledge
be a burden?", Proc. AAAI-92 Workshop on Automating Software Design, San
Jose, CA, July 1992.

J. L. Dungan and R. Keller, "Development of an Advanced Software Tool for
Ecosystem Simulation Modelling", Abstracts supplement of the Bulletin of the
Ecological Society of America, 72(2) p. 104, 1991.

Richard M Keller, "The Scientific Modeling Assistant: An Interactive Scientific
Model-Building Tool", Proc. AAAI-91 Workshop on Automating Software Design,
Anaheim, CA, July 1991.

R.M. Keller, M.H. Sims, E. Podolak, and C.P. McKay, "Constructing an Advanced
Software Tool for Planetary Atmospheric Modeling", Proc. i-SAIRAS'90
(International Symposium on Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Automation in
Space), Kobe, Japan, November 1990.



System of Experts for Intelligent Data Management (SEIDAM)/_ /

Principal Investigator: Dr. David G. Goodenough
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS)

Co-Investigators: Joji lisaka
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing

Ko Fung
University of Ottawa

Summary:

It is proposed to conduct research and development on a system of

expert systems for intelligent data management CSEIDAM). CCRS

has much expertise in developing systems for integrating

geographic information with space and aircraft remote sensing
data and in managing large archives of remotely sensed data.

SEIDAM will be composed of expert systems grouped in three

levels. At the lowest level, the expert systems will manage and

integrate data from diverse sources, taking account of symbolic

representation differences and varying accuracies. Existing
software can be controlled by these expert systems, without

rewriting existing software into an Artificial Intelligence CAI)

language. At the second level, SEIDAM will take the interpreted
data (symbolic and numerical) and combine these with data models.

At the top level, SEIDAM will respond to user goals for

predictive outcomes given existing data. The SEIDAM Project will

address the research areas of expert systems, data management,
storage and retrieval, and user access and interfaces.
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Knowledge-based Assistance for Science Visualization

\ and Analysis Using Large Distributed Databases

\

Principal Investigator: Thomas H. Handley, Jr.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Co-Investigators: Dr. Allan S. Jacobson

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. Richard _. Doyle

Jet Propuision Laboratory

Dr. Donald J. Collins

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Summary:

within this decade, the growth in complexity of exploratory

data analysis and the sheer volume of space data require new and

innovative approaches to support science investigators in

achieving their research objectives. To date, there have been

numerous efforts addressing the individual issues involved in

inter-disciplinary, multi-instrument investigations. However,

while successful in small scale, these efforts have not proven to

be open and scaleable.

This proposal addresses four areas of significant need-

scientific visualization and analysis; science data management;

interactions in a distributed, heterogeneous environment; and

knowledge-based assistance for these functions. The fundamental

innovation embedded within this proposal is the integration of

three automation technologies, namely, knowledge-based expert

systems, science visualization and science data management. This

integration is based on the concept called the DataHub. With the

DataHub concept, NASA will be able to apply a more complete

solution to all nodes of a distributed system. Both computation

nodes and interactive nodes will be able to effectively and

efficiently use the data services (access, retrieval, update,

etc.) with a distributed, interdisciplinary information system in

a uniform and standard way. This will allow the science

investigators to concentrate on their scientific endeavors,
rather than to involve themselves in the intricate technical

details of the systems and tools required to accomplish their

work. Thus, science investigators need not be programmers. The

emphasis will be on the definition and prototyping of system

elements with sufficient detail to enable data analysis and

interpretation leading to publishable scientific results. In

addition, the proposed work includes all the required end-to-end

components and interfaces to demonstrate the completed concept.
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N93 8
Experimenter's Laboratory for Visualized Interactive Science

Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigators:

Elaine R. Hansen

University of Colorado at Boulder

Marjorie K. Klemp

University of Colorado at Boulder

Sally W. Lasater

University of Colorado at Boulder

Marti R. Szczur

Goddard Space Flight Center

Joseph B. Klemp

National Center for Atmospheric Research

Summary:

The science activities of the 1990's will require the

analysis of complex phenomena and large diverse sets of data. In

order to meet these needs, we must take advantage of advanced

user interaction techniques: modern user interface tools;

visualization capabilities; affordable, high performance graphics

workstations; and interoperable data standards and translator. To

meet these needs, we propose to adopt and upgrade several

existing tools and systems to create an experimenter's laboratory

for visualized interactive science. Intuitive human-computer

interaction techniques have already been developed and

demonstrated at the University of Colorado. A Transportable

Applications Executive (TAE+), developed at GSFC, is a powerful

user interface tool for general purpose applications. A 3D

visualization package developed by NCAR provides both color-

shaded surface displays and volumetric rendering in either index

or true color. The Network Common Data Form (NetCDF) data access

library developed by Unidata supports creation, access and

sharing of scientific data in a form that is self-describing and

network transparent. The combination and enhancement of these

packages constitutes a powerful experimenter's laboratory capable

of meeting key science needs of the 1990's. This proposal

encompasses the work required to build and demonstrate this

capability.
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Principal Investigator:

N93- 5803

Topography from Shading and Stereo

Professor Berthold P. Horn

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Co-Investigators: Michael Caplinger

Arizona State University

Summary:

Methods exploiting photometric information in images that

have been developed in machine vision can be applied to planetary

imagery. Present techniques, however, focus on one visual cue,

such as shading or binocular stereo, and produce results that are

either not very accurate in an absolute sense or provide

information only at few points on the surface. We plan to

integrate shape from shading, binocular stereo and photometric

stereo to yield a robust system for recovering detailed surface

shape and surface reflectance information. Such a system will be

useful in producing quantitative information from the vast volume

of imagery being received, as well as in helping visualize the .....

underlying surface. The work will be carried out on a popular=::

compu£1ng platf0_ s6 £hat it will be easily accessible to other

workers.
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A Distributed System for Visualizing and Analyzing I '?- I

Multivariate and Multidisciplinary Data

Principal Investigator: Dr. Allan S. Jacobson

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Co-Investigators: Dr. Mark Allen

Dr. Michael Bailey
Dr. Ronald Blom

Leo Blume

Dr. Lee Elson

[all from Jet Propulsion Laboratory]

Summary:

The Linked Windows Interactive Data System (LinkWinds) is being

developed with NASA support. The objective of this proposal is

to adapt and apply that system in a complex network environment

containing elements to be found by scientists working

multidisciplinary teams on very large scale and distributed data

sets. The proposed three year program will develop specific

visualization and analysis tools, to be exercised locally and

remotely in the LinkWinds environment, to demonstrate visual data

analysis, interdisciplinary data analysis and cooperative and

interactive televisualization and analysis of data by

geographically separated science teams. These demonstrations

will involve at least two science disciplines with the aim of

producing publishable results.
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N93-25805

The Grid Analysis and Display System (GRADS):
A Practical Tool for Earth Science Visualization

Principal Investigator: Dr. James L. Kinter, III

University of Maryland

Summary:

We propose to develop and enhance a workstation based grid

analysis and display software system for Earth science dataset

browsing, sampling and manipulation. The system will be coupled

to a supercomputer in a distributed computing environment for

near real-time interaction between scientists and computational
results.

i_7 =

=
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Planetary Data Analysis and Display System:

A Version of PC-McIDAS

Principal Investigator: Dr. Sanjay S. Limaye

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Co-Investigators: L. A. Sromovsky

University of Wisconsin-Madison

R. S. Saunders

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Michael Martin

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Summary:

We propose to develop a system for access and analysis of

planetary data from past and future space missions based on an

existing system, the PC-McIDAS workstation. This system is now

in use in the atmospheric science community for access to

meteorological satellite and conventional weather data. The

proposed system would be usable by not only planetary atmospheric

researchers but also by the planetary geologic community. By

providing the critical tools of an efficient system architecture,

newer applications and customized user interfaces can be added by

the end user within such a system.
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N93=25807

Multi-Layer Holographic Bifurcative Neural Network

System for Real-Time Adaptive EOS Data Analysis

Principal Investigator: Dr. Hua-Kuang Liu

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Co-Investigators: Professor K. Huang

University of Southern California

J. Diep

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Summary:

Optical data processing techniques have the inherent

advantage of high data throughout, low weight and low power

requirements. These features are particularly desirable for

onboard spacecraft in-situ real-time data analysis and data

compression applications. The proposed multi-layer optical

holographic neural net pattern recognition technique will utilize

the nonlinear photorefractive devices for real-time adaptive

learning to classify input data content and recognize unexpected

features. Information can be stored either in analog or digital

form in a nonlinear photofractive device. The recording can be

accomplished in time scales ranging from milliseconds to

microseconds. When a system consisting of these devices is

organized in a multi-layer structure, a feedforward neural net

with bifurcating data classification capability is formed. The

interdisciplinary research will involve the collaboration with

top digital computer architecture experts at the University of
Southern California.
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N93-25808

Development of an Expert Data Reduction Assistant

Principal Investigator: Dr. Glenn E. Miller

Space Telescope Science Institute

Co-Investigators: Dr. Mark D. Johnston

Space Telescope Science Institute

Dr. Robert J. Hanisch

Space Telescope Science Institute

Summary:

We propose the development of an expert system tool for the

management and reduction of complex data sets. The proposed work

is an extension of a successful prototype system for the

calibration of CCD images developed by Dr. Johnston in 1987.

(ref.: Proceedings of the Goddard Conference on Space

Applications of Artificial Intelligence)

The reduction of complex multi-parameter data sets presents

severe challenges to a scientist. Not only must a particular

data analysis system be mastered, (e.g. IRAF/SDAS/MIDAS), large

amounts of data can require many days of tedious work and

supervision by the scientist for even the most straightforward

reductions. The proposed Expert Data Reduction Assistant will

help the scientist overcome these obstacles by developing a

reduction plan based on the data at hand and producing a script

for the reduction of the data in a target common language.

---BIBLIOGRAPHY---

REFERENCES

Yen, F. (1992). "Draco - A Data Reduction Expert Assistant", in

the Proceedings of the AAAI Fall Symposium on Intelligent

Scientific Computation, Boston.

Miller, G. and F. Yen (1992). "The Data Reduction Expert

Assistant" in the Proceedings of astronomy from large

Databases II Hagenau, France, ESO.

This last reference is an invited talk.
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Multi-Layer Holographic Bifurcative Neural Network

System for Real-Time Adaptive EOS Data Analysis

Principal Investigator: Dr. Hua-Kuang Liu
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

---BIBLIOGRAPHY---

REFERENCES
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3. S. Zhou, P. A. Yeh, and H. K. Liu, "Dynamic self-amplified photorefractive optical beam-
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. H.K. Lui and S. Zhou, "Complex reconfigurable free-space optical interconnection via phase
CGH in spacial light modulators", Presented at the SPIE Annual Meeting, San Diego,
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, H. K. Liu, "Bifurcating optical pattern recognition in photorefractive crystals", Presented at
the SPIE Annual Meeting, San Diego, July 19,1992. Accepted for Publication in
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VIEWCACHE: An Incremental Pointer-based Access .
Method for Autonomous Interoperable Databases _ [

Principal Investigator: Associate Professor N. Roussopoulos

University of Maryland

Co-Investigators: Dr. Timos Sellis

University of Maryland

Summary:

One of biggest problems facing NASA today is to provide

scientists efficient access to a large number of distributed

databases. Our pointer-based incremental database access method,

VIEWCACHE, provides such an interface for accessing distributed

datasets and directories. VIEWCACHE allows database browsing and

search performing inter-database cross-referencing with no actual

data movement between database sites. This organization and

processing is especially suitable for managing Astrophysics

databases which are physically distributed all over the world.

Once the search is complete, the set of collected pointers

pointing to the desired data are cached. VIEWCACHE includes

spatial access methods for accessing image datasets, which

provide much easier query formulation by referring directly to

the image and very efficient search for objects contained within

a two-dimensional window. We will develop and optimize a

VIEWCACHE External Gateway Access to database management systems
to facilitate distributed database search.
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N93-25810

Advanced Data visualization and Sensor Fusion:

Conversion of Techniques from Medical Imaging to Earth Science

Principal Investigator: Dr Richard C. Savage

Hughes Aircraft Company

Co-Investigators: Dr. Chin-Tu Chen

University of Chicago

Dr. Charles Pelizzari

University of Chicago

Dr. Veerabhadran Ramanathan

University of Chicago

Summary:

Hughes Aircraft Company and the University of Chicago

propose to transfer existing medical imaging registration

algorithms to the area of multi-sensor data fusion. The

University of Chicago's algorithms have been successfully

demonstrated to provide pixel by pixel comparison capability for

medical sensors with different characteristics. The research

will attempt to fuse GOES, AVHRR, and SSM/I sensor data which

will benefit a wide range of researchers.

The algorithms will utilize data visualization and algorithm

development tools created by Hughes in its EOSDIS prototyping.

This will maximize the work on the fusion algorithms since

support software (e.g. input/output routines) will already exist.

The research will produce a portable software library with

documentation for use by other researchers.
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Principal Investigator: Dr. James A. Storer

Brandeis University

Co-Investigators: Dr. Martin Cohn

Brandeis University

Summary:

In the future, NASA expects to gather over a tera-byte per

day of data requiring space for levels of archival storage. Data

compression will be a key component in systems that store this

data (e.g., optical disk and tape) as well as in communications

systems (both between space and Earth and between scientific

locations on Earth). We propose to develop algorithms that can

be a basis for software and hardware systems that compress a wide

variety of scientific data with different criteria for

fidelity/bandwidth tradeoffs. The algorithmic approaches we

consider are specially targeted for parallel computation where

data rates of over 1 billion bits per second are achievable with

current technology.
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SAVS: A Space Analysis and Visualization System

Principal Investigator: Dr Edward P. Szuszczewicz

Science Applications International

Corporation

Co-Investigators: Dr. Alan Mankofsky

Science Applications International

Corporation

Dr. Charles C. Goodrich

University of Maryland

Summary:

We propose to develop, test, demonstrate, and deliver to

NASA a powerful and versatile data acquisition, manipulation,

analysis and visualization system which will enhance scientific

capabilities in the display and interpretation of diverse and

distributed data within an integrated user-friendly environment.

Our approach exploits existing technologies and combines three

major elements into an easy-to-use interactive package:

i) innovative visualization software, 2) advanced database

techniques, and 3) a rich set of mathematical and image

processing tools. Visualization capabilities will include one-,

two-, and three-dimensional displays, along with animation,

compression, warping and slicing functions. Analysis tools will

include generic mathematical and statistical techniques along

with the ability to use large scale models for interactive

interpretation of large volume data sets. Our system will be

implemented on Sun and DEC UNIX workstations and on the Stardent

Graphics Supercomputer. Our final deliverable will include

comple£edoCumentation and a NASA/NSF-CDAW/SUNDIAL campaign
demonstration.
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for Environment Management / / /

Charles H. Vermillion

Goddard Space Flight Center

Fran Stetina

Goddard Space Flight Center

Dr. John Hill

Louisiana State University

Dr. Paul Chan

Science Systems and Applications, Inc.

Robert Jaske

Federal Emergency Management Agency

Gilbert Rochon

Dillard University

Principal Investigator:

Co-Investigators:

Summary:

This is a proposal to develop a uniform global environmental

data gathering and distribution system to support the calibration

and validation of remotely sensed data. SAMS is based on an

enhanced version of FEMA's Integrated Emergency Management

Information Systems and the Department of Defense's Air Land

Battlefield Environment Software Systems. This system consists

of state-of-the-art graphics and visualization techniques,

simulation models, database management and expert systems for

conducting environmental and disaster preparedness studies. This

software package will be integrated into various Landsat and

UNEP-GRID stations which are planned to become direct readout

stations during the EOS timeframe. This system would be

implemented as a pilot program to support the Tropical Rainfall

Measuring Mission (TRMM). This will be a joint NASA-FEMA-

University-Industry project.
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Principal Investigator:

N 9 3 - 2 5 8 14_.

A Distributed Analysis and Visualization

System for Model and Observational Data

Professor Robert Wilhelmson

University of Illinois

Co-Investigators: Dr. Steven Koch

Goddard Space Flight Center

Summary:

The objective of this proposal is to develop an integrated

and distributed analysis and display software system which can be

applied to all areas of the Earth System Science to study
numerical model and earth observational data from storm to global

scale. This system will be designed to be easy to use, portable,

flexible and easily extensible and to adhere to current and

emerging standards whenever possible. It will provide an
environment for visualization of the massive amounts of data

generated from satellites and other observational field
measurements and from model simulations during or after their

execution. Two- and three-dimensional animation will also be

provided. This system will be based on a widely used software

package from NASA called GEMPAK and prototype software for three-

dimensional interactive displays built at NCSA. The underlying

foundation of the system will be a set of software libraries

which can be distributed across a UNIX based supercomputer and

workstations.
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Tuesday, August ii, 1992

Mr. Glenn Mucklow and Mr. Joseph Bredekamp from the Information

Systems Branch of OSSA welcomed the meeting participants to the

second AISRP Workshop. Mr. Mucklow introduced the Workshop host,

Dr. Randal Davis from the Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space

Physics (LASP) , and representatives from OAST, CESDIS, and the Ames

Research Center (ARC). Mr. Mucklow briefly reviewed the agenda and

noted the schedule for the workstation demonstrations during breaks

and lunch. The Workshop Agenda and Demonstration Schedule are

included in this Report in Appendices A and C.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE/EXPERT SYSTEMS/NEURAL NETWORKS SESSION

The Chairman of first session, Dr. David Thompson from ARC,

introduced the presentations on Artificial Intelligence, Expert

Systems, and Neural Networks.

Multivariate Statistical Analysis Software Technologies

Ast?ophysical Research Involving Larae Pata Bases

Dr. S. G. Djorgovski

California Institute of Technology

fo_

The Principal Investigator (PI), Dr. Djorgovski, and his

collaborators are conducting a dual effort under the AISRP. They

are developing a simple, efficient, user-friendly, interactive

package called STATPROG for multivariate statistical analysis of

relatively small data sets. They are also developing a large,

complex system called FRITZ to help process and analyze large

amounts of data (about 3 Terabytes) from the Digitized Second

Palomar Sky Survey (POSS-2).

Dr. Djorgovski described the approach taken for STATPROG and its

current status. About fifteen stand-alone programs exist and work,

and several more are under development or testing. The package has

been exported to two external sites for independent testing.

Several papers based on the use of the package have been published

or are in press. The remaining tasks are mostly documentation in

nature. The intent is to deposit the entire package plus the

documentation in an anonymous file transfer protocol (ftp) account

for pickup by any interested parties.

The FRITZ system is being developed in collaboration with the Jet

Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Artificial Intelligence (AI) group. It

now runs on a Sparcstation II under the Sun Unix Operating System,

but may be ported to a faster machine shortly. The system will

detect objects, measure their properties, classify them, and

catalog them. It will use the external charged coupled device
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Assistant could perform. The project was started over a year ago,

but most of the work has been done over the past eight months.

Removal of cosmic rays from CCD data is a prime challenge, and is

the current focus of the Expert Assistant. The initial system has

been developed and is being critiqued by the lead users. Based

upon their input, the system will be revised and retested with new

groups of users. Distribution is planned for the first quarter of

FY 1994. There were some questions and discussion regarding

implementation of this tool.

SIGMA: Scientists' Intelliqent Graphical Modelinq Assistant

Dr. Richard Keller

Ames Research Center

This research project is co-funded by OSSA and OAST. Model-

building is essential for scientific advancement, yet it is time-

consuming and error-prone. The goal of this project is to build a

specialized software tool to assist in scientific model-building.

The tool has been developed, but has not yet been deployed to

support scientists in the Cassini and EOS missions.

The two models being worked with are TGM and Forest-BGC. Dr.

Keller discussed why these models were selected, and how the SIGMA

approach differs from the typical manual approach to model-

building. The three basic differences are that the knowledge base

is made available to the system, the scientist conducts an

interactive process at the terminal, and the result is an

executable computation plan. As an example, Dr. Keller used the

Titan atmospheric modeling from the Voyager Flyby. SIGMA developed

a model for computing these elements. Details on this process are

contained in the presentation charts in Appendix E.

In FY 1993, the project plans to finish the Titan temperature

determination, implement the Forest-BGC modeling scenario, build a

graphical equation-entering facility, and deliver the first

prototype to science users for testing and evaluation.

In discussions, Dr. Keller noted some limits of this tool (the

environment doesn't handle partial differential equations). In

response to questions, Dr. Keller described the applicability of

the tool, the testing by users, and the possibility of trying the
tool on other models.
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(CCD) imaging for calibration of both the photometry and object
classification. Long term plans include the exploration and
development of astrophysical research involving very large
databases and the use of rapidly developing expert systems. In
response to a question, Dr. Djorgovski indicated that there are
plans to reanalyze previous sky surveys using these tools.

Multi-Layer Holoqraphic Bifurcative Neural Network for Real-Time

Adaptive EOS Data Analysis

Dr. Hua-Kuang Liu

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. Liu discussed the recent major technical achievements in this

investigative area, as well as new technology innovations and

publications over the past year or so. His presentation consisted

of a theoretical discussion of the basic model and the principle of

bifurcation, and the actual results of the experiment. Details of

the theoretical discussions and the experiment set-up and results

are contained in Appendix E.

This research group has introduced a new class of optical pattern

recognition technique which utilizes the bifurcating diffraction

phenomenon in non-linear gain saturation memory media. Future
research for the bifurcating optical pattern recognizer (BIOPAR)

includes the improvement of the quality and resolution of the

bifurcating signals and the application of the BIOPAR for Earth

Observing System (EOS) data classification problems.

Development of an Expert Data Reduction Assistant

Dr. Glenn Miller

Space Telescope Science Institute

In this project, the investigative team focussed on the data

reduction problem, rather than on data analysis or visualization.

Dr. Miller described several different types of data reduction and

analysis systems and their advantages and disadvantages. The

Expert Assistant is an alternative approach which builds on the

foundation of these systems and mitigates some of their

disadvantages, particularly problems associated with data

management and the iterative nature of the work. The goal was to

develop a system which will act much as a graduate student: follow

instructions on how to do data reduction; check for processing and

data quality problems; work longer hours; and have flexibility for

modification for new cases.

Dr. Miller discussed the salient feature of the Expert Assistant

and how best to involve the scientific community. Their project

picked a group of "lead users" who had a real need that the Expert



OAST AI Proqram

Dr. David Thompson

Ames Research Center

Dr. Thompson (standing in for Dr. Friedland of ARC) gave an

overview of the current OAST AI Program. This is a $13M per year

program involving seven NASA centers. Earth and space science

domains are a major focus of the program at ARC and JPL. The OAST

AI Program includes the following projects: Intelligent Scientific

Laboratory Instruments; Bayesian Data Analysis--AutoClass; PI-in-a-

Box; Multi-Agent Planning for Heterogeneous Registration; Reactive

Planning, Scheduling, and Control; Spacecraft Health Automated

Reasoning Prototype; and Scientific Analysis Assistant. Dr.

Thompson briefly described each Of these projects and the current

status (See Appendix E for presentation details). All of these

projects are intimately tied with users from the very beginning.

DATA COMPRESSION/ARCHIVING/ACCESS/ANALYSIS SESSION

Dr. Randal Davis chaired the session on data

archiving, access, and analysis.

compression,

Parallel Alaorithms for Data Compression

Dr. James A. Storer

Brandeis University

Dr. Storer gave a brief overview of applications of data

compression and distinguished between lossless data (decompressed

data is identical to the original) and lossy data (decompressed

data may be an approximation of the original). He discussed

systolic algorithms for lossless compression, lossless compression

hardware, image compression visualization tools and experiments,

image compression hardware, video displacement estimation, and

real-time video compression hardware. However, most of the

presentation focussed on vector quantization for image compression

and on-line adaptive vector quantization. Dr. Storer showed slides

of examples of compression on a medical image at 5:1, a NASA image

at i0:i, and a visual portrait at i0:i. The compression did a

surprisingly poor job on subtle shading on the visual portrait, and

demonstrated the problem with visual quality on this type of image.

Details of his presentation are included in Appendix E.

A splinter group chaired by Dr. Storer was set up to further

discuss the issues of data compression.



Performance and Sca_ability of Client-server Database Architectures

Dr. Alex Delis

University of Maryland

Dr. Delis discussed ADMS, an enhanced client-server database

architecture with incremental gateways to heterogeneous relational

data base management systems (DBMSs). Today's needs are: inter-

database querying, downloading and downsizing, inter-database

dependency tracking and change propagation; version and change

control; interoperability of heterogeneous relational DBMSs, and

multi-site transaction management. There are several technology

trends that will affect the development of DBMSs, and a major

question is how to take advantage of these technology developments

to create DBMSs that offer fast response time and high throughput.

Dr. Delis described the main features of the ADMS system and how it

meets the user needs. The prototype platform for ADMS is Unix on

Suns, DecStations, and Vaxes, with gateways for Oracle, Sybase, and

Ingres. The ADMS enhanced client-server provides distribution of

both processing and data, site autonomy (except for updates), and
minimal net traffic and overhead. Future work on the ADMS

architecture will include: gateway query optimization; pipeline

algorithms for interdatabase queries; adaptive update propagation

strategies; multi-site transaction management and recovery in

autonomous databases; an experiment with increment updates of

mirrored databases; and applicability of the same techniques in a

multi-processor environment with or without shared memory.

A Land-Surface Testbed for the EOS Data Information svst_m _EOSDIS)

Dr. William Emery

Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research

The goal of this Testbed was to develop on-line AVHRR data

distribution including collection archiving and software, emulate

some EOSDIS functionality, and prepare snowpack and VI composite

images. This is now called the "EOSDIS Testbed" system.

Dr. Emery described the system--how it is accessed, its current

features, and plans for the future. The software is available for

distribution for Unix and Macintosh, and PC display software has

recently been added. The user base has expanded dramatically.

There are about 734 users, and the user base is growing at an

average of about four per day. The majority of users are U.S.

educational institutions, but there is also a considerable

government component. Dr. Emery showed a full resolution data

example of what they started with. The image coverage was

expanded, which created a lot of network overhead. The Navorder

system was created for the users. The usage statistics indicated

that users began using the browse feature in a manner that

eliminated some of the need for data orders.
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The project and users would like to see this system continue until

Version 0 of EOSDIS can take over.

G_Qqraphic Information System (GIS) for Fusion and Analysis of

_ah-Resolution Remote Sensinq and Ground Truth Data

Dr. A. Freeman

Jet Propsulsion Laboratory

Three overflights of the Flevoland calibration/agricultural site

were made by the JPL AIRSAR, and the modified VICAR/IBIS GIS was

used to analyze the data. VICAR (Video Image Compression and

Retrieval) is a set of programs and procedures designed to

facilitate the acquisition, processing, and handling of digital

image data. VICAR/IBIS is a VICAR-based GIS which requires that

all image data be co-registered to a georeference image. The

modified VICAR/IBIS GIS is an extension which replaces the

"tabular" file format with an "info" file format. The objectives

of the modified VICAR/IBIS GIS are: to handle data in many

different formats and from many different sources; link all data

together through a georeference image; and track data in time,

covert pixel values to "actual" values, plot graphs, generate

training vectors for classification algorithms, and compare actual

and measured parameters.

Dr. Freeman described the implementation and results of the system

(details are included in the presentation material in Appendix D).

A working GIS/Image Processing System has now been integrated. GIS

has been exercised using multi-temporal data from the boreal forest

test site and an agricultural site. The rain forest site has been

classified using radar data alone. The University of California,

Santa Barbara (UCSB) continuous and discrete canopy models have

been integrated, and a sensitivity analysis of the models has been

conducted. A software tool, "Light-table," has been installed for

interacting with very large images. A model has been developed

which estimates scattering mechanisms from radar data, and

MACsigma0 software has been developed for release to AIRSAR data

users. Future activities include entry of ground truth data and

correlation with image data; complete integration of the UCSB model

with GIS; analysis of boreal forest data; development of a new

technique for feature selection/classification, registration of

varying terrain height data, and development of a rain forest site

vegetation cover map.
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Envision: An Analysis and Display System for Large Geophysical

Data Sets

Dr. Kenneth Bowman

Texas A&M University

Envision consists of a metadata browser, a data management system,

a set of links to feed data to existing visualization tools, and a

set of custom designed visualization, analysis, and data

manipulation tools. Envision requires regular nD grid type data

which must be stored in net common data format (CDF) files. The

grids may contain missing data or undefined regions.

Dr. Bowman described the Envision system layout. The project has

been concentrating on data files, user interface, and building up

the Envision data manager. Envision is used as a metadata browser

of netCDP files and as a metadata editor. The user interface and

data manager allow changes and edits of metadata. The data manager

also manages relationships between files and provides transparent

access as a single entity to a dataset consisting of multiple

files. Currently, most of the data management features are

working, and user interface is being connected. In late 1992, the

project expects release of a system with Envision data management

facility, Envision interface, and customized connections to NCSA

XImage, NCSA Collage, and some NCAR Graphics utilities.

The following presentation on the Spatial Analysis and Modeling

System (SAMS) was added to the agenda. This system is a practical

application of information systems research.

AGlobal Satellite Data Acauisition and Ana!vsis System to Support

H_vdrological Modelinq and Reqional Climatic Chanqe Impact Studies

Dr. Fran Stetina

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Dr. Stetina's presentation gave on overview of the SAMS for

environmental management. Most of the work to date has been in

disaster management and planning. Dr. Stetina described the SAMS

system and its design: source of data, integration of data,

production of products, and distribution of products to users. The

entire system is contained in one computer or group of computers

networked together. Currently, it is in use in a number of

countries, and a demonstration product is being used by the Corps

of Engineers using satellite data, along with rain gage data on

ground radar, to create more accurate rainfall maps.

Key features of this system are: the use of expert systems to

interpret satellite data; a classification model; and an archive

manager which allows the model to go in and find the data it needs

to run the model. The system is completely automated from receipt

of data to generation of models.
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Trends in Data Formats for th_ Space and Earth Sciences

Dr. Randal Davis

Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics

Dr. Davis discussed the changes in archiving, distribution, and use

of scientific data which result in increased need for better data

formats. In the 1980's, NASA tried to move in this direction with

pilot systems such as the Pilot Climate Data System (PCDS), the

Pilot Land Data System (PLDS), the Pilot Ocean Data System (PODS),

and the Pilot Planetary Data System (PPDS); and operational systems

such as the Astrophysics Data System (ADS), the NASA Climate Data

System (NCDS), the NASA Ocean Data System (NODS), and the Planetary

Data System (PDS). The 1990's will bring the consolidation of

NASA's Earth-oriented discipline data systems (NCDS, NODS, and

PLDS) into the EOSDIS.

In June of this year, NASA held an invitational workshop to begin

to determine if modern data formats will meet the needs of the

future. A number of different formats were discussed at this

workshop, and it was concluded that good data formats are available

for space and Earth science applications, but the relationship

between special scientific data formats and data formats from

general computing has to be examined further. As a result,

developers of CDF, netCDF, and hierarchical data format (HDF) are

examining the possibility of developing a common interface to data

in their formats. Dr. Davis indicated that the next workshop will

be sometime in the Fall.

There was some discussion among the AISRP workshop attendees on the

formats and differences within the community, and how users

interact with this issue. A splinter group session was set-up to

further discuss this topic and develop some recommendations.

Wednesday, August 12

SCIENTIFIC VISUALIZATION SESSION

Dr. Mike Botts chaired the session on scientific visualization.

Most of the presentations in this session were accompanied by

visual demonstrations via_computer projection screen.
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The Grid Analysis and Display System (GRADS)

Dr. James L. Kinter

Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere (COLA) Interactions

University of Maryland

Dr. Kinter provided background information on the COLA group at the

University of Maryland, and the types of research in which they are

currently engaged. Based upon a survey of users conducted by Dr.

Mike Botts, a number of complaints about existing scientific

visualization tools were summarized. Most users are not interested

in the software tools currently available for these reasons, which

were the same problems identified by the COLA group. As a result,

the COLA group decided to develop GRADS. They have tried to

tightly integrate the following: access of the data; manipulation

of the data interactively; and display of the data to the scientist

in a way that is famil_ar. Other goals of this system were

interactivity, ease of use, and the capability to generate a

hardcopy output.

Dr. Kinter described how GRADS was designed to meet these goals,

how it addressed the disadvantages noted in the survey, and the

hardware requirements for the system. An on-line demonstration was

conducted, and an example of hardcopy output was shown. This

system has been introduced to a group of users, and considerable
feedback has been received which will enable future improvements.

National Center for Atmospheric Research _NCAR) Interactive Status

Dr. Bob Lackman

NCAR

Dr. Lackman discussed the collaborations with other groups since

last year's workshop. They are using GRADS at NCAR, and with NCAR

graphics, are concentrating on supporting the community NCAR

graphics package with documentation and user support. The first

NCAR graphics user conference, June 17-19, included hands-on

training using workstations as well as presentations,

demonstrations, and panel discussions. Dr. Lackman provided on

overview of conference topics, and made hardcopies of the

presentations available to workshop attendees.

The NCAR interactive community goals are: to guarantee long-term

support via cost recovery; provide university and non-profit
researchers low cost visualization; and advance and support the

scientific infrastructure through common software. NCAR graphics

builds on existing libraries, is a single package for distribution,

and is portable across systems. The package is set up to have

three levels of interface: programmatic; command line; and visual

point and click. Dr. Lackman described what NCAR interactive will

look like. Currently, they have a functional requirements

document, have completed preliminary design, and have a prototype
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high level utility. Next year, they will have a command
interpreter, and the year after that, they will be distributing
software as part of the NCAR graphics distribution.

A Distributed System for the Visualization and Analysis of Observed

and Modeled Meteoroloqical Data

Dr. Steven Koch

Goddard Space Flight Center

The goal of this project, a joint effort of GSFC and the National

Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) was to create a tool

for handling the large amounts of data generated by satellites,

observational field programs, and model simulations; and to extend

existing 2D mapping capabilities with new analysis functions and

modern techniques of 3D visualization, user interaction, and

animation. Dr. Koch discussed the project approach and its

results. The system, called GEMVIS, maximizes the use of existing

software; uses commercially available visualization and application

builder tools; provides visualization and analysis capabilities in

the areas of 3D volumes of data, evolution of data over time, and

distributed processing; and provides a highly interactive

environment on a single display.

Dr. Koch and Dr. John Hagedorn conducted a demonstration of the

GEMVIS using the Explorer map module and functions, deriving

vorticity display. The demo included other orientations and 3D

renderings, as well as animations of wind vectors. They discussed

the accomplishments at GSFC and NCSA, as well as problems

encountered and the gains and losses of 2D GEMPAK. Near term

future work includes minor user interface improvements and fixes,

preliminary annotation, image loop animation, and user

documentation. They will release the software for use in the Sever

Storms Branch of GSFC in October 1992. Long term future work

includes a database for metadata, user interface enhancements,

additional visualization techniques, and additional animation.

There were questions and discussions related to the timing of

distribution of modules and portability to systems other than SGI.

Currently, they are now distributing it on Sun and Cray, and are

looking at a six month window for distribution on HP and DEC. The

problems with proprietary systems was noted and discussed.

Planetary Data Analysis and Display System:

Dr. Sanjay S. Limaye

University of Wisconsin-Madison

A Vers_Qn of PC-McIDAS

McIDAS is an evolutionary hardware/software system for Earth

Atmospheric data in use since the mid-1970's. The planetary
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version is aimed for analysis of primarily imaging data from space
missions such as Voyager, Pioneer Venus, Magellan, Hubble, Mars
Observer, and Cassini. McIDAS-X is a version for Unix workstations
(RISC-6000, SGI, Sun) with x-windows. Planetary PC-McIDAS
implementation was begun under McIDAS-X. Dr. Limaye described the
current status of system level development, new software
applications, the data descriptor block, multiband data display and
processing, and multispectral analysis. Dr. Limaye discussed and
demonstrated how the optical navigation technique was used to
successfully remove an error in roll angle to correct Voyager
Neptune images.

Experimenter's Laboratory _or Visualized Interactive Science

Dr. Elaine Hansen

Colorado Space Grant Consortium

This project was a group effort among the Colorado Space Grant

Consortium, LASP, NCAR, GSFC, and UCSB. Dr. Hansen presented an

overview of the program and its interactions with the user

community. The program goals are to provide a capability that

helps visualize data to better understand the large, complex,

diverse, and multi-dimensional data sets; support science research

within and across NASA science disciplines; to provide a laboratory

that can be easily used and tailored; to provide tools at an

affordable price; and to capitalize on existing systems techniques,

technologies, and tools.

Dr. Hansen introduced Dr. Margi Klemp, who discussed the usability

analysis and software design. Usability challenges include: the

integration of visualization, data processing, exploratory

analysis, and communication needs into a single application; a user

interface which will hide the complexities of the hardware and

software required to enable these functions; the flexibility to

make changes dynamically in the applications and to add user

specific functionality; input of diverse data formats; annotation;

and direct manipulation interfaces for interaction with data. Dr.

Klemp reviewed the project accomplishments and status to date.

Future work includes completion of the Alpha version by the end of

the year, the continuation of user testing, the integration of the

spreadsheet engine, the development of direct manipulation user

interface, new graphics capabilities, enhancement of TAE+, hooks

for calling external functions, development of a direct

manipulation annotation editor, color hard copy interface, and the

creation of an interface to GL for hardware rendering.

Dr. Bill Boyd showed a slide demonstration of the PolyPaint

functionality, which renders datasets as 3D surfaces. This system

provides the capability to look at several features at once, and

can facilitate meteorological research. The project is trying to
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get these tools into scientists' hands to enable
incorporate this into the research cycle.

them to

SAYS: A SDaGe Data Analysis and Visualization System

Dr. E. Szuszczewicz

Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Science

Science Applications International Corporation

SAVS is a combined efforh among SAIC, Advanced Visual Systems

(AVS), and the University of Maryland. The focus of this system is

on the multi-disciplinary databases designed to understand the

cause-effect relationships in the solar-terrestrial system and

their extrapolations to other planetary bodies. The major

components of the system are: innovative visualization software

(AVS); advanced database techniques; a set of mathematical,

analytical, and image processing tools; and a strongly developed

sense of scientific requirements.

Dr. Szuszczewicz discussed the needs of the practicing scientist

and how the SAYS attempts to meet those needs. The visualization

system is wrapped around AVS, which provides a variety of tools for

rendering volume data. However, AVS is just one component in the

overall system. The SAVS design goals focus on ease and

functionality. Dr. Szuszczewicz discussed the interactive

functionality of the SAYS system and demonstrated this capability

on-line. During this first year of funding, the AVS has been

ported to lower-end platforms, and an extensible user-friendly

architecture and data and model interface modules have been

developed. Basic mathematical and statistical functions have been

implemented, and the development of hooks for an interactive

interpreter has been started. The system has been tested on the

Combined Radiation Release Experiment Satellite (CRRES) and

International Sun Earth Explorer (ISEE) orbits and local data

bases, and plans have been initiated for remote data access

capabilities. In response to a question from the audience

regarding documentation, Dr. Szuszczewicz indicated that there will

be a year-end report as will as NASA press releases and science

applications reports. There was some discussion relative to

strategies in working with vendors to accommodate proprietary

system issues. Mr. Bredekamp noted that one of the goals of the

program is to engage the vendor community and work licensing

agreements for the benefit of science users. Some of the program

participants are currently working with vendors on this issue.
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NASA SUDDOrted Advanced visualization Techniques

Dr. Bill Hibbard

University of Wisconsin-Madison

Dr. Hibbard discussed VIS-5D and VIS-AD. VIS-5D (ViSualization of

5-Dimensional data sets) is used to visualize large output data

sets from numerical weather models. This tool is about four years

old, and is currently used by scientists at the University of

Wisconsin (UW), NASA/MSFC, NASA/GSFC, and other sites. It runs on

SGI, IBM RISC, and Stardent, and is available as freeware by

anonymous ftp. VIS-AD (ViSualization for Algorithm Development) is

a visual laboratory for experimenting with algorithms for

extracting useful information from remote sensing data. It puts

visualization where people work on developing algorithms for

automatic processing.

Dr. Hibbard discussed how the user can utilize VIS-AD in a highly

interactive environment. He showed how VIS-AD is used in

construction of algorithm. As part of his presentation, he gave a

demonstration of VIS-5D and its interactive capabilities. VIS-AD

can also be viewed as a McIDAS macro language where the user can

invent data structures as needed, display any data object easily,

and invent display frames of reference. VIS-AD can access McIDAS

data structures. Dr. Hibbard noted that anyone who is interested

in using this tool can contact him for instructions on how to

obtain it.

LinkWinds: The Linked Windows Interactive Data System

Dr. Allan S. Jacobson

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

The objectives of this project were to: develop a software

environment to support the rapid prototyping and execution of data

analysis/visualization applications; provide a suite of tools to

interactively visualize, explore, and analyze large multivariate

and multidisciplinary data sets; develop a user interface which

allows maximum data and tools accessibility with a minimum of

training; and provide system design and tools to make the

environment accessible to application development by users. Dr.

Jacobson described the system and how it is implemented,

emphasizing that the scientists drive the development of the

system:

LinkWinds has standardized on HDT, but other data formats are

accessible via interaction with DataHub. A user has to edit only

three files to Use th e database. Dr. Jacobson conducted a

demonstration of LinkWinds from ozone and water vapor data from the

Microwave Limb Sounder daily files. Currently, LinkWinds has only

been distributed to a few locations outside of JPL. More

sophisticated tools are needed and are planned. Future plans are
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to port LinkWinds to other Unix platforms, expand the standard

input data formats via interaction with DataHub, and develop

applications for visual data selection and subsetting. They also

plan to implement an applications generator to support user

applications development, and affect a wider distribution of
LinkWinds.

DataHub: Knowledqe-Based Science Data Manaqement

Dr. Tom Handley

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Dr. Handley discussed the key data base issues which had been

identified by Dr. Jeff Dozier of the EOS Program. Scientists want

to query and analyze a variety of different types of data.

Analysts and modelers need access to stored satellite data, derived

products, and model output on numerous and large objects, with data

distribution among nine archive centers. Researchers want to

render data on local workstations to conduct their research. There

are a number of challenges to meeting all of these needs. DataHub

is a value-added, knowledge-based server between the data suppliers
and the data consumers. It meets the need to address the barriers

associated with distributed, autonomous, heterogeneous systems.

Dr. Handley described the relationship between DataHub and

LinkWinds, and discussed the functional architecture, the data

model, the software architecture and implementation, and the user

created datasets. To date, the project has defined a general

framework for science data management, identified a critical subset

of data operations for the science data visualization applications,

and developed an initial prototype (DataHub 0.3) with common user

interaction, data format conversions, user inventory management, a

DataHub/LinkWinds interface, and underlying object-oriented

structure and methods. After Dr. Handley discussed current status

and future plans, there were some questions regarding how this

could be used in the EOS system, and some interest was expressed in

bringing this before the EOS advisory committee.

Visualization Discussion

Dr. Michael Botts

University of Alabama in Huntsville

Dr. Botts has been on a special assignment to NASA Headquarters as

a result of Congressional attention regarding visualization on the

EOS mission. He made his final report, "The State of Scientific

Visualization with Regard to the NASA EOS Mission to Planet Earth,"

available to the meeting participants, and presented its findings

as well as some options for meeting the visualization requirements
of the EOS mission.
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A survey of Earth scientists was conducted relative to problems
with current visualization tools. The applications of
visualization are: scientific investigation; data validation;
model and algorithm development and validation; data browse;
information transfer; and mission operations. The primary use for
visualization is for scientific investigation. Dr. Boots discussed
the variety of reasons why scientists are not using the
capabilities that are available to them today. Most of the
visualization bottleneck is related to lack of adequate software
which allows the scientist to take advantage of hardware power and
to interactively visualize and analyze the data. It is
questionable whether Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software will

be adequate for meeting all the needs of EOS. Dr. Botts discussed

the advantages and disadvantages of COTS, public domain, and in-

house development software.

With regard to visualization, the development environment within

OSSA can be characterized as fragmented, and lacking adequate

organization and funding structures as well as adequate mechanisms

for technology transfer both within OSSA and between OSSA and OAST.

Dr. Botts identified several general areas presently needing

additional consideration and concentration. His report concluded

that visualization is vital for meeting the scientific objectives

of the EOS mission, and the applications software for putting

visualization techniques and capabilities into the hands of the

scientist are at present inadequate. Although there is increasing

probability that COTS software can serve as a core for meeting many

visualization needs, there will still be a need for in-house

development efforts focussed on extending or modifying these tools

to meet application-specific requirements.

Dr. Botts presented some ideas on what could be done to increase

the effective use of visualization and analysis tools. Items

discussed were: the possibility of a visualization/analysis

working group; assistance centers, located at one or more

Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAACs) ; use of pathfinders;

vendor programs to improve the success of COTS; improvements to the

licensing/procurement process; and improvements to publishing and
remote interaction.

In the discussion period, it was noted that all of the comments are

valid for other disciplines as well as the Earth science and

applications field. Inasmuch as there is natural resistance to

doing the "learning" required to utilize some of these tools, it

would be worthwhile to have support for the learning cycle. An

infrastructure like this workshop could facilitate discussions on

how to solve problems. There was some discussion on the

"assistance centers," which were generally seen as a good idea if

they could be staffed with diverse expertise. It was felt that

collocating an assistance center with a DAAC would be essential to

making it work. One of the challenges will be forging a strong

link between the Information System Branch program and the EOS
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program. Other aspects discussed by the workshop participants
were: the "right way" to do software support; commercialization,
the technology transfer issue and incentives to creative
development; the problem of getting scientists to use the tools;
mechanism for getting support for multi-discipline, non-project
specific aspects of the program.

One of the suggestions made for getting tools out to the various
communities was for the participants in this group to go to other
external well-established society meetings, such as the American
Geophysical Union (AGU) and give presentations and demonstrations.

Publication in professional journals was another suggestion.

Another possibility that was discussed was a NASA Research

Announcement (NRA) for investigators to propose applications for

existing tools. These would provide some "seed" money to try out

the tools within the scientific community. This type of mechanism

is already a part of the EOS program. Another idea was for a

"consumer's guide" on current tools, directed to the scientist.

Thursday, August 13, 1992

Before beginning the morning session, the Chairman Mr.

announced adjustments to the agenda for the day.

Mucklow

PROGRAMMATIC ISSUES AND ANSWERS SESSION

_nformation Systems Research and Techno!oqy Reports
Mr. Glenn Mucklow

NASA Headquarters, OSSA

The objectives of this program are to apply advanced information

systems technology to improve support to OSSA science programs, and

enable continual evolution of OSSA data systems environment and

supporting infrastructure. The elements of this program include

the Investigator Working Groups (IWG), applied research, technology

development, and systems evolution. Mr. Mucklow discussed the

approach for each of these elements. The technology transfer

element is the key to the program. It includes testbeds, software

support, strategic users, commercial aspects, and COSMIC, and seeks

to bridge the gap between research and technology development and

mission operations and post-mission science research.
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Electronic Mail and News GrouDs

Mr. Randy Barth

Goddard Space Flight Center

Mr. Barth provided an overview of the NASA POBox and how to use it.

The NASA POBox simplifies mail exchange among AISRP researchers on

various systems (the Internet, NSI-DECnet, RSCS Networks, X.25

Networks/Nodes, and LAN & PCs connected to these systems).

Currently, there are three AISRP group distribution lists: aisrp-

members, for all members; aispr-pi for all PIs; and aisrp-general,

for general discussions. The NASA Science Internet (NSI) Help Desk

can answer questions on the use of the NASA POBox.

There are several mechanisms for electronic discussion groups:

discussion groups visa central bulletin board; discussion groups

via USENet NEWS, and discussion groups via Electronic Mail. Mr.

Barth discussed the advantages and disadvantages of each of these

mechanisms.

NASA Science _nterne_ Developments
Dr. Christine Falsetti

Ames Research Center

Internet, the largest Federal network, is a collection of various

networks. The NSI was established to provide communications to

NASA's OSSA. It provides computer networking services, management

and operations support, and technical assistance to authorized

users throughout NASA centers and research institutions worldwide.

NSI's goal is to provide a high-speed communications network that

connects all space scientists, providing ready access to data and

information stored anywhere in the world.

Dr. Falsetti described the current telecommunications

infrastructure and some of the evolving network-based applications.

The plan for evolution is to use the networks in place and use

advance technologies to go from 45 mbps to 2488 mbps. The National

Research and Education Network (managed out of OAST) is leading

this activity. NASA and the Department of Energy (DOE) have

collaborated in a procurement to obtain advanced technology, which

will enable universities to have better access to the service. In

response to questions regarding connections to service, Dr.

Falsetti advised participants to contact their regional service and

find out what their plans are to connect to the network. NSI will

serve as the backbone to EOSDIS.

There was some discussion regarding the funding of regionals, and

the prospective commercialization of these services, and how

university users would be affected. Dr. Falsetti indicated that

there are potential problems in this area, and this issue is
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currently in heavy debate. Further discussion on this subject was
deferred to a later group discussion.

CESDI$: Center o$ Excellence in Space Data and Information

Sciences

Dr. Ray Miller

NASA/GSFC

The CESDIS mission is to bring together computer scientists from

university, industrial, and government laboratories to: conduct

computer science research having application to Earth and space

science; focus attention on accessing, processing, and analyzing

data from space observing system; and collaborate with NASA space

and Earth scientists. CESDIS is managed by the Universities Space

Research Association (USRA). Dr. Miller described the CESDIS

organization, activities and tasks, and the research currently

being conducted by the CESDIS staff.

The Stanford University project has been developing software to

automate the analysis of global auroral images obtained from

Dynamics Explorer (DE)-1 and Viking satellites. The Duke

University project is involved with parallel compression of space

and Earth data. The AISRP Projects are being reported upon at this

Workshop. Dr. Miller described other additional research tasks, as

well as consultants and fellowships that are being funded through

CESDIS. CESDIS has also conducted annual workshops on various data

and information systems topics. CESDIS provides support to peer

reviews for NRA's, organizes the "Advances in Computational

Sciences Seminar Series," and provides support to the Minority

University Space Interdisciplinary Network project. Future CESDIS

direction include more coordination of AISRP projects, assistance

with Earth and space science HPCC projects, and the building of
ties with EOSDIS.

SCIENCE DISCIPLINE DISCUSSIONS

Dr. Amy Walton chaired the session on the science discipline

discussions. Panel members were: Dr. Tom Ayres, Astrophysics; Dr.

Mike Botts, Earth Science; Dr. Jim Willett, Space Physics; Dr.

Robert Jackson, Life Sciences; and Dr. Steven Lee, Solar System

Exploration. Each panel member made brief opening remarks prior to

the general discussions.

Ast?ophysics

Dr. Tom Ayres

Astrophysics has an unusual type of data set--the images are

relatively sparse and easily compressed. Except for solar physics,
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the data sets are not large. However, there are many different
platforms and missions, and many different interfaces into the data
set as well as a ground-based connection. In terms of bottlenecks,
one of the major concerns is that NASA is not providing enough
funds to procure new workstations, which are needed for more disk
space and faster CPU. One of the most valuable tools is a screen
editor, and the next most valuable is a flexible software
environment. To implement research, scientists in this discipline
need transparent access to existing and new data sets, access to
archival data, and easily modifiable software. In parallel, they
need access to expertise and specific software (or software
modules). The researchers do not need a proliferation of
sophisticated visualization systems, but tools that can be easily
modified to attack specific problems.

In the panel discussion, Dr. Ayres emphasized that the need for
interdisciplinary science sharing has increased, and the PDS has
had an influence on astrophysics. In astrophysics, the primary
science problem is not enough telescopes in orbit. The problems
some disciplines are encountering with large data sets has not been
an issue for astrophysics.

Earth Science

Dr. Mike Botts

The major issues within Earth science involve large data sets, and

lots of data, and interuse of multiple data sets from multiple

disciplines. In large data sets, the issues are: keeping

interactivity in visualization (adaptive sampling could help);

automatic feature recognition and tracking; and data compression

(lossy vs. lossless - how much is acceptable). With the

restructuring on EOS, there is less capability to do on-board

processing. In the interuse of data sets from multiple

disciplines, there are navigation, gridding, and projection issues.

Dr. Botts recommended leaving gridding and navigation till as late

as possible, but tools will be needed to do this. The advantages

and disadvantages of adaptive sampling were also discussed.

The general discussion centered around data formats. A suggestion

was made to have a limited library of formats for choice by users,

and visualization tools would be responsive to this limited library

of formats. It was noted that equal emphasis is needed on the

analysis process, and one approach is to get scientists involved

very early in the process. Dr. Mucklow indicated that there is a

mechanism for doing this.
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Space Physics

Dr. Jim Willett

Dr. Willett indicated that this workshop had been very useful and

helpful, particularly the opportunities to talk with other

participants and share ideas. He noted that the tools produced by

the scientist with the help of computer scientists are the ones

that are most successful and are actually being used in research.

It would be useful for someone to put together a "consumer report"

document to categorize all of.the tools/systems, describe salient

features, and show how they fit together. The workshop

participants need such a document to go into their discipline
communities and talk about what's available.

With regard to the earlier discussion on the problem of getting

tools into the community, Dr. Willett noted that in space physics,

the younger investigators used and recognized the value of new

tools, particularly visualization tools. Some of the tools

demonstrated at this workshop might be very useful in displaying

magnetospheric modeling. One possible approach might be to

initiate a joint-funded activity (space physics and information

systems) to pursue implementation of these tools, which could also

help with technology transfer. A suggestion was made to consider

having a technology transfer supplement to the education outreach

grants.

In response to a question, Dr. Willett stated that the National

Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) is a critical element in the

space physics and other discipline data systems. It would be a

node on the space physics data system, and provide a master catalog

and a deep archiving capability. There was some discussion of the

current OSSA data policy, and the evolution to this policy by all

space science disciplines. Currently, space physics is the

discipline most firmly entrenched in the old system (data

proprietary to the PI for a period of time). It was noted that

there is current disarray on how this issue is handled in OSSA.

Life Sciences

Dr. Robert Jackson

Dr. Jackson described the Life Sciences program for Space Station

Freedom, and two basic research scenarios--automatic operation and

crew assisted operation. The automatic operation mode provides

routine operation of major facility equipment to support

biospecimen growth and development. The bottlenecks in this mode

are primarily limited downlink bandwidth, downlink interruptions,

and no on-board communications outage recorder. Researchers need

tailored bandwidth reduction techniques and efficient on-board data

processors and storage. The crew operated mode provides for crew

to set up runs, manipulate specimens, collect data, collect and
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analyze samples, and maintain equipment. The bottlenecks in this
mode include crew time and skill maintenance, limited uplink and
downlink bandwidths and interruptions, late delivery of data and
samples, and long storage time of samples. Research is needed to
enable effective conduct of advanced experiments to accommodate
limited uplink and downlink, minimize the demand for power and
volume, and maintain and improve crew skills.

In response to a question about metadata, Dr. Jackson that it has
been inadequate, and life sciences is just starting to begin an
archive. They will heed help with this development, and the
implementation to bring it on-line. Recoverable archive remains
one of the major problems. Tools are needed to store more
information up-front. The PI-in-a-box concept was discussed as a
potentially useful tool for life sciences.

_olar System ExDlora_ion

Dr. Steven Lee

Dr. Lee provided a brief background of the PDS and its structure.

JPL provides the management and top-level catalog. Colorado is in

the Atmospheres Node. Each discipline node divides up among

specialty nodes. Problem areas in archiving planetary data from
active missions are: the obligation of flight projects to archive

data; preservation of mission funds for data archiving;

availability of project personnel for archiving tasks; definition

of interfaces between projects and PDS; large lead times needed to

influence archiving plans; selection of storage technology; massive

data volumes; and the proprietary period and scheduling of data

transfer. PDS is actively working all of these areas.

The data formats issue came up again during discussion of the PDS.

Dr. Davis added that the working group has come to the conclusion

that formats should not be prescribed; a more workable approach is

to described a standard set of data objects, and encourage users to

accept those standards. It was noted that the tools demonstrated

at the workshop have applicability to the planetary research

discipline. Another issue discussed was how to get rid of old data

where the cost of maintaining the data for exceeds its usefulness.

Space physics is currently looking into this problem.

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER DISCUSSION

Dr. Tom Handley and Dr. Larry Preheim led the group discussion on

technology transfer.

For the purposes of this workshop discussion, technology transfer

was defined as the transfer of organized knowledge to a project or
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program for the eventual purpose of producing new or improved

products, processes, or services. The transfer can occur through

consulting, documentation, training, demonstration, or

collaborative technical work. Too often research and development

has been content to "throw its product over the wall and hope

someone will catch it." Technology issues are viewed differently

by advanced development groups and implementation/production

groups. Dr. Handley discussed some of the barriers to technology

transfer. The user community lacks a process to identify common

requirements, and a lacks a vehicle to exert leverage on NASA to

implement common designs. The resources invested in existing

system and applications, as well as the attitude and culture of the

work force, make it difficult to evolve to new technologies. In

addition, there are inadequate incentives to foster the insertion

of new technology into new missions, and there is a fear of not

being able to meet mission objectives (performance and budget)

using "newer" technology. Overall, there is no documented coherent

NASA vision for broad-based technology integration or a technology

transfer process.

It was noted that OSSA and OAST have been trying to work out a

process to address some of these barriers and develop a coherent

NASA vision. One example of good collaborative effort is HPCC; the

key was participation and drive from the onset of the project.

Dissemination of information alone does not produce results.

Technology transfer occurs within the context of one-on-one

relationships of technologists and organizations. The programmatic

challenge is to establish these relationships. JPL is putting

together a process for technology transfer at that institution. It

includes a technology transfer readiness review of on-going and new

programs. However, the dominant project individuals need to be

advocates of technology transfer and keep the user community

involved in the process. A flow diagram of the process is included

in the presentation package in Appendix D. The advantages of

collocation were discussed, and it was generally agreed that

directly collaboration, particularly at the beginning of the

process, is optimum. An intermediate "technology transfer" group

can be used to sustain the activity once it is well started.

Another issues that was discussed at some length was how to support

the transfer once it is successful. Support can be time consuming

and expensive, and things that need a lot of "handholding" tend to

stay in research labs for this reason. Dr. Handley noted that

there are several types of transfer: a single, stand-alone tool

for a group of users; a tool which is an integral part of a larger

system (e.g. shuttle scheduling) to other users; and technology

which has only "potential" users.

How to move commercial products into the NASA community was another

popular topic, and the participants discussed the issues with

licensing. Dr. Botts indicated that he has been working on this
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issue, and invited interested parties to get in touch with him to
discuss it further.

Dr. Preheim presented a view of an "optimal solution:" establish
three demonstration sites, GSFC, JPL, and LASP, where prospective
users/interested parties could visit, view the tools, and have
expertise there to walk them through the products. However, there
would need to be coordinated testing for maturity and useability of
the technology. One center (JPL) would be the focal point to
address commercialization issues. This idea was discussed among
workshop participants, who saw value in this type of approach.
However, it was noted that users would need to know the
availability of products at the center, and a "consumer's guide"
was again suggested as a way to fulfill this need.

Mr. Mucklow indicated that by this time next year, the AISRP
investigators will need to identify how they will do technology
transfer. A suggestion was made to have an archive site (e.g.,
LASP) for the software that was described and/or demonstrated at
this workshop. In response to a suggestion regarding
demonstrations in a special session at AGU, Mr. Mucklow asked that
anyone interested in doing this, please contact him and it would be
pursued.

COLLABORATIONAND COMMUNICATIONDISCUSSIONS

Mr. Mucklow, Dr. Willett, Dr. Gordon Johnston, and Dr. Peter
Friedland led the group discussions on collaboration and
communications.

Dr. Johnston, the thrust manager for science in OAST, explained how
OAST has been restructured from discipline-oriented management to
the focused thrust structure consisting of science, exploration,
and operations. Dr. Peter Friedland from ARC talked about the OAST
culture, which is significantly different from OSSA--it is one of
research of technology to facilitate NASA missions. In OAST it is
unusual to have large scale peer reviews--proposals are often
unsolicited, and are funded through the field centers. The AI
program was advocated and approved as a mission-oriented thrust.
The goal in the OAST program is to do a great deal of technology
transfer at all levels, and the program office supports
collaborative efforts with OSSA--in advocating, funding, and
working. With respect to the issue of technology transfer on
flight project, Dr. Friedland acknowledged that technology transfer
is more difficult. However, technology transfer is easier to
accomplish when connected with an experiment instead of part of the
flight transportation system (e.g. the shuttle). A good example of
this was the PI-in-a-Box.
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The group discussed the possibility of more joint NRA's. There was
general consensus that this approach would be very attractive to
the scientific community. OSSA hopes to increase the CESDIS
activity to provide a mechanism for OAST and space scientists to
work together. In response to a comment regarding funding for
support to space science, Dr. Willett noted that the issue of
science support funding has come up repeatedly in OSSA and in the
Space Physics Division, but most of the activity in the office is
toward getting new projects to fly. Mission operations and data
analysis (MO&DA) funding is dependent on flight missions. The
office would like to get some sort of statement regarding the right
balance among funding to the science community, funding to
hardware, and funding to extend missions. Funding was clearly
recognized as a key issue, but it was also recognized as something
that, to a large extent, is beyond NASA's control, and is driven by
national priorities. What the community can do is work through the
established advisory committees and have enough small scale
missions to provide some support for R&D. The National Academy of
Sciences (NAS) and the National Research Council (NRC) are the
recognized advocates for science, and the community needs to exert
influence through this structure.

Dr. Willett noted that a mechanism for technology transfer of
visualization tools could be an NRA type of activity where funding
is provided to selected groups to try out the tools and bring in
the technology. OAST is trying to reduce the cost of mission
operations, which could make some more funding available for
science analysis.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR FUTURE AISRP RESEARCH DISCUSSION

Mr. Mucklow led the wrap-up discussion for the workshop. He noted

that HPCC is currently under evaluation, and four to five major

awards will result. This will generate some massively parallel

processing testbeds. In addition, OAST is sponsoring an HPCC

CESDIS announcement. OSSA has funding in FY 1994 to fund

additional AISRP grants, and will have an announcement coming out

in 1993. As a result of these workshop discussion and lessons

learned, the program office will try to have more focussed topics

of research. OAST could help provide an opportunity for some of

the creative proposals that fall outside the scope of the next

announcement.

Some key discussion areas identified during the workshop were

issues associated with data compression and analysis, data formats,

and technology transfer.

Dr. Davis, Dr. Storer, and Dr. Falsetti summarized their splinter

group findings on data formats, data compression, and networking.
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REPORTOF SPLINTER SESSION ON DATA FORMATS
Dr. Randal Davis

No one data format can do it all, even within a single discipline.
Factors to consider in selecting data formats are: usability,
performance, ease/difficulty of change, completeness of metadata,
and support for data compression. Software must be provided for
every data format. At a minimum, it must display any header or
label information, create a programming language data structure,
and put the data into a "plain" file. A "consumer reports" kind of
analysis is needed to evaluate and compare formats. Data formats
should be "bottom-up" development. Some concern was raised about
"top down" data formats standards efforts, such as the SFDU
concept.

Specific needs differ according to the type of data being handled:
archive data, active data, quick look/browse data, and operational
data. Archive data needs lots of metadata, minimal system
dependencies, and lossless compression. Metadata for active data
is dictated by need and system dependencies may be acceptable.
Quick look/browse may not need much metadata, and system
dependencies and lossy compression may be acceptable. Operational
messages require minimal metadata and are heavily encoded.

REPORTOF SPLINTER SESSION ON DATA COMPRESSION
Dr. James Storer

NASA needs for data compression are: archiving of data;
transmitting data more quickly between NASA centers and research
institutions; data distribution on CD-ROM, etc.; fast data
browsing. It is clear that with over a tera-byte of data per day
to be archived in the future, fast ways to "finger through" the
data are critical.

The tradeoff between storing less data or having more data with
less fidelity for specific key NASA applications needs to be
studied. Better measures of distortion must be developed that can
evaluate compression algorithms for specific applications and which
allow the user to quantitatively specify a tradeoff between
compression and fidelity. Note that such measures are also
critical for compression algorithms to adaptively "learn" about the
data. Continued research is needed on general purpose adaptive
techniques that work well for the wide variety of NASA data and
have an easily "adjustable" compression-fidelity tradeoff. Fast
algorithms (and hardware) for real-time data compression are needed
so that compression and decompression can be "invisible" to the
user. Integration of data compression software and hardware into
current and proposed NASA archives and distribution systems needs
to be studied. Better communication between Earth scientists and
computer scientists is needed so that compression systems that are
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a good "match" to the applications can be developed, and so that

Earth scientists are comfortable using these systems.

Gathering data and transmitting data from remote sensors is an

important issue for NASA, and one for which compression can play an

important role by effectively increasing the bandwidth of
communication channels. However, due to the many highly technical

issues involved, it is reasonable to view it as a separate problem

from the compression of data that has already been obtained.

One action that was suggested by the participants was to identify

some data sets on which to do a data compression exercise. This

could be worked on at the Data Compression Workshop in the spring.

Mr. Mucklow took the action to follow up on this.

REPORT OF SPLINTER SESSION ON NETWORKING

Dr. Christine Falsetti

Issues identified and discussed were:

- Evolving NSFNET infrastructure and support for NASA PIT's at

NSFNET regional institutions. What is the impact on NASA PI's?

What reponsibility will NASA take to support NASA PI's? What are

our plans for support? How does NSI track NASA PI's?

- WAN-LAN roles and responsibilities and interface issues at

sites. As WAN upgrades to high performance network delivery, what

are the implications at the science site? Communities must be

alerted that they should be working with LAN providers to ensure

that they will be able to take advantage of the high-performance

network when deployed.

- Request for more information

particularly EOSDIS Data Panel meetings.

about NSI at SWG's,

- How to better listen to the science community. Perhaps

volunteers for involvement in restructured scientist input (SSC)

activities?

A final action on the workshop participants in general was to pass

along any items of group interest via electronic mail; if paper,

pass along to Mr. Mucklow for distribution.
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PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR
DATA COMPRESSION

Dr. James A. Storer
Brandeis University

August 11, 1992

i
I ' il

Outline

• Introduction

• Systolic Algorithms for Lossless Compression

• Lossless Compression Hardware

• NC (Poly-Log) Algorithms for Lossless Compression

• Vector Quantization for Image Compression

• On-Line Adaptive Vector Quantization

• Image Compression Visualization Tools and Experi-

ments

• Image Compression Hardware

• Video Displacement Estimation

• Real-Time Video Compression Hardware

• Current Research

f

Parallel Algorithms for
Data Compression

James A. Storer

Computer Science Dept.

Brandezs Unwersztg

Joint %Vork With:

B, Carpentieri (Ph t) Student)

M. Cohn ir_c_:t_,l

C. Co)2_an_12escu (PhD Student)

S. De Agostino (Ph D Student)

E. LZn (Post-Doc)

Q. Xe (Ph D Student)

R. Z_to-Wolf (PhD Student)

Applications of
Data Compression

_ ":;_a_;r

lossless =decompressed data
is identical to the original

lossy = decompressed data
may be an approximation to the original

Y
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Key types of data:

• text

• computer source/object code

• data bases

• numerical data

• speech

• music

• gray-scale images

• color images

• graphics

• CAD data

• animation

,* half-tone/fax data

• finger print images

• bank check images

• map and terrain data

• medical imagery

• scientific and instrument data, space data

• image sequences

• video

Lossless Data Compression with

On-Line Dynamic Textual Substitution

Idea:

blaintain a dictionary of strings that have occurred frequently

in the past and replace new occurrences of these strings by

their index in the dictionary.

In a "lock-step" fashion, the encoder and decoder are con-

stantly changing their dictionaries to best reflect the data seen

thus far,

E 38

Examples of Speeds Required

for Real Time Processing:

Text sent over a modem _ 2,4_2J bits per second

{Dcpt'ndillg *in _he _t_t _,f the mudcm, commonly used speeds

range from 1.200 bits per second to 9.500 bits per second)

Speech _ 100,000 b_ts per second

(One governme::t standard usvs _.000 _amphrs per second, 12

bits per sample.)

Stereo Music _ I 5 mzIhon has per second

(A standard compact disc uses 44,100 samplm per second, 16

bits per sample, 2 channels )

Picture Phone _ 12 mdhon btt,_ per _e, ond

(A tuw re_ulution black and white product might require 8 bits

per pixel, 255x256 pixels per frame, 24 frames per second)

Black&_,Vhite Video _ 60 mffhon bzts per second

(A medium resolution product might use 8 bits per pixel, 512

by 512 pixeLs per frame, 30 flames per second.)

HDTV _ I b_lhon bit5 per second

(A proposed standard ha6 24 bits per pixel, 1024 by 768 pixelS

per frame, 60 frames per second )

Data Compression with
On-Line Dynamic Textual Substitution

(1) Initialize the local &ctwnar'y D to have one entry

for each character of the input alphabet

(2) repeat forever

(a) {Get the current matd_ string s }

Use a match heur'=st=c Mtt to read _ from the input

Tr,_lsmit [lo9_ID]] bits fi)r the index of s

(b) {Update D:}

Add each of the strings specified by an update heu_snc UH to D

(if D is full, use a deletwn heuristic DH to make space)

Generic Encoding Algorithm

{1) Initialize D by performing Step 1 of the encoding algorithm

(2) repeat forever

(a) {Get the current match string s:}

Receive [log2lD[] bits for the index of s

Retrieve s from D and output the characters of s.

(b) {Update D:}

Perform Step 2b of the encoding algorithm,

Generic Decoding Algorithm

J
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The Match Heuristic

• Greedy: Read the longest match possible.

• tookahead: Employ a [ookahead buffer to check if taking

a shorter match now will pay off with better compression

later.

• Special Characters: Read the longest match that ends with

a special character (which can be specified in advance or

dynamically learned).

Update and Deletion Heuristics
for Dynamic Dictionaries

Update Heuristic (DH):

• First Character (FC) Add the last match concatenated with tile

first character of the current match

• Identity (ID): Add the last match concatenated with the current

match

• All Prefixes (AP): Add the set of strings consisting of the last match

concatenated with each of the prefixes of the current match

Deletion Heuristic (DH):

• Freeze when F_ll (FREEZE}: Once the dictionary becomes full it

is "frozen" and remains the same from that point on.

• Restart Periodically or when Compression Drops (RESTART): Pe-

riodically or when compression drops, remove all elements of the

dictionary (except the characters of the input alphabet).

• Least Frequently Used (LFU): Delete the string that has been matched

least frequently.

• Lea_t Recently Used (LRU): Delete the string that has been matched

least recently.

• Swap when Pall (SWAP): Keep two dictionaries. When the prlmarp

dictionary becomes full, start learning new entries in the aaxdiary

dictionary but continue eompre-_sing data with the primary dic-

tionary. From this point on, each time the auxiliary dictionary

becomes full, the roles of the primary and auxiliary dictionaries are

reversed, and the secondary dictionary is reset to be empty.

#

Sliding x,Vindow Data Compression

Idea: A forra on-line textual substitution where the dictionary is just a

window of the last n ch,'tractcrs and instead of pointers being simple in-

dices, they ,xrc (&splacement. length) pairs that indicate a substring of the

window Ti_e update and deh'tkm heuri,_tics are to just "slide" the window

Any matcl_ heuristic that r,'ads a _tring that is a sabstring of the window

w!ll do; usually the greedy hem%tie is u._t_d (and is provably optinutl when

all pointer have the same size)

Note.,':

• To insure that a match of at least or, e character can always be found.

a pointer value is reserved for each character of the alphabet

• In practice, it pays to use "fancier" methods of encoding pointers be-

onus,_' the distribution of pointer values (particularly the length field}

tends not to be uniform Also, better methods of coding pointers avoid

the inefficiency of baying to divide the pointer into two fields.

Efficient Serial Implementation:

• ffthe window extends back to the beginning of the input string, a simpIe

linear time implementation is to bmld a position tree as you go (nsing

McCreigbt's Algorithml and compute longest matches by walking down

from the root to a leaf and then matching as much additional input a.s

possible

• When the window does not extend all the way to the beginning of the

il_put string, the position tree daZa structure can be modified to allow

deletion of strings, or three overlapping copi_ of the position tree can

be employed

- #

J
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Systolic Pipes

All processors are identical and the length of

connections between adjacent processors can

be bounded by a constant.

The structure can be laid out in linear area and

power and ground can be routed without crossing wires.

The layout strategy can be independent of the number
of chips used. A larger pipe can be obtained by placing
as many processors as possible on a chip and then,
using the same layout strategy, placing as many chips as
possible on a board.

J



Systolic Pipe for the

Static Dictionary Method
(the diclionary is J'uced in advance)

n.i n

input

[I

I I t I I

INPUT AC'I'ION

! NoOfing None

2. I S_nd Ito O_¢at

3 ] Send I ".op_tent
4 1[ _end l[ to pAreaL

5 t] Compu_e I*nlth and send _ procc_cr _.hsgtint it

6 []I H_ndle _rst t_*o M in $ ind s_nd oLher [ m parent

7 HI Send qr_t I T,O[_rent and handle I=a_ L--o ¢.a in S

a. IIII $_nd I_rst _nd [_ to paring and h_ndle M in 5

J ,.
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Systolic Architecture for the

Sliding Window Method
("match tree" architecture)

ut

I Zn-I 2n

output

Systolic Architecture for the

Sliding Window Method
("broadcast-reduce'" tree architecture)

input

1

Oulpu[
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Systolic Pipe for the

Sliding Window Method
("wrap" architecture)

input

In/2)-I

o,Jlput

Board Level Design that Implements the

Swap Deletion Heuristic

Processor Array

I I I 1 1
nil nrf_l mark leader stop

CONTROLLER _s_

I ct¢t mark leader Slop

Processor Array

N f
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Systolic Pipe for the

Dynamic Dictionary Method
(Uses a variant of the ID update heuristic that

forms matches in a "bottom-up" fashion.)

1,q)D

mark...--_

leader

S_op

12-bil
data imam

GND

|-Bit Registe_

• reset • f_UB

• mode • f_llA

• flush • maAA

• leader • m=rkB

• dummy I i_dexa_dve
I

• SlOp

I II

VDD

t_sel

mark

icier

it----.- stop

" GND

Diagram of a Single Cell

(4.096-256-1)=3.839 cells form a complete array)

Real-Time Adaptive Lossless
Compression Hardware

custom CMOS chip

\

compression / decompression board

VlkIE Board:

• 20 mtiz clock

• 30 custom chips (l.0u double-nietal CHIOS)

• 160 million bits per _e_._)nd throu/_hput

(one byte is processed on each clock cycle)

HiPPI Board:

• I00 mhz clock

• 15 custom chips (.Su double-metal C.MOS)

• S00 ]nillion bits per second _hroughput

J
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Sub-Linear Algorithms
for Text Compression

Idea: Fast sub-linear algorithms that can be programmed on

existing massively parallel machines.

l_{odel of Input-Output: For a dictionary of size rt, charac-

ters arrive in blocks of size n to the encoder and leave in blocks

of size n from the decoder.

Note: Dynamic dictionary compression is P-Complete!

Static dictionary or sliding window: We present a sim-
ple algorithm for greedy or optimal parsing that can be imple-
mented in O(log(n)) time with O(n 2) processors.

(In fact, for any 0 < epsdon < ½, this algorithm can be imple-
mented in O(}log(n)) time with O(n TM) processors.

/

Greedy Versus Optimal Parsing
for Text Compression

Idea: Textual subatitution algorithms typically employ greedy parsing that

is, at each stage, the longest possible string is taken as the next match

Hmvever, uptmmt parsi W strategi_ay sometimv_ take a shorter matdl

so that bigger savings can be achieved later

Example:

input string: baba _

dictionary: a, b, {ha' : 1 < i _< k}, bah

optimal parsing: ba, ba _

greedy parsing: bah, a, a .... a

Theorem: The intersection of the i t^ phrases of all optimal parsings is

non empty, and hence there is a _et of canonical substr_ngs that identify the

positions of optimal phrases

y _m _1_ _

Y _-- _m.. 9_....._

*** This is why optimal parsing can be done on-line and why parallel algo-

rithm_ for greedy parsing can be generalized to optimal parsing

J
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f'- Example:

input string= a a b a a a b b b a a a b a a a

dict_on_y= Q, b, aa, aab

grccJ.y pa:s_ng= aab, aa, a, b, b, b, aa, a, b, aa, a

I 2 3 .I 5 6 7 8 9 10 I1 12 I3 I.I 15 16

4 3 4 6 $ 7 S 9 I0 12 14 13 14 16 17 17

4 3 4 15 8 7 S 9 I0 12 14 13 14 16 17 I7

6 4 '3 7 9 $ 9 I0 12 13 16 14 16 17 0 0

4 3 4 15 8 "7 8 9 10 12 14 13 14 16 17 17

6 4 6 7 9 8 9 10 12 13 16 I4 t6 17 0 0
7 6 7 S 10 9 l0 I2 13 14 17 16 17 0 0 0

8 7 8 9 12 10 12 13 14 I6 0 17 0 0 0 0

4 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 12 I4 13 14 16 17 17

G 4 6 7" 9 S 9 10 12 13 16 14 16 17 0 0

7 6 7 8 10 9 10 12 13 I4 17 16 17 0 0 0

8 7 8 9 12 10 12 13 14 16 0 17 0 0 0 0

9 _ 9 10 13 12 13 14 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 9 10 12 I4 13 14 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I2 10 12 13 16 14 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 12 13 I4 t7 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

4 3 4 6 8 7 8 9 10 12 t4 13 t4 16 17 17

6 4 6 7 9 8 9 10 12 13 16 14 16 17 0 0

7 6 7 8 !0 9 I0 12 t3 11 17 15 17 0 0 0

8 7 8 9 12 t0 12 13 14 t6 0 17 O 0 0 0

9 S 9 I0 13 12 13 14 15 17 0 0 0 0 0 0

10 9 10 12 14 13 14 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 13

12 t0 12 13 16 14 16 17 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0

13 12 13 14 17 h] 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 13 14 16 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

16 14 16 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 15 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

t
Figure

Positions of the first-characters of the phrases o[{he gr_'dy parsing are 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 1O,

12, 13, 14, 16.

Image Compression with

Vector Quantization

.fi_..... ":*'.-¢.-',,_r,',_-....... ",',,'._
:_i' IDEA: Map sub-arrays of pLxels {"vectors") to i_

i'_.¢._ the "closest" vector in a dictionary of vectors ,_?"

image
dictionary

N
m

@
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( Key Results

for Fixed-Sized (Trained) VQ

A complexity analysis of codebook design and search

shows that optimal VQ as well as optimal k-means design is

NP-hard

A complexity analysis of tree-structured VQ shows that

finding optimal pruned trees subject to the leaf entropy or ex-

pected depth is NP-hard, whereas a polynomial-time algorithm
is presented when the cost function is the number of leaves or

maximum depth.

A new tree growing algorithm constructs trees that are

well balanced among different costs; experimental results show

it to achieve the compression performance of optima] pruning

without the computational overhead.

%Vorst-ease bounds on the performance of tree search ver-

sus oFti:nal full search have been derived; efficient heuristics

have been developed to significantly improve tree search per-
formance.

Massively parallel algorithms have been developed to im-

plement existing VQ algorithms as well as novel ones for design
and codebook search.

Experiments

#

Test images:

BrainMR: 25Gx255, 8 bits/pixel brain image (mr)

BrainCAT: 512x512, 8 bits/pixel brain image (cat-scan)

DonaldsonVilleLA4:512x512 NASA Satelite Image, band 4

DonaldsonVilleLA6:512x5i2 NASA Satelite Image, band 6

%VomanHat: 512x512, 8 bits/pixel grayscale photo

LivingRoom: 512x512, 8 bits/pixel grayscale photo

FingerPrint: 76SxrG8, g bits/pixel FBI fingerprint image

Visualization Tools:

• original image

• compressed image

• movie of adaptive growing process

• "checkerboard" display that maps the rectangles used

• median intensity display

• dictionary display

• error image

Results: Signal to noL_ ratios for a given compression ratio typically equa/

or better traditional fixed-size trained VQ As can be seen from the slides

of the decompressed data, resolution of edges is especially accurate (good

for scientific and medical data)

NOTE: This is a huge success! The same adaptive method, with no prior

knowledge of the data, can be used for diverse data sets while achieving the

performance of trained methods

J
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f
On-Line Adaptive VQ

/x. ---_-- K

I GH'I
Simplified Video Compression System

input

I loss)" preprocesstng ofindividua/frames ]

l
[ d_splacemem _.

I L t....

out 9ut

-N
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f Displacement Estimation

Idea : Approximate interframe motion by
piecewise translation of blocks of pixels.

(Rotation, zooming, etc., approximated by
block translation, if blocks are small.)

Note : Displacement estimation is a crucial part
of the MPEG standard.

Limitations of Traditional Displacement Estimation _

• Monotonicity assumption.

• Fixed size blocks.

• Serial model of computation.

Fixed Block Method (Jain and Jain [81])

V

__2_11111t
[___+J I I I i I t t t ! 1

FcIJ_NE AT TIM__ T, _ FfI, AN_ AT TJME T

U = M x N, I.J_w= (M+2p) x (N+2p)

Mean distortion function between U and U,_:

D6j) = .,,T_Z.Zg(u(m,n)-u_m+i,n-*j)), -p<_.ij_<p

DMD: direction of minimum distortion, for each block

Finding DM.D for a block = evaluation of D(i,j) in

(2p+1) x (2p+1) positions

Hypothesis: data is such that D(i,j) monotonically
increases as we move away from the DMD

J
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Y

The Model of Computation

r-

I

,
I

,,

I

+1
DIS PLACSM F.,_T P.._'TI}-t A'rloN E_CODER

• Input/Output is serial.

• n : number of pixels per frame.

• Each processor corresponds to a block of k pixels
(i.e. n/k = N x N).

• Controller communicates with only one processor.

• Data for the current and previous flame is
processed by the grid while data for the next
frame is filling up the frame buffer

)

Z



f
Superblocks

Def. : Superblock at time t " set of adjacent
blocks with the same DMD at time t-1

Properties of Superblocks:

• Superblocks will represent areas of the image
with the same displacement vector

• Superblocks may have no prescribed shape

• Superblocks may grow and shrink from
frame to frame

Idea : Use a parallel grid architecture to segment
each frame into superblocks

Note : We will not need the monotonicity assumption

f Encoding Splits and Displacements

Encoder's Algorithm at time t

Phase 1 - all processors in parallel:

construct search area

compute DMD

Phase 2 - controller :

get DMD from each processor

compute superblock splits

output a list of all the splits

output DMD of each superblock

Phase 3 - controller :

construct new superblocks

fCommunication Between Controller and Processors

Splits : Send ID of the superblocks that need to
be disoved.

Send list-of-splits.

Displacements : Send one DMD for each
superblock that has not been
disolved and the DMD of the

blocks for the superblocks that
have been disolved.

Threshold Condition :

If size_of_data > threshold, controller disolves

all the superblocks.

Note: Due to the threshold condition, never
worse in terms of data sent than the fixed

block approach.
J
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CONTROLLER

: 1
.......................................t.....•

The communication between processors and
controller is pipelined



f
Analysis of the Algorithm f Implementing the Algorithm on a Pipe

f

Time • O(n) (on-line algorithm).

Space • 0(1) for processor

O(NxN) for controller.

Fidelity: no worse than fixed block method

(possibly better: no monotonicity assumption).

Amount of data sent:

no more than the fixed block algorithm
(has the potential to represent "easy parts
of a frame, e.g. background areas with
single superblocks).

Current Research

Lossless Compression:

• Polynomial-Time AlgorithnLs for dynamic off-Line encoding, that are

pro_ably better than greedy, anti are on-line decodable in sub-linear

tinge

. ParalM approximatio]l aIg_,rithm:, fur dynal|tic dictionary

• S_Lb-linear implt:r;lellt atio:!s on existing massively paratlel machir_t_ (CMS,

MASSPAR, etc )

• A 25 billion bits per second systolic SONET board

Adaptive Image Compression:

• Provable performance bounds (for both Iossless and lussy)

• A better understanding of how quality is learned

• New learning strategies

• Implementations on exibting m_sively parallel machines

• Practical algorithms for hardware implementations.

• Visualization tooIs - ones that go beyond the tools we have developed

thus far and and allow us to better understand "what is happening"

to the data when it is compressed and to gain insights on improved

growing / update strategies as well as distortion measures

Video Compression:

• Poly.Log displacement estimation

• Provable performance bounds.

• Further study of the complexity of various optimization problems aris-

ing in displacement _timation

• ":nplementations on existing massively parallel machines

• Practical algorithms for hardware implementations

• Visualization tools_

J
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PERFORMANCE AND SCALABILITY
OF CLIENT-SERVER DATA BASE

ARCHITECTURES

Dr. Alex Delis

University of Maryland

August 11, 1992

Today's Reality

• -k It Io: cm_ datab_.'_e (lots of dwm)

• Ovcriaplfin _ m_d hlconsi_,tent.

• Ac_cssibh' through uetworks but not interoperable.

• .Muhiple sites, many spryer machines, thousands of workstations.

• Architectures: centralized or Client Server.

• Gateway access: olw datalm.';e at a time.

• Di,,tlflmted heterogeneous D[3MS?
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Performance and Scalability

of Client-Server Database

Architectures

Nick Roussopoulos

Alex Delis

.tpplied lnformatioT_ Systems

Research Program (AISRP)

Workshop lI

August II 13 1992
Boulder, Colorado

Today's Needs

• hiwr ,lat.h;_¢" qlwrvin_z

• Do',vnl_,id and Dov,'w.ize.

• ['_fret databa.'_e delWUdcI_,y tra_kiag, av,l _-hangt' l_ropagati_m.

• \_,r_ion and Change Control

• Al_hiw_'tuI'_'s Idi_.tl ihutcd, i,ip,'lim'd, l_aralh'l)

• [iLterCJp_.rabdi_y of lleWl,_cn_',_u:-, wlati(ma] DI3.MS_.

• ),hlltinitc trallSal'ti¢._ll lllitllil_(qll('lll.



#-
The Multidatabase Approach Technology Trends

• DaIa]_+t._e _, aF+" ;UI?OIIOIIIOllS d('ve]op(,d, lll_/lla_Pd alia w:oIve iw

delwndontly,

• There is N( ) gl,,hal srh('ma

• Eavh databa..e h,L', all export schema for allowii'lg remote access,

• Prit,ate schema is for hi(ling portions of the database from re-

II]Ot e IIS('I_

• No illt_'Ifer['lllt' t'l'Olll rellloh" t r:+illS,lctioll:4 Jilld I1o 4,f[e('t ill the local

applications.

• Inconsistency amongst multiple databa.'ws is an accepted fact of

Iifl ,,

f
Motivation

• Exe_ .re Qurry Parsing, and ()l_timization on the ",Vorkstations.

• Relieve the Server load by isolating il_ten@,'e processing within

the loeat wolk>tation environmellt.

• Ae('ess the local disks in paralM.

J
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• hu,xl),'n_iv_' and poWel'51l (_L'_t ('P['_, but relariw,ly _.low ,li_.ks)

• ('umulative C'PU rea, h<'>.GIPS (mostly wa'+ted).

• ClllTelII SolYwar.' dl,,',, not l,_kv +*.IV+thraCe t_f workstation hard-

v_-+lrt +"

• LANs +m' f,t.,.t and riley wiIl '_oon be ,t lot f+_+,.,ter.

Major Question:

How ('+Ill x',(' t,d-;e a(]t.',illta_e of tilt'.".+(" dvveloplll011t_, ill ordt,r to d('velo l)

DBMS_, that off(,i f+_st r(,sl)on_, time and hiRh throuKhlmt"

Interoperability in DBMSs

• (;,II("_L'++I5 [II'P'q'fiI(+l ` (()I1(' it[ +I lilnc),

• M.tli window g+m,w.ly_ (vi_,ual iutetfa_elie t'xI]latlge ,_)1"IllUS-

sa_es)

• [tlrell(,a',+'ed <'Iv,'irollttlellt:., (Cq)lltIo] atI(I data (,XCIlanKe thrc.HKh

III('NN;I_I'N,

..9

J
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ADMS+: Enhanced Client-Server
Database Architecture with

Incremental Gateways to
Heterogeneous Relational DBMSs

Workstations

• Every WS runs locally an ADMS- version of the ADMS.

• Every WS offers a serious disk capacity.

• The configuration follows the general Client-Server Model.

Main Features of the ADMS+ System

Every tim{' a s,,r_-or rdation is being queried then a bound between

the seB'er and the particular mite is created (indicating parent

,hihl a:-;sociat ion }.

• Ui)datcd l)ortions of r{,lati{ms are Tim('stampod at the Serrer

sit{,.

• Every ADMS- keeps tr;uk of the last seen update timestamp of a

server relation.

Fronl those rel,_ttions ]laving larger tinwstanlp_ NeIld tO the ap-

prolwiate ADMS- only the pertinent pieces o[ the Log :=:::v small

iIICFPlltPtlt_4 are Sl_IIt OVPI" the lie|wet'k,

• Queries and Ut>(late_ are managed at the Server sit(' utilizing a

2 0 Concurrency Control Protucol,
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f Main Features of the ADMS+ System -_

EXPI.( )IT D.Wx, C'ACtIING:

• Ev{,rv \VS t-.i,t rim'+ ,lu.ry s,,tv,,r DBMS and ,ho{]s(, to {'+u'h,' th,,

<l+ll+{.

• Th,,t. is Rain wh,.n -iutilar ,a I,'];l','d ro{lUt.sts rill' I){'+ll_ :L'.k(',l.

I)IFFICULT P{ )INT It+ C.\(+IlIN(+;:

• .Xftt'I" i{ S4'I'VI'I ['l)d+tt{, o<<ur, il lU+B tt_'+'{l it} b,, }I(}p+tRatt,, i } {}l>CllX

t,, all the pcrtit+,.nt <Ii{.llts

H{}w 4t(. Up<l.r,.,. {,f (',wh<,d Data b,,mg, arried ,} _t.

O Update Logs [Differential Piles]

10239pm 10:48pm lO_pm

Base Information

Object

Filture 1 l,,,g O_eBiew

J

Global and Local Access Path
Distribution

• Hvl}li, I .-\c H,s_ Paths: Rh>l}al +m,I hwal.

• C;h)h.I froth- ate smlali/Pd },v the ,,,n{ urr{.nQv ('trot+el m<)du],,.

• Lt,<'al paths run in pa,+,ll,'t with {}th,,r local l}arh'..,.

Site i Site j

--1 ++1..£j [sl
,+

.............. ) i .................. i Network

I I

[ }
Wotkstatiot_ k

,J

ORIP_INAL P_(_ IS
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f

Incremental Maintenance of
Downloaded Data

• Effi, iq'nf differential _(,,ml)Utati(m.

• Fh.dlution it,, ,lut,t llilllnF('l.

ADMS! Software Architecture

Sotver ,_4e i

Shared

WOrkSfO[lOl_ k

J

Deferred Update Strategies

• L,I/:, on i]*,llhlllll llp_l;l_l* I ) t)pAt_ll]Oll

• P,,liO,li, I!l)d,ih' ])lolliIRilliOll

• LI)w t'Olllllllll|il'itt]Oll o;'olhP_41l.

• Batchcd updates are optimized.

# ADMS ± Implementation

,:-. ]*l_llol_,p,' PlulfO!lU: [IHX _li

* StlIt_

* \-ux_'s

* ( )r_wh"

* Sybasv

. h_gres

%
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" DEMO Configuration _ f Prototype Behavior

x.

f

ORACLE

ADMS+

Site 2

Workstations _

Servers

STATS databa_ USAGE dambL_

INGRES t ADMS
ADMS+ ADMS+

LAN

Combined Query Throughput

J

f

• NFS ;rod [_P( h,,h;Lw, will

• Gat,'wav (_ll,,l'i_'_. ],.,(m]o _l ],_t Ll...h'r wh,'w] m()._t ,tara is ]()('_1]

• L.;_,I ,,. th,..,._v,.r._ ,h,q*lm,] _i,_nifi.,tI,tly

• P}_x.lh,I k,,c,(.s_t. d., h}(.I d,m_ is the mare rontrihnlor to th(.

Combined Query Throughput

J

x,.

Throughput
(Queries/Updates per Min)

I

(_) _w) rhroughl_Jt Chart

55 O0 (One Server - TwO Clients )

_O OO.

4_f (',(I•

4000L

_ (w)" " _ ADMS ,_ Enhanced CS

"t(1{x3_ -,

2_ {X}L

:o _w). Standard CS

I _ (x).
M

tO (x). --_ ......

I - -- _.ix/ .... _-_
ooo _ _ 200

Perc_ of Modifications

J

Through_d
(Quenes/U_dares per M_n)

_(_ I

throughput Chart

;_tl(:0 (One Server Throe Clients)

70 D0

N} IW)

,_)(W)

"_()(W)

2(I (Wl

H] {WI.

I
0 _W1

ADMS_ Enhanced CS

Standar(l CS

2 o_ 3 "oo 4 be

PO_. of Moddications
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Capabilities

• hltvr datalms¢' qurrir_; and mixed brr(,d views.

• D)'lblllliC Illi_l_lliOll (if ,lata flt)llI the 'q-rvers t() th(' workstatious,

• Ill( I('llIVlltd] Illaillh'llallc,P of dowilloado(l data

• Lazy no-br.adca.sting update strategies.

• Databi_._o serversart' allt()l'lOP.lOtls.

• Each workstation provides the glue for making the se_'er

databa.np lnlrroperable.

• Lol'atioll trallsparen(y (lint ,,Io databa.se transp;trt.llCy).

• User perceives this as a really integra.h,d distributed environment

but does "f('('l'" the distribution.

Characteristics

Standard Client-Server:

ONe distribution of data

• ()vrrload

• Singh, Sit(,

Diskless Client-Server:

[I_uh(,n_,tem (,t al. SIGMOD 87]

<>Distribution of processing (better) but still

•llO _il'e _llltOllOtllV

• lots of n,,t tral_c

• , ozwurr(,nC c overhead to all (llleri_

ADMS± Enhanced Client-Server

[Rous_c)polflos ('t al. Computer 86]

© Distribution of both processing and data

• nit(' atttonolny (pxc('l)t for updates)

• mitfiu)al nt't trafl'ic

• minimal overhead

J
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Comparison of DB Server
Architectures

Sh_+MDaU_

t •
I.......................... .I

/At,,........} .......
Ca_"

F...........
_itt_ D_

/_,'

! ......................................................

i c_ os,_s

Cllt_

Stat_'arl Clinch.Sorer _,_ess Cl_tat. Sorver _IA$ ., E_

iCS) !_O.U_FY_ C_ See,_r tFCS)

Simulation Results

Parameters

• 1 Evrvpr n work_,tdtitm (ht_,h,/_,

• (_,u(')'?,"nlr(,am>,: thre,, l(,v(,l_,: light, lllc(lilllll. ]l(4P.v [/()

• C'P[" 1/()..N'('twozk Rate et('.

NIetrlcs

• (_tn(,_y)lm)u_,hl)ut ;m,1 ,,l)('(,d)ll ,

• S('rv('r [/() l('(h',(tion

• S(ah, up

J

J



: Simulation Results "_ f- Simulation Results "_

v.

Throughput

35 OD.

CS and RU Throughput Rates (SOS.U)

0%

3000.

2520,¸

15 (X),

1000. °/ J -_,
- ; ____Z_

l0 20 30 40 50 Clients

Summary

• ExrensibI('. st,alable and inexpensive ardxit('cture.

• ParalM access to multiple local copies.

• [llcrolnental access methods for reducing data transfer and main-

wnance of downloaded data.

• preserves dalaba._(' server alllono[I1}\

• (;hu's muhil)l(' commercial DBMSs in a workstation environment.

J

Throughput
ECS Th:oughpul (SOS-U)

4_

2o3 _%

re ¢

I0 20 lO 40 _0

IYt

i

Chents
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Future Work on the ADMS+
Architecture

• Gateway Qucr3" ( )l)limizaliou.

• Pip, line All#)rilhms for in_m'd.i'al)as(" quori(,s (N way joins).

• Adaptive update propagation :.trategics.

• Multi sit(' transa(tion llla|l_/g('lllOll[ itlld I'('('OV('F_" ill ,4lltllllfIlllOllS

dat aba.'_'s.

• EXl)erimen) v,ilh increlll(,n) Ul)dah's of mirroPd datat,a...vs.

• :\l)pli('al)ili)y of Áh(' sam(' le('hniqu(,s m multi i)roc(.ss_)r (,nvirc, n-

llWlll with ()r wilhout _.har('d lilt'incl,"

J



A LAND-SURFACE TESTBED
FOR THE EOS DATA INFORMATION

SYSTEM (EOSDIS)

Dr. William Emery
Colorado Center for Astrodynamics Research

August 11, 1992

" I

;11111 lll;lllll_lll_lliIIF_ _t_ll_;Ir¢ ',i41 lllc |lll¢ln_'l Tll': _l_lr_:ll¢ ]_|lllit_llll

til_l ¸ IT_|_ nl;It'hinc_) ;tll_l Illi_l_i_ ¸ trill II1¢ _t:t_itlil_ht _'_cIC 4icv¢1_1I_¢_1

;il lilt" ('_]_l;ll|_ {'_'lll_'l h_i A,,ll_llktl_llllic ¸ l_¢_¢;ll_ll (('('Ai_) Tll¢_c

ili_[_l_i,lnl, tll_l _, c'illl;lll_.¢ ',i_t _,¢VCl_ll lllt_ti¢_. _._l|l_l, llVCll;iy. _lntl

;lnlhil;iI,.' Ih,: Inl_l_¢', 'i'llc nl;ii_r _cr_icc _,_ Ili¢ [¢_,ll_,:tl i,. ll_ ilm',i_l_

_li_ii,ll ,\Vtt|_I,_ cl;ll;I _1 lil¢ _,:_lclni 1 1 _; I,, ml,.'l_'_.ict| tr.cr. _:!_lli_¢ct¢_l

it_,.'1 hi illl¢ll_lt¢ _ill_ llt_' hlll_" ;inl_l tllttcrizl_ _%_1¢111_ n-he

_li_;in¢ i_ (" _lll_l ]_lL,lif _ Win_l,_w _, I_ll_r;Imlilill_. _hi_h ;llh_w_ In_cl_

I_lClli l_lCglll All ,_I lil_" i_F_lv*'_-c ' illl;ll_c'_ :li_' _h_l,:_l t_tl the lJ;llCV.;Iv

_t_l;_[iL_l I)_c I_ rt'_l_ll_ ' lilnq nc¢_l_ ;illtl t_l(_¢c'_',il_t_ _ll_Tl_lil_l_

li1_" lc'_lll_'_l Lllili,'_'_ _t_',¢i';ll lll_l_l_tlil _ tl_ lll;lt, C I]ll.' _h:lll

_llt_._"._ltlll'_ _lt_ll+'l _l!ltl Ll¢ii_'l II_l: _i;nl;I Tilt' _l,ll,i fii_'_ th;ll ;lit

_l_n¢_t _,ll the' [',1"; w, ;llt' ;l_'_'c_c'_t !llll,lll:t_ the "_(',\I'_'_ ('I,L], Y_II _ ',Inllci
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III1:1_c. _C1_:_1 lit,.' ',i,.'V, ill,_ q/¢. 111;11_Ih¢ im;t_¢ _',¢ti;_', II1': II1_p I111

the ill_;_c. ;tied _,.'l_i d_¢ _ll_:t_c ql_,Cl th'." IhlClllC[ IIi,m Ih,.' ho_.t

"l-It,,' bll_.",C iI11;1_1.' i_ ;I .qttllrdl, _1 the hdl im:l_: Ir_.'(hluL'd h'_ _I 1_1¢1(tl

_TI .1 ill b_.lh lhc X _l_d "1̧ _llIl_'n'_i_ll_'_ "['hc br_l'a_,c itn;l_c i', _l_l], ¸ u_..'l_T

ill _'¢i_1_ the.' _'llIl_'_lt '_,'_llh..'t _lvct ;_ _Pccili,: Icl_il_lt ;111_1 ;11c;I

u'o'_'L'I_I_L" hmH Ihu" ,;t[_.'lblc Pa_,_., '.'.bite kCuPhl_ IhL' iTrl;I_Z_ ".altall

CTll_tl_h ll) hI.' _iL_L't._ (IVL'I Ih¢ [llICIIICI

tCT_lrtlcd tl, II1,.' II I, ;ll_m_,lll_r-. dilc_.t_ly Ua(Ict [h¢iT r1_1_¢ (hdl.'l

tllTCt,,_l_ v, ilh Ill*,' _t%_ il l'_l;r,;¢_ lhc _1d¢1, ll_lk.j',_ th_z pll_c¢_

IIIITI11_¢t h'l lhc l_f_lCt. It_tck_ IIt¢ ill_;l_c t.tdCr nullrl_¢l. I_;il',C the

nl;lil h_lll Ih¢ _|_. ;tlld _J_lllbltlc_ ;_ll _d Ibi_ tq_ _i',c Ih¢ ttn[ll.:¢ it',

I_r1_111;1] _;1111..' _111_1_ldCr _lllfllflct {)_1_1 IhCII Ilu_ 1be i111.'1_C h_ IIII. '

It%'l _hL_ IIt_t¢lc_l il. hlldd_ .I lil_' Inld¢l Ih¢ (1_.¢1% 11;ltllC ill til_: IIt_

IIl_r_llT¢_ b. _,_nl_t..m ¸, duc t_t;_iltl_. 1., Ih,,, ;1_._.c_ I_=1_, h,I Ihc _f_

IliL' _il_lcllt _,t;l_,: ;u_';= _.f _ hllI /\VIIFtt_ m_;i_,,' u_ll_,l',l_ _l _]l *d Ih_ ¸

;itc 2'_(,{_lXI \ I_,.II_!'Y! i_1 j_ixcl _1/¢
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Logins Through Order System -- Images
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CHART OF ORDER PROGRAM USERS

3 o 9 U.S.EDU
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2_3 U.S.GOV

s Foreign.EDU

sgNon Listing

Total Agencies Using Order -- Images Only = 734

Logins for Order System -- Images Only
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Data Files Transferred Via FTP

Order System -- Images Only
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Megabytes Through Order System -- Images
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ORDER SYSTEM IMAGES ONLY
Examples Of Area Coverage And Ordering Window

Example One:

Image Catalog Window

Example Two:

First Area Coverage Browse

Example Three:

Latest Area Coverage Browse

.)
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NAVORI)ER SYSTEM
Examples Of Area Coverage And Navigation Window

Example One:

Satellite Area Coverage Browse

Example Two:

Navigation Ordering Window

J J

J
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ENVISION: AN ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYSTEM
FOR LARGE GEOPHYSICAL DATA SETS

Dr. Kenneth P. Bowman
Texas A & M University

August 11, 1992

f

 EHVISION

.a,.n Analvsis and Display System
for La.rg_ Geophysical Data Sets

Ra0.cmJ_inv_raig.=l_

Kenneth P. Bommul
Climate SystemsResca_h Program

Dcpzu't_cnlOf"Mclcomtog}
TexasA&M Un verstw.

Rol_rtB._qthelrnson
John [. Wal_l Na onaJCenlerfor Supcrcomputm_Applications

Dcpar0ncntof AtmosphericSciences DepartmenrOfAtn_os_hencSciences
Universt_'ofIllinoisatUrbani-L'nampalg-n Lriive_iilsofl]hnolsIIL.rrbana-ChampaL_n

D¢sit,,n¢rs/1_ro¢rarnmers

KeithR,S¢=rlght
David P._'ojtowicz

_par_e_l _ A_o_,pl_encSciences
Unive_l_ O[Illinois as t_rbana--CharnpalL_n

.)

S
Envision consists oE

• a metadat.a browser end editor

• a day management system

• • set or'links to teed dau to existLnlr

visualization tools

• s set of custom designed v_adLtacion,

analysis and data manipulation uJols

Envision is Not:

• a databue eystem, relational or otherwise

• a new R|e format

• • toolkit or Ubraw

• • =pe¢_c visualL_ation tool

  Er nslor 

J

Data t_oe reauirements for Envision:

• regular nD grids

• grids may contain missing data
or umdefmedregions

• these ¢rids currently must be stored in

netCDF flies
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f Envision system layout:

DATA FILES I

DATA MANIPULATION TOOTS

VlSUALIZA_ AND

,4t_,iJ.YSI$ TOOLS

_r_ENWSION J

J

The usual way to see what's inside a netC-TPF rde:

li-iI
netCDF file _7

"raml. 12;

f

I
)

Envision as a Metadata Browser:.

Ti_c Envision Table Display /U_r Inlcdace

Dimensions

=.,-= -.---"-- ] - I-: -t- -

._,_,_,,,-c.:I_--:"=_'-W--=I_I =_-"=='=I'-"-:--'_'

_I_I_I_'..-I _--.-'-,_---.

_-_;5:-=--I_-_V--I__-'_ _-_

Variables X \
Var,aDle defined Variable not defined
tl_ t_ltS Chrnegs|ofl In this dl_nSl(3_

X,.-_]EI_VISION

E 66

/" Envision as a Metadata Editor:

Typical file with only [he ram=mum required metadata:
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Envision ms a Metadata Editor:

Allows the user to modify, ausment or delete
file mem_auc

Examples:

• add units

l-m

• YnO(_ _lv_e$

"-_-_ENV1SION

Envision as a Data Mana_e_

Life is simple if all your data is in one netCDF I_le.

netCDF file

raster viewer

m
im
,B

analysis tool

  E rVlSiON

f
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f

F,mCd_uJ._c_utaAa.P, dLtm=

It is not necessary to write thee changes to the file.

This is desirable because:

• the file may not be wrJteahle
(C_ROM. u._er doesn't 0_1= fxle, etc.)

• aetCDF llbrffi.--yrewrites entireme i/

me.data iserpanded

• user rosy not want changes to be
permanent

Dr, is stored externally by Env_ion.

However. changes to memdata may be incorporatedinto

actual dam files atan)" ume met desires.

  S StON

(/ Envision as a Data ManaccZ;

Often however, a dataset consim of more than one file.

_q4101 ¢_

_llCQ C_

• n_ll{i {ill

mill]! cml ,

ml_Zc_ i

This makes it difficult todeal with the dautset as a whole

• Files must be processed i_dividuaUy

• the user must keep track of wMch f'de the
desired data is located in

J



Envision as a Data Mana_-:
F

N

mllm, i

mllll_ W

mllllm _
IL _91B'I'._

IIIl11_

108 files gaK:_w_ I rnen_'s data
= c:ovm"mg the I:)erK_ lAB,,3 to 12/91

Ideally, however one wouJd like to have._

1kxj1cal w_Utyco_taW_ a, data

  ENWSlON

Envision can deal wiLh data com=uned m muldpte t'L[_.

uJu_I _ I_1 t._c_K1 to I_ _dm_ t= I_ t_e _aef

  ENVlSION

-%

I
I

t '
I

/

f Envision asa Data Manager:

After loading multiple files, the variables and dimensions

contained wi_Mn th,.,e files are displayed together.

J

E 68

I Envision as a Data Manager:

Table display r_presendng the metadaLa within Lhefiles

_ter merging like variables and dimensions.

k.._,_ENVISIOI_ /



f Envision as a Data Manage_

Summary of dam management capabilities:

• manalp._ relaboash/ps between files

• pmvid_ u'anJparent acces# as a single
entity to a datuet consLs_g or"muJt/ple
_es

- delivm _rbitnu7 1,2,3D •slabs" of data
from s da_et to vizuafization, a_aJysi_
and manipulation tools

• special emphasm on time problems, etc.

_ENVISIOI'I ."

f

Envision as a dab source for existin_

> P=========

:-=--H|ii!!il[.
ii:==l._.'h=_
_iiii_!ii_i_

I

_a Flow _nvu_mem

Ii i-h.'-il
NC3A _.,," .ie

/

I
I

E 69

f Envision as a Data Manager:

Exa'nplc: visualization of a range of data thai spans four
files.

_ _ ENVISIOH J

Envision as a data source for custom

visualization, analysis, and data maniDula-
tion tools:

NCAR Graphics (HLU)

regridcling

0 0 0

_) 4-_ 0 0 0

0 0 O

fiitenng

neICDF operators

DATA MANIPULATION

.........................................

_EHvISIO_ J



Addit|onal feaeur_! of En_4_aton:

• distn-_but_ procasaiag

• contart help

• multaple linked user intm-fac_

• demo capability

.- EN SlON J

• Cm'z_ndy 11 monThS into projsct

• Data mat.u,Sgem_C code tad network
_nterface mostly cemplete

• User interface about 50% complete

• Lk_cs coXT-_rc tad Coaa#e worl_n_

Release in lace 3.992 ors system mt._

• Envision data msn_gemLuc fa=l_cy

• Envision mttrfaca

• Cus-mn:d.zed co_ec-ons m:

NCSA X1._e

NCS_ C_e

Some NCAR Gruphic_ ut_iCies (con,_urs)
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I_ ,,'Ires meatil im_l Asl_m_ nt Mo_eia a STMelm.

J

1. I_iLODOC_ZOB

The objective of this proposal is to integrate a reel time
satellite acquisition and date analysis system with envlromlental

alqorithae end models to _ecilitete data acquisition _or
environmental monitoring and manege=ont. BOth the satellite

system and envlronlental models &re in existence. We w_ll

develop an i_tegreted computer e_vlro_e_t for these packages,
end make this integrated system transportable to most U_IX

platfo_as; and _eke the syste= available to the science and

application co_unity to conduct global change l=pact studies.

Most software systems [or analysis o[ data and Images /tom

various satellites exist independently of each other: end not
=uch effort has been devoted to integrating them into unifo_

systems. Such lack of unifo:-ml_y poses • barrier to users who
often have to search _or ad hoc hardware and software in

analy_inq environmental information _rou • multitude of
seteIlites.

_e will develop an Environmental I_pact Assessment end Modeling

_ystem (EI_S) as a _ra=ework for date gathering, analysis and

distribution to facilitate reel-time environmental monitoring
and hydrological =odeling. Such a system is reguired by earth

resource scientists and managers to conduct regional climate

analysis and i_pac_ analysis studies.

Currently, components o_ EIM4S exist. Thesi _omponente include a

set of tools which can be used to analyze data end images _rom
multiple satellites {or inst_ments) DMSP, TIROS-A_TRR, GO£S,

HETEO_AT, _5 and INSET (including _SH/Z and ¢0V5). A package

for analyzing hydro-meteorological data, G_34pAx, has also been

integrated under this software s_stem. Potentially this system
can eccomlodetl data _rou other i_etrume_tl and satellites.

Funded under this proposal, the next stage will be to integrate

satellite rein-rate retrieval elgorithmi, hydrologic and

agriculturl =odels, and a gioqraphic information system (GI$),

ell under one computing enviropment. The GI5 end the hydrologic

models are provided by the U.S. A_y Corpi of Engineers (CO£),
and the sgricult_rel models by Houston Advanced Research Center

(_C).

The unlqueneli of the _roposed £1&HS is that it intigrates

several existing regional data bassi, environaental monitoring
systems and models into one computing invlro_ent. Numerous

public do_ain software systems will be integrated and fo_e the

core o[ the system.

l_rge geographic data belie exist and will be extended by planned

satellite monitoring _ilsions such as Tropical Rainfall
Heesureaent Hission (TRY), and direct broadcast data from

SEA_i_S and the £arth Obser_lnq System (£0S). _IAHS will provide

a framework to integrate and facilitate utilization oe the new
date sots from these future HAS_ satellite _iselone.

f

J

The primary ¢OCUS of this pro_ect would be to integrate the above

set Of enelyIiI tools end models under one systeI, and _o provide

e graphical user interface. The system will be data-driven,
instead of image-driven. Hence it veil enable the scientists to

per_ol-B scientific analysis as yell as image processing.

To test this syetel, several closely related applications vould

be proposed. For example, one o[ the_ is the _nelysis of SS_/I
and GHS date to derive a rein-rate diurnal cycle over the Western

Pacific Ocean to support ¢OGA-COAiR£ and over Thailand to s_pport

TRY_q and Royal Rainmaking Research Inetitute. The Principal
Investigators of this proposal have assisted the USAF in

developing a real-time satellite data ingest and analysis system
at the Joint Typhoon Warning Center in Guam. This satellite

ground system can _eceive GNS, TIROS and DHSP. The proposed

softvere will be tested vith data from thee satellite ground
syste=.

Further system tests yell be conducted to evaluate the system as

regards meetin_ the users rec_irements of both applications and

research scientists. These system evaluation tests will be

conducted _o support co-investigators _rom U.S. ArBy Co_p of
Engineers and Federel Emergency Management Agency, the Bureau of

Reclamation, Royal Rainmaking Research and Development Institute

of Thailand end the Taxes Agricultural Expori_ent Station.

In sunar_, the critical development areas of this syste= are:

1) The syste= will have data input frol e nuluber of sources.

Hence d date management so_tvere is needed for refot'_attinq
date inputs and outputs and data transactions between

pro_essee.

2) The system will have a set o[ basic analysis tools such as

image analysis and statistical analysis, Th_ systeB will also

possess sufficient flexibility to allow the user to formulate

thei_ o_ applications. Hence the application pert of the
system is • shel_ consisting of a number Of encapsulated

application modules.

3) The integration ot hydrologic end agricultural models end a

G_S rill be the prlla_y activity of this pro_ect.

4) The user will inter_ace vith a nuaibe_ of date sources. Thus

an i_novetive lulti-teek _ser inter_ace based o_ graphics and
visualization is needed.

The proposed pro_ect deeign utilizes public doleln so_tvere

systems which would run with e multitude o_ software/hardware
systems. It also utilizes some of the most comprmhenalve data
beIeS available to the environmental scientific and colmerclal

colmunity. This, theriforl, makes such s system a likely
candidate for couorclalizatlon.

E 72
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NASA will team up with the U.S. Army Corps or Engineers and The

Houston Advanced Research Center to integrate the models into

EIAMS. NASA and HARC scientists have had a pr_luctive research

association for the past several years.

In the following, Section 2 will discuss the design strategy of

EIAMS; Section 3 will detail the critical development areas; and

Section 4 will discuss the applications for ZIAMS. Sections 5

through 9 will cover the implementation plan, management

approach, personnel, budget and available facilities.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

It is the intent of the proposed project to show the feasibility
of using satellite data and associated spatial modeling and

analymis system as a unified tool to assist scientists in

forecasting potential droughts, impacts on agricultural and

ecologlcal systems, and to eventually make reconendatlone for

potentially impacted regions. This requires complex analymis of

geographic data which need to be organized to support rapid and
effective simultaneous usage.

We have considered integrating a number public domain software

systemm. For example, GSFC has a nuILber of toole for satellite
data ingest and analysis; COE has s GIS and hydrologic models;

HARC is providing the agricultural models, and image processing

will be done with ]_orom, a Unlvsrsity of New Mexico public

domain image processing package.

The core softwarm packages to be integrated into EIAMS are: 1)

softwarl for satellite and environmental data acquisition, 2)

software for analyzing and displaying satellite and in situ data

(raster and vector on the same display), i) hydrologic and

agriculture models, 4) data management software, 5) geographic
data bagel and software to i_tegrate them, and 6) s smart user

interface. Software systems for 1, 2 and 3 are either existing

or arm under development at the International Data Systems

Offlcm, GS_C or MARC. Hence the critical development areas are

in 4, 5 and 6.

EIAMS will be user friendly and flexible to include algorithms

and models of specific concern to users (e.g. hydrologic models).
It can bm configured to run on a single machine or on a

distributed network system wherein software modules will be

running in different computers and users will have workstations
with access to the network.

The modules (or subsystems) in EIAMS and their connectivity can
be illustrated in figure 1. with this configuration, EIAMS
receives data from the Global Telecouunicatlon Service end any

local environmental end meteoroloqlcal reports. Its own

satellite acguieition equipment is able to receive TIROS and any

geoststlonsry satellite (GOES, GMS, M]ETEOSAT and INSAT}. The
integrated module for satellite and environmental data display

$.I DATA N_GF_F_

Several moftvare packages may be relevant in the analyeis of an
envirorssentsl event, each containing feeturee best muited to

certain pmrte of the analysis and each requiring different data
and command input. A complete analysis cf the environmental

event may include couunication between procesmes, for example,

in Feeding one application package's output to another package as

input or combining the results of several models to make

predictions. Hence we have to dovelop an Archive Manager and a
Reformat Compiler.

An Archive Manager will serve as a librarian, knowledgeable as to
the whereabouts and format of all relevant data. The data can

encompass a wide range of media (disk drives, magnetic tape,
optical disk, etc.) and cover a wide geographic area, and have

varied formats. The Archive Manager will be capable of
determining what data is available in response to a simple user

query Specific to the type of data being searched for. For

example, a search could be made for the satellite images covering

a particular rmgion, or the rainfall rates during a particular

time in a particular region. Thus, queries can be in regard to

temporal and spatial as well as to data specific attributes such
as pixml resolution.

A potential role of the Archive Manager would be a front end to a

relational data ball management syatem (RDBMS). It would
communicate between the user and the RDB_ helping to navigate

the numerous catalog rmlationm, translating spatial or temporal

guerlem into NDBMS syntax end prassrvlng gusty contexts and

accumulated query results. The Archive Manager would accept
varied user query, such as geoglaphic _lace nsmel instead of

geographic coordinate, and translate units such am "feet" or

"meters" into appropriate m<m_ml coordinate value.

A Reforlet Compiler produces data in a format suitable for a

particular model or analysis module. Responding to a command to

transfer data from o_e package to another, the Reformat Compiler
will read a file deecrlbing the input format of the data and the

desired output format_ For many instancms, pre-existing data

descriptions (k_o_ to the Archive Manager} associatmd with the

data sets, and output data formats and aseoclatmd with the

application packages could be used as automatic input to the

Reformat Compiler me that data translation could be performed on

the fly. The operation of the Reformat Compiler can be

summarised by Figure 2,

A comprmheneivm Reformat Compiler (RC) in needed to reformat and

input thu n_mmroum varied data sets. Users will k.m able to add

applications to the system, Standard system integration tools
such as X-windows, Network File Systems (NFS), and UNIX operating

system will be implemented as appropriate. We envision

developing s "seamless" software system whirl various data sets

from numerous satellites are being analyzed under one system.

J

can handle both raster and vector graphics at the same time and

is also connected to the geographic information module. This

analysis and display subsystem includes scientific algorithms

such am remote sensing retrievals of atmospheric temperature and

water vapor soundings, sea surface temperature, rainfall rate,
vegetation index and other geophysical parameters. Initially,

the environmental models that are part of ETAMS includes a

hydrological model [or flood prediction and agricultural models
for environmental assessment.

The data flow among the collection of software subsystems is

managed by an innovative data management software, which employs

a archive manager and reformat compiler to incorporate

flexibility into EIAMS. Such flexibility allows the adding or
upgrading of geographic information and environmental models.

Furthermore, the user will be interacting with a number of

software modules. They are, for example, the environmental

models, image and data analysis software and a geographic

information system. Hence the user interface is designed to
allow the user to interact with several processes at the same
time.

$* CRITICAL DrVELOPK]ENT AREAS

A critical component of future Earth science studies will be the

development of an interactive spatial information and analysis

system. A scientist or a manager/decision maker should not have

to learn all of the necessary technologies to process data in

order to make informed decisions. No single system is fully
capable of performing the wide variety of GIS and spatial

processing tasks required for a quick response to environmental

events. Therefore, software integration issues are of paramount

importance in the selection of components and the design of the
overall system. The system should gracefully handle combinations

of raster, vector and tabular data while maintaining proper

orientation in both space and time.

The wide variety of data sources and software package to be

potentially integrated demands careful attention to initial

system design, data reformatting programs, and data set format
tracking. A flexible data interface to the spatial modeling
software will feed the GIS data into the models and feed the

model output back into the GIS for generating output products.

All data sets must be properly tagged to track time sequences,

assessments of the coupling of various parameters, and to compare
model output to reality and to those from different or improved

models.

Four development areas are considered critical. They are: i) the

development of a data management software, 2) the integration of

existing analysis tools, and 3) the integration of models and

GIS, and 4) the development of a graphical user-interface These

critical development areas will be discussed in the following
subsections.

J
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THE GRID ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYSTEM
(GRADS)

Dr. James L. Kinter III
Center for Ocean-Land-Atmosphere

(COLA) Interactions
University of Maryland

August 12, 1992

Basic Research in:

• Climate Modeling
Monthly to SPasonal Predictability

interannual Variabilit:
Deforestation

Deserfificafion

Satellite Sensor Accuracy Requirements

• Data Assimilation

• Reanalysis ['or Climate Diagnostics/Moniloring

• Numerical Weather Prediction

• Dynamic Extended Range Forecasting (DERE)

• Ocean Modeling

Tropical Atlantic Variability

Coupled Climate Modeling

Use of New' Sensors

• Dynamical Systems

• Prediciabilit" Theory

• [nf_;rmation Systems

. Visualization, Data Manipulation and Manal_emenl

f
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THE GRID ANALYSIS AND DISPLAY SYSTEM

(GRADS):

A PRACTICAL TOOL FOR

EARTH SCIENCE VISUALIZATION

BRIAN E. DO'['Y

JAMES L. KINTER llI

CENTER FOR OCEAN-LAND-ATMOSPHERE INTERACTIONS
DEPARTMENT OF METEOROLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

COLLEGE PARK, MD 20742

CENT_ER F(__._JR OC E, _,N-LAND- A T.MO_;PHER E L_,'TE R,_, CTIO NS

• Atmospheric General Circulation Model (A(;CM_

• R40L1S :esolufion _'ilh full physics and di'Jcnal cycle

• Simple Biosphere Model

• Each seasonal simulation

- requires 25 hours Cray Y-MP time

- require._ up to 64 MB memory on one processor

- generates 2,7 GB data

• Oceanic General Cimculation Me, de[ IOGCM}

- Based oP GFDL Modular Ocean Model

- Each seasonal global simulation

- requires 5 hours Crab' Y-MP time

- requires up to 32 MB memory 0n one processor

- requires 120 MB SSD qCray Solid State Disk)

- generates I GB data

- Based on NMC GDAS

- Each seasonal rean;flysis

- requires 140 hours Cra_ Y-MP time

- requgres up to 64 MB memory on one processor

- generates 4 (;B data

===> SUBSTANTIAL SUPERCOMPUTER TIME REQI.'IRED

===> DATA MANAGEMENT & VISUAI,IZ.'_TION CRITI('_tl.

.../
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GRADS- DESIC_G._U_

ACCESS _

4D Grldded Data

Statinn Data

Genital Slices

INTEGRATE:

MANIPULATION

Expressions
Functions

-_ DISPLAY

Maps
Charts

Animation

INTERACIIVE:

Sub-$ecopd Response

Data, Display Contro_

Scripting, Programmability

FASE 01,' USE:

Ea T to Learn
Iqtultlve

HARDCOPY:

Vecto_ Graphics

E 78

Complaints About Existing Scientific Visualizatlon Tools

(adapted from results of a survey conducted by Mike Botts)

* Tool is not extensible or flexible

* Tool is to. difficult to lea,'r* and use

* Too difficult to get existing data into the tool

* Tool does not adequately link processes .f _is.alization

and analysis

* Problems with heterogeneous environments

* Tool designed with compaler graphics, rather than

science, in mind

* Scientists not aware that The h)ol exists

* Scientists !ack appreciation thai the visuali_ali,m I-.I is
a s,_rious scientific tool

* Too difficult to conlmunicale the results

Design

IC ,+,d "`t/+

LInterpreterj l_t_er__foceJ- -LE:voluot Ion__

COLANP
' Poge 2
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Interpreted Command Line Scripting Language

• Pro_ammabilit).: as simple as possible

Form GRADS commands via string manip,l::Ltio.ls anti pas.:

hack to program for execution

Re/urn command xesuhs as script variables

Language Elements:

Variables of type "character"

Arithmetic and logical operalors

Baill-in and user-specified functions

Flo*" control: loons, if/Ihen/else

Fully recursive

Sample U sa_.e."

Automate commonly used command sequences

Perfoml complex calculations

Create new GRADS data files from results of GRADS
calculations

Interact with the graphics screen

GRADS - RE._QUIR_._EMENT_______

HARI)WARE:

Moderately Fast Processor

(386/7, any RISC)

Moderate Resolution Display
(VGA or better)

Dynamic Memory Usage ,10.5 MI] Minimum)

3 MB disk for GRAOS executables and map files

Enough Disk Space for User Data
(Local or on Network Server)

Postscript Printer - Color or Monochrome
(other devices can be easily supported)

SOFTWARE:

ANSII 3tandard C Compiler + Libraries

X Windows (UNIX)

f
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PORTABILITY:

ANSII Standard C Code

Isolated Device-Specific Graphics
Standard Umu "Stream" Datasets

HIGII SPEED GRAPIIICS:

Built-ln Routines

Optimization

EXPANDABLE FUNCTIONALrrY:

Easy to Add Graphical Dtsplays

Easy to Add Data Manipulation Functions

GRADS DA__TA SETS

GRADS INTERNAL I:ORMA'I"

- Binary
- Optimized for I/O Performance

CREATE

Fortran OR C
Standard I/O Statement

MODIFY

Fortran or _ or UNIX file commands

Update in place
Extend

USE IN OTFIER APPLICATIONS
Fortran or c

PORTABILITY

All UNIX Computers (E. G. NFS)

DOS-based personal computers

OTHER FORMATS CAN BE SUPPORTED

(packed binary, ASCII, net CDF, etc.)

"N
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CURRENT GRADS USAGE

• Model output analysis

• Global atmospheri= general circulation models
- Global ocean models

• Tropical models

• Coupled ocean-atmosptterc models

• Observational data analysis

. Sial{on data (Afric_ rainfall. Asian soil moisture, etc.i

• Gridded objective analyses

Education:

• Interactive classroom use

• Student research projects
• 3ludent self-educalion

Forec'_Lin_:

* Real lime obser,,,ational data analysi_

Public infi_m_ation:

• Daily weather forecam

• MarylaJ_d state ozone maps
• S,'minar, with interactive displays

J

G rA DS______...__-CUR RENT USER GROUPS

(ill chron_logic:l', order l_[ cOrllat.'t)

U.S. i.'NIVI-_RSI'I'IE,q &ND FEDERAL LABORATORIES

Uni'.ersit? of Maryland a: Colhrgc Park
Columbia University {Lamonl-D_herly G:_ological Obser,.ator3'_

Colorad3 _!;lle University
California Institule of Tedmoh:gy {NASA JPL}

National Center for Almo-pherc Research

LTN|DATA IUniversily Corporal{on for Almo_,pheric Rc'_c:trch_

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center _Cotle,. till).3. 910.4. 913_
NOAA,_ational Meteor,",logical Center I Dev, Di,. and CACi

NOAA/ERL Geophy,_ical Fluid Dynamics Lab_ralor,,
NOAA[ERL Air Resources Laboralo_ ¢

NOAA/ERL Forecast Systems Laboratory
U.S, Geological Sun, ey _USGS - Reston. VA_

I.'.S. COMMERCIAl, INSTITUTIONS

Atmmpheric and En,,ironmental Research. Inc.

FOREIGN UNIVERSITIES AND GOVT, I,ABOR&TORII-:S

INPE/CPTEC !Space Slutlics Instilule. Brazill

CNR/IMGA (Geophysic, Inslilute. haly_
ICTP/ICS /Climate Institule, Ilaly

ENEA lEnergy Agone3,. llalyJ
National Tidal Facilily (Aw, lralial

K!ST/SERI (Korea)

Dalhousie University (Canada_

J
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Approach

Maximize the use of existing software

- GEMPAK, meteorological analysis and display
software developed at NASA / GSFC

- Various 3D interactive capabilities developed at
NCSA

Use commercially available visuahzation and
application builder tools (IRIS Explorer and AVS)

Provide visua;ization and analysis capabilities in
these areas:

- 3D volumes of data
(isosurfaces, 3D cross sections, vector
displays, etc.)

- Evolution of data over time

(time sequences, trajectories, animation, etc.)

Distributed processing over workstations and
supercomputers, including interactive control
of simulations

Provide a highly interactive environment on a single
display

Present 2D GEMPAK Functions

TIME SERIES DISPLAY HOOOGRAPH$
k /

2D WEATHER • CONTOUR MAPS_THERMOOYNAMIC DIAGRAMS

_RFA

_ ISOUNO,N_OATAn_ I
t It lit
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GEMVIS: A Distributed System for the Visualization and

Analysis of Observed and Modeled Meteorological Data

A joint effort between NASA/GSFC and the National

Center for Supercomputer Applications

funded by OSSA/Applied Information Systems Program

Commercially available visualization systems
(AVS and Iris Explorer)

Z

O

c

E

/._¢

• O
500 _00 m_

D

Ick>4//_ s_- :--,,

4_rJ soo mt_

F

'- .'<";<"C\-',, .:, -

600 700 _©

Two-dimensional depictions of a tropopause fold (potential vorticity)

using GEMPAK vertical ct'oss section and horizontal contour maDDing functions

.)
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tf Planned GEMPAK Functions within the 3D Visualization System

VOLUMETRIC RENDERING _ TRAJECTORIES

J

f
Software Environment

Goal:
Create a flexible, modular, and distributed

environment for data handling, model simulations,
data analysis, and presentation to be used in

studying atmospheric flows on all scales.

Requirements:
A software technology framework which
incorporates the following as fundamental design
characteristics:

- Change (extensibility, user requirements,
functionality, hardware, etc.)

- Integration with Other Solutions
(hardware/software systems, output
media, etc.)

- Tiered Access for Different Users

- Tools for Constructin User Interface

- Distributed Computing

- Portability

- 3D Interactive Performance

.J

f
Sqftware Environment (cont.)

Solution:

Likely environments:
- AVS

- Khoros

- IBM's Data Explorer
- SGrs Explorer

None is proven. Of these, AVS is the most widely
used and NCSA has been working with AVS for 2
years. The others are promising - need

investigation.

We choose SGI Explorer as our primary tool for these
reasons:

- 2nd Generation Design

- Natural distributed processing with natgral
concurrent execution framework

- Application User Interface designer
- Easily Extensible
- Impressive Development Team
- NCSA in a position of influence as to the direction

of Explorer's development

GSFC and NCSA spent time up front to prove feasibility
of translation between Explorer and AVS modules, to

safe-guard the decision to use Explorer over AVS.

E 101
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Accomplishments (NCSA)

* Tested alpha and beta releases of Explorer

* Prototype 3D interactive display of multiple level
horizontal 2D contours over a map

° Interactive arbitrary vertical cross-section using

map Iocator selection

* Prototype image flip-book animation

* Particle trajectory calculation and display

• Time handling within Explorer, including time-based

interpolation and looping constructs

" HDF data file interface to Explorer

" Real time control of simulation running on Cray from

within Explorer on workstation

* Demonstration at SIGGRAPH '92

J
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Accomplishments (GSFC)

* Prototype GEMPAK adaptation to AVS, including
port of GEMPAK to Convex C220

* Evaluated and selected visualization and

application builder software

* Adaptation of GEMPAK to Explorer

- GEMPAK grid file interface to Explorer

- Grid scalar and vector diagnostics

- Coordinate transformations / map projections

- Topography and map displays

• Modification of GEMPAK to generate 3D vector
data

* Display of 3D vector fields

problems Encountered.

GEMPAK was conceived as an integral system.
It's hard to separate subsystems due to unexpected
and hard to track connections. These problems
have been resolved.

Explorer Version 1.0 had problems, for example:
- Bugs in:

module grouping
synchronization of data from various

sources

- Lacks functionality in:
database management
animation (scripting, looping, etc.)

user interface management
annotation

Explorer Version 2.0 has addressed all of these
problems except for database management, which

we are addressing in our development.

Explorer has no support for "missing" data. We
will develop our own tools for handing this.

"Visual Programming Environment" sounds good,

but can be confusing to the user. We are using the
Explorer module grouping tool to manage the
complexity of the visual programs.

J
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What We've Gained Over 2D GEMPAK

3-Dimensional Views

High Level of Interactivity

Distributed Processing

Easy Extensibility

What We've Lost From 2D GEMPAK

Annotation and Physical Coordinate Display

Standard Meteorological Symbols

Ability to Run on Low-Performance
Machines

Future Work - Long T_erm

Database for Meta-Data

- units of data

- lime tag
- physical coodinates
- etc.

User Interface Enhancements

For example, self-configuring control panels

Enable the User to Query Quantitative Data
from the 3D Scene

Additional Visualization Techniques
For example:

- better use of transparency
- different vector representation
- increased use of color

Animation

- scripting
- time sequences of data

- animation of parameter changes such as
isosurface value, cross-section

position, or view point

J
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Future Work - Near Term

We will release software for Use in Severe Storms

Branch of NASA / GSFC in October, 1992.

Minor User Interface Improvements and Fixes

- creation of a sel of "canned" processing

maps
- module grouping to simplify the interface

- minor changes to improve consistency
among module interfaces

Preliminary Annotation
- axis labels
- titles

- limited control of size, placement, etc.

Image Loop Animation
- the ability to store a series of rendered

images either in memory or on disk
- the ability to "play back" the sequence of

images with some control over speed

and order of images

• User Documentation

Future Work - Long Term (co.t.)

Annotation

- full control of size, color, placement, etc.
- axis labels

- color legends
- time
- titles
- etc.

Investigate Performance Enhancements
For example:

- geometry caching (storing geometries for
each time step. so that they can be
sequenced rapidly)

- memory management to reduce paging
(data compression might be used to
reduce memory usage)

Port Capabilities into AVS

Incorporation of Imagery

Improved Handling of Missing Data

On-going investigation of extensions in areas
such as new visual representations, virtual
reality, and video

Beta Release Through COSMIC & Unidata

J
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INTRODUCTION

Modem _poce. 5cn_orar4 computer _echr_og_e_ have mad.c d poet;hie _o undc_,ca_'vJ the F_ztth _ Jc_

e_wffon_ _s never before Poputauon prcsxurcs _d modern techr, ology have also tended _o make il

impcrati_,c that we do so To _cfompli_h this, uemelldou_ m_.%c_ of data must be gathered, b'ansporlcd,

xtoted at_d under,too3" To address. _Ane of d',c',¢ Iopic_.. a program of n:_carch is being conduct_:d thlo

the applic_uon of com[_uter graphic_ to _ problems or quickfy cxpto_ng and a_tyzlng vcr-/ I_'gc

amou'_s of sclcnti_-Lc or enpmeenng dull The obj¢cllVC_ of the program arc (I) to develop a _ortwarc

cnvzronmem which ",rill suppor_ tbc rapid pro_otypthg of v_a] data analy_ appllca_on_, _hiic at the

s_tne umc mamT_nfilg _c high level of performs, nee nccessaz"y for ifllerac_Jvcty m:_ntpulatifl_ gral_hical

displays; (2) [o develop a u_cr in(efface that i_ truly in[uIUvc _ easy to learn _ _Iow_ quick 3ccc_ [o

_hc _fl_xtc for tl_ novice a_ well a_ the advanced u_cr; (3) lo provide a sndc of _._,nplt: applica_on_

which :tic u_cfu] ac_c_ a vm_¢ly of _cicnuG¢ di_ciptif_cs; o._d (4) IO provide toot_ to sup_'x_rt u_cr

dcvclop_.i_n_ of _ppliC_liC_ for _hi_ cnv_ronmen_

LINKW_qDS

_c Lthked Windows Intetacuve Data Syslcm. or LinkWinds. vc_ion 1 3 is a prototype Woducl of _i_

rc:_trch e IT_tl In ¢ompli:_nc¢ wi_h our rc_arcb objccuvc_., ii is a visu_ data an.dy_:Jc xpfur_ation sy_[em

designed _o t_pidly a_f in(crac_v¢[y _nv¢_ga;c Llrgc muR_v_'_ut_ an_For mur_idi,,cipr_aa_, data ,.c_ (o

detect ttend_, corrclatiol_ and anom;lI_¢_ LinkWind_ is a_ if_(¢grated multi-applicauon execution

envim_J_C_l wl_h a full graphical user interface (GU]) Tl_ sysler0, opcf',:,_ng under _nix. i:, "_ on a,

obj¢¢l-o_entcd p_og_lng m0d,JI and i_ impk.'men[¢d in die C.languagc Foe il_ gr-aphicaJ u_,cr

interface and graphics support _oflwarc. it draws u_on the ._.ilicon C'r'aphi¢_. lnc (SGI) GL-Ithfa_ and

ptc_ndy Pans only On wOtkstaUOl_s _,opportlng th_s lih_"y This thctudc_, ,_l SGI work_._tio_s, and tho_c

of other Ii"lMlofacturCl_ who haw Ii¢c_¢_ _,d _,uppott Lbc GLllib_ao,

IndividuJJ tool_ and dala _u, ate codnd ;l._ obJeCt& each occo.Dythg a window on the LinkWinds screen,

and comrnu_Jcaung with other objccL_ through a me_-_ag¢ passing ptoIocol The ob)¢ct_ or "w_.ndo=_.

co_l_nthg dat._ di_pl=ys and controh for manipulating _ dL_.plays, c.an be linhnd ot unlinkcd at the:

discmuon of the u_er _c act Of hnking _ wm_.ws tOgether r_ up ot_.way menage pa_h_ Thi_

data-linking paradig_ makc_, ti_ Sy_.tCth pCdoem much )[kc a graphics sprcad._.heet, a_d a._ in a

sprcad._c_ is a powerful way of organL_thg the da_a foe _ysi_ whdc at ff_c _a_'n¢ _itn¢ providing a

r_atura;andm_u_svc_r_¢rfa¢c Da_Ith}ang. andi_u._ri_rfa¢cimp?icazzoasarcdi_¢_:_dhalow

Me_._g¢_ ._encratcg b._ LinkWind,_ obj c ¢_.'_ am tccor6cd as iwogr'am sl.a[cmcnu, th an underlying I:mguagc

Called Lynx, which i_ b:l._d upo_ _¢hem¢, a d_CCt of Lixp A m_dificd .'_cmc interpreter is included

in the sy_-lem The message pas.,,ing chatactetistics ate the bx_is for lwo key LinkWthds funcuons Tl_

['_rsl of ti',csc is Lhc maimcn:mc¢ of an inthmal joutn_ of a/I uscr onglnalcd comm.'rods executed by

environmen_ Tni_ file can be saved al :_yt_nc through a ff_enu opuc_ The record con then be replayed

_1 the initiation of Subsequent LthkWitlds _,c_nn_.._llnwing _c user IO dzaw upon a pl_vloll_; layOut of

LlnkWinds applic=*tiea_ and hnks. or reI_Za: a fuIl ana]y_i_ se_ion

TI_ sccon_ fur, cti.m h.r.cd upon tl_: Lynx mc_gc pa_lng protocol 1_ ttrc mutti-u_t _clcncc

cnvlrnnmcnt (MITSE_ .xhich [_r_,vldc_ a method for multiple l.lnk'_'ind_ _scm_ o common c_'tte _a

nctwe_ks IT_thp menu opu_ms, u_r, rcmolcly '.¢p_accd can c_nnCCl _*, na¢ anti,or, and b_ a_n

c_tahli_hing a iclcph*mc votcc c.nnccllon, can c(_,pcrac_cly vlc_ and manipulate thor da_L A

_u¢cc_tul connc¢Iton rcqu_tc_ th_ each u',:r be cxccuu_ I,inkWind_ .rod d_al each has access 1_ Uw

data _ that ar_. being :malylc_ Th*, i_ n(_rmalf_ arr;m_cd h_ tranxponlng the _t_ _.t_ t_ each u_r

pnot to the cotlah_rattvc ,_.'xs, m_ _['ac _I_F cal_:_bd11_ i_ ;d_ u_cd i,_ pi_c tutonal_ o_¢r _ actwt_rk

Io new tl_¢r_ umamiliat w_Ih LmkWmd,, and _o _t_,_ u_cr, _ _:m*m_ratc rcc_mlmcrt_on_ _or

appTicatton chang¢_ or IO I_lnl e._l hug_

Hard cc, py _f tl_. LinkW:_ d,_pI,ys :_c provided hy talc,on keys on th_ _¢ybeard Placing the cur-oT

in a wthdow, and prc_lng "7] pt.,du¢c, _ image of a _ind(,w'_ ¢ontcn_s; prc_lng _ ,av_ _ complclc
wm_w: and F3_ _es the lull ,c_ccn The fi_urcs shown _'cr_ _,hUincd in tht, manner

DATA-LINKIN(; AND THIE USER 1N'I_:RFACE

In addition to the nomlal GU_ funcln_s provided by t_c _ md*,wlng cnvmmmcnt, dynan_c maniF_lat,m

of graphs and images is facd_l_¢d though t_ d._t.l.lthhin_ _tt:_dlgm l)at._-_inking c_m be undcrs_oc, d m

the ¢ontcxl of a _cad_hcct, _hcrc _cll_ conLunmg humors arc hnkcd I,, Other ¢cll_ For_lulac ;ire

ax',ooa_ed _'lth each cell. ,,, thai wl_:n a numl_:r ch:me¢,, :41 ceils hnhcd to tl_: cha_d cell rccalculat_

ti'_ir valt_cs a_d update I.mkWinds d_=_ _c _un¢ thing, hu_ m a gra_ll_¢_ cnvlro_cnt _hcr_ th,: n._id

gnd _t'uc(urc glv_ way u, ft¢c [om_. and a ceil can tr.m,la_¢, _r In,Lrncc. mlo a _dJd_ cr larg¢ '.c:dc
number at'ray_ _uch ax Jmage_

_u: user _nlL'rf._¢¢ ha_4.d ufw, n the d_L_.linkm_ par._0_;_t_ _, nnc o_ _c m,_t distinguishing _acu_ _

l,thkWinds h evol_tM from a de_:rc t_, crcalc a truly ca_ tn Ican_ :n_d in_ul_i_c u,.cr intc_tcc WC arc

guided hy t]_c r_n<lplc d_l_ u,.cr, arc _mpatic_ and w;m_ t_, gel st=lncd .,n pr,_duccivc work a_ quickly a,

_ihlc T_rc[orc. _n thlc_lcc _ needed whtch can _ _camc_ _y c_ptoran<_n and which ct_nh_nn,

to u_cr cxFect=lunn_ a_ tl_:y work with _

Data-linking is affected ff_rough _w_ i¢,_tT, The hnk _con _ _ h,au,n dl_p_:Lymg two mt_rh_=kln_ nn_s.

wh_I¢ the un_ink icon dlsplay_ _wc, nn_, that ate scpm-atcd l(ach _c¢1 _m the s,:_ccn has c_thut ;_ single

hnk button, or the full _Cl of hnk an4 unlmk button, "T_e pru',enc¢ ol a single link hull_n mdlcatc_ a _1_;i

ob]cct, whdcthcprc_nccofthcpalflndicatcsapphca_,,n,_lthc_muo_uncu_n, _ o pcdon'a a Ithk. the

cut_.or _s placed _n the appropnalc huttl_n, and a _ruhl'¢r hand t_ dragged t_u_ and _oppcd mh_ the

application_hnkcd T_' h_¢ak thc _thk. th¢ _amc th_n_ l_ do_c usm_ thc unhnk h_tmn Thc_ _rc rwl,

xlmplc Pales to follow _n applying the hnkmg pm':_digm

1 When a_ a I_suh oF menu scl¢¢Iionx an cmp_y w_nd_,_ ¸ _pl_.u_ _n Ow _cr_cn. _t _ m _t Tbt, t_

done hy linlang a 0_ta o_ect _nto the window

2 When an n_c¢l _th the p_tr of hn_ _ymtw, t, af._:zr_, c_crcrtc _s c,_nta,I function h_ hnkthI: it
with any a_plicauon object

DATABA_;E IY_TERFACE

Tbe currcm vct_ton of I,mkWlnd_ a¢c_'pts data in the S-hit ra._lCr Iiicr_chical _ata I_rmaL ¢_ff)F_

c_atcd an6 _pponcd by the ?q_ue4_al Center for Supcttomputing Apphcauon_ (N('SAI al die Univcr, ilv

of Illlnoix. Ch:u-npa_neP_Trbana A 21_ dat_ file i_ a xmglc ima£c, while a 3D 4a_ file ts a xcqucnc_ (_

images Tbe data ingc_i0n is controlled by two text riles _hich _c ._cncra_:d _ _: u_cr S._l_

vm'_ions of each of thc_z filc_ are p_v_dcd and _crvc _ ".clf-¢xp[anat_ template, The I-*r_ i_ a t_lc

w_ie._ lists _ll oftbe databa._.cs of thtctest to t_ uscr Tho_: lixtcd _ in the t_ Icvcl "Databa._s*

menu The se, cm_d file i_ a daut descriptlan containing thc fdcaam_ of a_I data _ts to be _so¢iated

dunng thc analysis, the atlmber of ax_ and thaLt n._es, :my metadata needcd to tr.msL_e axis v_ducs I_

numbers meaningful to the data. etc Data -.¢ts listed in _e_ fil¢_ _pp¢:ff m thc topl¢_'el "Data" menu

A palette may bc mcl,de4 in ti_ HDF tile if the user _esircs. or it _ay i_ defined in the da_a dc_:n_on

fi1¢. Col_-s caa al_ be x_signcd dtmng a data am_dy_l_ _ioa tt_g a color wanagcmcnt tool providcd

A much grcatcr r_gc of data fotma_ will be a¢¢¢_abl¢ to LmkWiads _n f_tute vcrslons.

APPLICATIONS OVERVEEW

A smtc of applicauo4ns useful acto_ m,'my disciplthcs has l_:n dcvclopr_ for the LinkWin_

_vwanme_ _ur¢ I _,ows a typtca_ tes_a to oxf4o_ a 4ma set co;lecte_ by the Microwzvc Limb

Souadct (MLS) currently m _'bit aboat_ thc Uppcr An'naspberic Rc._atch Salcllitc (UAR$) TIv:

LinkWir_ top-levcl men_ i_ shown on the left and data obje_u., with thctt singlc link b_llorts. _ in the

ttpper [e_-_a_:_ corm:r In this ca.f_, thc data d_splayc4 a_: oz_e amd water vapor _c window enuffcd

latagel contam_ a _tcc of the data at aa albal_c of 21 54 m _x_. _ s¢lccle_ by Slidar I which i_ Ithkcd 1o

it Imag¢2 i$ alao lthkcd to $1i_¢rl and daows tbe walcr vap_ al thc same altiludc "Pac southcn_

hemisphere ozone ho[c is ._own at _ lower fcfi of Image I, and a high value of the waler v_por is _c,_

m a corrcxpondthg locafiot_ tn lmag¢2 _ _ucar_lauon is show in Scattcrl. whe_: the poth_ s_*wn

come from thc bounding box xi_wn in [mag¢I. co¢*trollcd hy linlung Imag¢l Io Sr-.attcr I Th© ozonc da_

a._ d_splaycd in GId.x_t _ a h¢ighl field tcndctr:d on a spberc Tbe ozonc hole _ociatcd _ith t_ :,oath

poIc is clearly _. SlidcrI also ¢_ntrols thc dapth of thi_ _splay, and tbc hcight xcadc is con_ollcd by a

verucal slider along the right side of thc window Pan/Zoom and 2.Axis Rolator cot.trois arc also linked

IO Globcl thlough the A_imator Tl_ Animator makes it pos,_iblc to s¢lecl a sul_dng s_l of conu'ol

se_fings,.az'_ a_ ending _ Thcn _ will automa_caIIy record and savc the number of ft_,ttae_ selected

with _ shdcr, msulun_ In an a_izaabon of thc xcqaence of _¢ltings from star_ to cnd This sequcn_ ca_

be replayed latcr

_gut¢ 2 _bows corcg_ter_d 6at_ co_cclcd in _c D_dma_ B_t_e ._ca OP Wyoming Lint" P_ot_

appltCauons show spectral profilc_ for each of tha data _, and ix controlled hy a cro_-hmr on Image#

dyn._micaIly _so¢_aung a s_ccu_tm wi_ cach poinl an the tcrrmn Slidar_ on Lth¢ PIotx allow thc ....

selection of thrce _f thc ¢_ls to be colored t_d. gtccn or bhtc, and RGB_hct_ p:tmics intcfactivc

c_lor strctcbing of each of ti_s_ ch_nels "fhcsc a]_ comtol the colar, used for the per_ctiv¢

rendanng_ of the data in Plaac# Thcmahc Map_ (TM). Q_d-;_olc Synthetic Apcrturc Radar (SAP,)

and Thermal _nfratcd Mulusp¢ctral Scanner (T[M_) data ar_ rdperposcd 0n an clcvauon map of the

lerr_n m P[aac 1, Plane2 and Plan¢3. rcslx:c6vcly Thcsc in turn arg oriented in unison hy th,z paw'Zoom

and 2-Axi_ Ro_tot controls
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Executive Summary

THE IMPORTANCE OF VISUALIZATION TO THE EGg MISSION

* Vis_liz_tion is a vital componenl of the tools required for meeting EOS scientific

objectives. Neglecting visuafization could result in failure to meet these objcctlves.

* At present. NASA has given considerable aLtention to the data rcuieval, data management,

and scientific objectives nodes of the data pipeline+ but has given minimal attention IO the

role of visualization within the EGg project. The justification for this approach has been

primarily rooted in the belief that Commerclal Off*The-Shelf (COTS) software, as well as

modest dcvelopmenl activities of NASA and other agencies, will be adequate to meet these

accds.

• This initial rtpert highlights successes and general deficiencies with the current state of

visualization development and application, h is based on the results of meetings with 50

groups of EOS scientists and developers at 30 sites, as well as the author's experiences in

tr3dng to meet vlsualizatioa needs at NASA MSFC. A bllow-up report will examine

possible options for assuring that there are adequate and proper visualization tools for

meeting the scientific objectives of the EOS mission,

APPLICATION OF VISUALIZATION WITHIN THE EOS MISSION

• Applications of visuallzatio,_ within the EOS project include:

- Scientific Investigation

- Data Validation

- Model and Algorithm Development and Vatidatlon

-- Data Browse

- Information Transfer

- Mission Ocerations

BACKGROUND ON VISUALIZATION

• Visualization, although a relatively new dlscipline, actu:llly consist of the unification of

several fairly mature components, including:

- Image Processing

- 2D Data Plotting

- 3D Computer Graphics and Animation

- Volume Rendering

- Geographic Information Systems (GIN)

- Computer-Human Interactions (CHI)

f
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Each componenl provides important capabilities to Earth systems scientists, but, at

present, each also has specific deficiencies for meeting EOS needs.

CHANGING BOLES AND CAPABILITIES

• Due to rapidly increasing CPU and graphics power available to the scientist at his desktop.

two major transitions are occurring within the scientific computing environment, including
transitions:

- from centralized to disuibuted computing

-- from batch-mode operations to interactive eomptRing

Both of these transitions are putting more computing power and control directly in the

hands of the scientist. It is this interactivity that will result in the greatest benefits to be

derived from scientific visualization, However. without the proper software to take

advantage of this power, these benefits wiII act be realized.

• These transitions are demanding changes in the rol¢_ played by scientists and computer

specialists, as well as requiring changes to our visuallzatical and analysis tools. The batch

mode of handing off visualization jobs to computer specialists is no longer adequate

The movie making era of visualization *,.as a necessary and importanl phase of these

transitions, but does not represent the total required direction for visualizatioa.

The most important immediate direction for visualization efforts is that of putting useful

and usable Interactive tOols into the hands of the scientist

WHY AREN'T SCIENTISTS USING WHAT'S AVAILABLE?

• Many of the techniques and components of visualization required for meeting EOS

scientific objectives are available today. However, the actual use by the scientist of even

our present visuafizatio_ capabilities is well behind these capabilittes,

• Why aren't gcientists using the visuatizafion capabilities that are available to them today?
Reason_ include:

-- The tool is not extensihle or is too inflexible.

-- The tool is too difficutt io learn and use,

-- It is too difficult to get existing data into the tool.

-- The tool does no_ adequately Iink visualization and analysis.

-- The collection of tools+ as well as the data, exist within a complex heterogeneous

onmpeting environment.

-- The tool does not do what the scientist needs to do

- The sctenti_ isnot aware that the tool exist or that it meets his/her needs

-- The tool is too costly.
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Thc scientist dO_S not have access to adcqualc hardware for running the tOOl.

It is too difficult to communicate the results of the [_nding to others, hccause (a) it is

too dimculc to get color prints or video, (h) im is d_r_cuh or impossi_e to interact

remotely with eollcagu¢_, or (c) lhc publishing industry is too technically and

philosophically archaic to meet the present needs for color hardcopy, a"imation vidcos,

algorithm and application exchange, and voice and sound annotation,

WHERE ARE THE VISUALIZATION BOTTLENECKS ?

• With row exceptions, hardware capabilities are not, a: present, a major limitation of our

visualization enviTonmenL The commercial marketplace i_ probably adequate for as_urln S

necessary advances in hardware technology.

• The primary bottleneck is the lack of adequale software which allows the scientist to take

advantage of this powcr and to inIeractively visualize and analyze his/her data w_thln our

complex computing environment l[ is que_lionable whclher Commerclat Off-The-Shelf

(COTS) software will bo adequate for meeting all of the visualization needs orEos.

COTS, PUBLIC DOMAIN, AND IN.HOUSE DEVELOPMENT

• There are advantages and disadvantages to relying on either COTS or in-house developed

software for n_eeting the visualization needs olEOS. A proper bolance botwccn COTS,

public domain, and in-house dovelopment is advantageous, but this _llance must be

accomplished with adequate and pro_4_rly-direeted Supl_oft.

• If NASA iS tO rely mofc heavily on COTS software, then it mo_t re-evaluate and improve

the way that it deals with COTS developers.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT WITHIN NASA

• NASA funded development has resulted in several significant, leading edge visualization

and analysls tools.

• Unfortunately, with particular regard co visualization, the devclopme_| environment within

the OSSA can be characterized as:

- Fragmenled. with [itde overall direction or coordination

-- Lacking an estabHsh¢_l and understandable organizational structure for funding both

genial tool and appllcation-specific development

-- Lacking a firm commitment or plan for mcetin S the true visuallzat_on needs of the

EOS science commu_tity

-- Lacking adoguaze mechanisms for technology transfor both within OSSA and between

OSSA and OAST

-- Exporioncing inenqcienz use of limited funding

programming principles would minimize redundant programming while meeting

appl_catlon -specific needs.

-- S;mplifieatlon of the Complex Heterogelleous Computi=ig Eaviroumeat - Scientists

and computer specialists are forced to operate within a complex hctcrogeneou_

computing environment, oonsi_ing of incompatible operating systems, graphics

protocols, networks. HIe formats, and output devices. Efforts to homogenize this

environment _vill help to a limhed degree, but would probably be only temporary relief.

There is a vital need for utilities which shield scientists from dealing with unnecessary

complexities, allowing them to concentrate on analysis of data.

-- Development or New Techniques and Components - The ¢xploratlon of new

techniques for analyzing and visualizing data should continue, In a few cas_s, very

different approaches to analyzing and visualizing data may be introduced which

require development of• complete application. However. in most cases, the

introduction of new techniques should rcqutre only the development of a module or

component which can bo added to existing applications.

-- Educatloa and Comm=l_ieat;on • Many of the present challenge_ in visualization are

the result of a lack of proper communication and education. Scientists and project

managers must bocome better educated as to the scientific benefits of visuallZafion and

the availability of existing software, while in-house and COTS developers must become

more aware of the true needs and objectives of the r.clcnti_t.

-- Distribution and Mai=tenance - The distribution, maintenance, and _;epporl of COTS.

public domain, and in-house software is _ significant challenge. Proper mechanisms

for licensing and suppOrting COTS software withle OUr distributed environment should

be in place to assure their availability and testing. A major challenge with in-house

development is the distribution and malnlenance of successful application

devclopmeet, and the uansition of such programs from the experimental stage through

maturing and operational stages.

CONCLUSIONS

• Visualization is vital for meeting the scientinc objectives of the EOS mission.

• Although our present suite of visuaTization technique_ is impressive and powerful, the

application software for pultlng these capabilities into the hands of the scientist is, at

present, inadequate,

• The development of extcnsible, user-friendly, object-otlented software whhin the

commercial software industry, is helping to increase the probabilhy that COTS software

can serve as a core for meeting many visualization needs. However. there will still b¢ •

need for in-house efforts directed at ex_ending and modifying these tools to meet

Required in-house dcvclopment is of Iwo lypcs: (1) dcvclopmen_ of general _ools to meet

the needs of a wide range of users, not being met by existing software, and (2) extension.

modification, and integration of existing tools to meet application-speciflc rcqnirements,

DIAMONDS AND DINOSAURS

• A dimcuh challenge for NASA will be thai of recognizing and supporting in-house

"diamonds" (experimental dcv¢lopmcnt effort_ which hold much promise for scientists)

and of preventing, reeogni;:ing, and dealing with "dinosaurs" (old development programs

with timhed momentum and de,re=sing application). Present mechanisms fo_ t_'ansferring

successful dcvelopment activities into usable technology is inadequate.

MAIN AREAS FOR CONCENTRATION

• The main general areas presently needing consideration include:

-- fr_tegratlon of Visualization wlth Data M_t_=gnme.t and Analysis - Data

managcmcn_, analysis, and visualization represent a triad of function•lily required to

mc¢_ scientific objectives of the hog mission. To meel these objeellves, this triad must

be properly balanccd and adequate bidltectional links must exist between each

component. Links from visuaIizalion to •naly$is, and f_om visu_llzation Io data

management, are essentially nonexlstenL _t present. Navigation, or knowing the

¢patial •nd tcmporaI location of each da_z point, spans all components of this triad and

is a particularly critlea] subset of this issue requiring immediate attention.

-- Applieatloa Development for the Scientist as the End-User - The mo_:z important

immcdlale need for visualiza|ion is that of gettin_ intcr_ctlve louis inlo the hands of

the scientist, This requires that these loots meet the actual needs of the scientist, be

simple and intuitive to use, and be logical to the scientist rather than 1o a computer

specialist.

- Provldiag Exteas;bilily without Complexity - Exten$ihility of visualization tools i_ a

viUtl requirement, ponicularly for COTS software. This extensihilily mus_ be provided

without z signitqcanz increase in ¢omplcxily or use. or any resuhing complexity must

be able to be hidden from the scientist by customizablc interfaces.

- Applieatlon-Speclfie Programlaiag without Redundant Programmitlg - Redundant

programming within the Earth systems science community is extensive. Often new

dcvelogmont efforts aro undertaken in order to provide functionality not available from

existing software. However. in ordar to provide new application-specific functionality,

many devefopmen| aclivities spend a very large portion of its effo_s on redundantly

programming fonetionaIhy thai already existed in several other programs, Thc

availability and application of extcnsiblc software and the adoption of objecl-orienicd

application-specific requirements, and for davcIoping leading edge lechniqucs and

applications not avail•bit from the commercial front.

A follow-up report will investigate viahlc options for meeting the visualization

requirements of the EOS mission in the futurc. These oplions will focus on _vo major

objectives: increasing the effective use of visualization tools by scienlists, and maximizing

the re_urn on dcvclopmont efforts.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF VISUALIZATION TO THE EOS MISSION

The proper storage, mahagemen I. and distribution of the enormous database to b¢ generated by

the NASA Earth Observing System tEaS) Mission is extremely important to the scientist

requiring access to this data No_'cver. without the proper louis to also analyze thts4: data sets.

this enormous database is strictly that, a database The successful accomplishment of the

gicixdfi_ objectives of EOS ig higl_ly depend<the on the scientists' ability to analyze and

interact with these data in order to retrieve the important knowtedg¢ hidden within this

database. The only w_y In effectively rctrie_re signi_cant information from such an enormous

datobasc is through a _.¢ll-balanccd use of data management, analysis, and visualization.

As titus'teated in the simplistic cartoot_ of Fig¢=¢ I. the tyaical data Eow of EOS-rr.lattd data

movcs from the satellite and ground-basod data sources, into the data storage and data

management nodes, and to the analysit/visuallzatlon nodcs where the scientist gains scientific

insight through his _er¢¢_tlon of the analytical and visual rCSUltSr Results must then b¢

communicated to colleagues or policy makers through speech or visual means. A bottleneck at

au 7 point along this path I_o_ wilt rcs_tt in less than successful completion ol the s_itntiGc

objectives of EOS+ At present. NASA has given considerable attention to the data retrieval.

data m_nagcment, and scientific ob_mctivts of the data pipeline, hut has given minima]

attention In the important role of visualization. The justification for this approach has been

primarily rooted in the b¢Iief that Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software, as wc]l as

mo_est dcvclopment activiti¢s orNASA and other agencies, will bc adequate to meet these

nceds.

The purpose of this study is to investigate the needs and appfication of visualization tools

relative to the EOS objectives, to become familiar _ith mature and on-golng visuatJzalion

development efforts orlndustry. NASA. and other groups, and to evaluate whether these efforts

will bc adequate for meeting the scientific objectives 0IEOg. The results are l_lscd on the

results of meetings with 50 groups of EOS scientists and developers at 30 sites, as well as the

author's experiences in meeting vis,atization needs at the NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

(MSFC). This ihitial report highlights successes and deficiencies with the current state of

visualization development and application, and recognizes areas where attention should bc

focused. A follow-up report will ¢xamtn¢ possible Options for assuring that we have adequate

and prc_per 'dsualizati_ tools for mcetihg the s¢iet_tlf_¢ objectives of the EOS mis_lon_

APPLICATION OF VISUALIZATION WTrH[N THE EOS MISSION

T_¢t¢ are Eve taaj_ al_licati0_s of vis_atizatlon wi_in the EOS mi.x.xion:

• Scientific lavestlgatlol

• Data Validaliou

• ModeVAIgorlthm Developmeht and Vafidatloe

• Database ]Rrowse

• IIt for matlon Trgnsfer

• Mission Operations

Visualization Is proving invaluable in providing new insight into Earth systems r_icnce

problems. Wh_¢as scientists were previously limited to painstakingly analyzing a small

subset+ or profile, of the an available data set. visualization is t:ow providing _cientists will1

the ability to observe and in_lyL¢ complete data s£ts within 4D spoils! and temporsl aot'naB_s.

Even more significant is th¢ ability to view. ana!yxc, and correlate stvcraI data sets. r¢late.d in

space and time+ in order to better discern the tclalionships and interactions of various physical

faClOrS. The interactivity of these tools allows the scientist to more effectively probe the data

and the analysis process, and to receive immediate f¢_pons¢ to "what-if" questions.

Even simple animations have been shown to b¢ very useful in pinpointing errors within data

and computer models, and in many C_SCS. in tracing the source of th¢_ errors. Thi_ is

par ticularly important when locating the source of prOpagating errors witi_in model runs. Such

errors may not b¢ spotted, otherwise, unless they result in fatal errors, and even then it

b=cc'mes q_itt difGcuh lo tract back to t_e xo_rcc of the error without the assistance o_

visttallzation. AS visualization ICChniques become I_ttcr combined with anaI_ical methods.

data and model validation, using visualization, will b_come much more effective and tff/cient.

Tb¢ abundance and size of data sets available to an EOS investigator, will necessitate the use

ol data brows<: capabdities. The cf_cicnt use of network traffic, computer resources, and the

scientist's time will suffer significantly without the scientisl's ability to quickly transfer and

visualize greatly compressed data subsets, in order to _redetermine the scientific relevance of

the full data set.

Finally. visualiz_tlon offers one of the most effective and intuitive means or commtmicating

large amounts of scientific informatiotl to colleagues, program managers, policy makers, and

students. This importance of visualization for exiueation and communication should not

overlooked. Furthermore. as r_mo[¢ thtcraetion of science via graphics work;tati0n$. 10¢comes

morn a reality, the use of visualization for information exchange between _:ientists wilt

If'tOme routine and very effective.

BACKGROUND ON VISUALIZATION

Although the field of scientific visualization is still in its infancy, it acluaIly involves the

unification of several traditionally independent discip/ines, some of which arc fairly well

de_elc_.d. These incl'+de:

• 2D Data Plotting and Contouring

• Image Processing

• 3D Computer Graphics. CAD. and Computer Animation

• V_lame Rtttderiag

• Geographical Information Systems (GIS)

• Computer-Human Interaction (CHI)

Each of these disciplines has provided, and will continue to. provide significant tools rot

_ienllfie investigations Each also has Speci_c area_ of dtficlencles which w_tl be discussed

,/
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in more detail in a later report. For example, many of the 20 and 3D plotting applications still

re_lin the mentality of pen-plmlcr oulput, which does not allow interactivlty _tw_n the user

and the plot displayed on a screen. Many visualization application program_ have compfotcly

ignored the power ind simplicity of plots and contour maps for displaying importer

in,creation, much to the dismay of the science communhy.

Although digital image processing is a very important component of visualization, m_ny

techniques for prc<essing imagery arc rather archaic, particularly wlth regard to fully utilizing

data available in more than three spectral _nds. Also. many or the major application

programs for image processlng have also hccomc somewhat archaic with regard to their ur_r

interfaces, program architccturcs, graphics capobilitics, data structures, interactivity, and

pormbillty to RISC-basod workstations¸

Advances in 3D computer graphics. CAD. and computer animation, made during the 1950's.

provide a substantial base for the development of important tools for visualizing 3D. _mporaL

scieotific data. However. having been developed primarily for the purposes of military

simulation and broadcasi animation, many of the a]gorlthms and application programs don't

meet the needs of the visualization community today. Similarly. while volume rendarlng holds

much promise for detailed visualization of volumetric scientific data. most of the present

algorithms were developed for medical applications and are not woll sulted for interacdvlty, or

[or daaling with temporal or non-Cartesian data.

Likewise. GIS developed primarily within cartographic-based, rather than scientific.

disciplines. As a result, several present dancic,cies in traditional C;IS tcchnlques have been

recognized which limit its effectiveness in sclentlr;c applications. Those include the lack of

effective m_ns for dealing w_th temporal elements, the inabiIhy to re¢ognlze and measure

l_)_entlal errors resulting from diKerent _potial and temporal rcsolutlons between dam sets. and

the inadequacies/or handling of "fuzzy _, or conllnoous, data boundaries.

Finally. the field oIC_ is providing important insight into e_ctlve inter_ctlon between man

:;nd computer. The design and appl;cation of proper graphical user interfaces (GUts) and

intuitive program s_'ucture arc crucial to putting efTcctlve vlsuallzatlon tools into hands of the

scientist. In addition, a better understanding of factors which affect human perception is

certainly important to the design of visoallz_tlon tools, but is an area teat is Often ovcrlookod

during thclr davelopment.

_hercas the 'g0s was the decada for rapid advancement 0I computer graphics rclatod to

broadcast animation, mili_ry simulation, and industrial CAD. the '90s is promising to be the

decade for sclcntif_c visualization. Many of the present efforts have simply involved the

application of individual components, such as computer graphics and animatloa, to scientific

data. Certalnly. the techniques davclopod wilhin each of these components _pre_nt :_

substantial base for visualization capobilitlcs. However. dle success of visualization as a

scientific tool will dapcnd on the proper adaptation of these components to meeting the needs

of the science community, as well as seamless int_gratJo_ of all of these components into

_plication programs which arc useful and usable to the scie_Itlst.

There is no longer a definable product that can be demanded of the computer speclal[st by the

scientist, other than that or providing the scientist with proper tools, =sabfa by the scientist, of

properly integrating the scientist's data iota the tool, and of providing operational training _ed

assistance when required.

During this transition period, it is expected that we should see some remnants of our peevio_ts

roles and computing environments. In fact, the prollfaration of.sophistlcated movies showing

scientific visttalization is somewhat a symptom or this, While these movies have undeniably

provided benefits in the form of scientiEc insight, pwbllc relations, and awareness of the power

of visualizalion, they are not the future direction for visualization that is required to meet the

total needs of the scientist. Far from being interactive nor analytical, these movies have often

beets created at great eo,:i in time and funding, typically requiring weeks to months of e_ort

tram teams of scientists, programmers, computer _,isualizalion exports, computer animators

and artists, and multimedia speciaTists. W_ile th_s movie making is a natural extension of the

g0's style of conxputer animation, as well as an extension of the previous roles of the computer

specialists, many short-slghted scientists have, as a result, developed the view that

visualization is strictly for creating "pretty pictures" and not a toot for doing significant

tcfonce, In others, these movies have instilled false sccurlty that the required visualization

tOOls required arc in place. [n reality, scientil_c animation and movie making represent an

important pail of visualization, but they arc only a small part of the requirements for

visualization.

In essence, the most important immediate direction for visualization efforts is that of potllng

these tools in the hands of the scientist, allowlng hlm_er to interacdvely probe the data

without the constant aid or compoler specialists. Co:npoter visualization specialists should be

involved in gutting these tools into Ihe scientlst's hands and modifying and expanding these

tools as required, and not in operating the tools for the scientist. Thus, the role of the

computer specialist is moving away from the backcnd user of the tool. to the [rontend gatherer.

tester, and modifier or the tool. This, of course, requires that the application be welI dcslgne4

for the scientist as an intcr=ctlvc end user, whh particular at[entlon given to meeling the

scicntist's needs in a simple and intuitive manner.

In view Ot" this, il is important to recognize the diversity that exists among scientist _ith

regard to their application orcomputcr lOUiS, While not based on any statistical surveys. ;t

appears that approximately 20% or the scientiStS are comfort.able with and actively involved ;n

finding, learning, modifying, and applying the computer tools that are availabfo, and in many

cases are willing to worI_ with dcvefopers on improvi.g these tools. At the other extreme, are

approximately 20% of the scientists, who bellcv¢ that tbc tools that they have employed in the

posl are adequate for meeting their needs, or who, because of lack of dmc or d¢slrc, only wish

to be given a tool that requires very little time or attention to learn and operate. In lieu of

such a tool, this group of seicotists will rely heavily on computer specialists for all aspects or

tool application, The remaining 60% or the scicoti;ts arc reluctant or unable to concentt3t¢ a

lot of attention on visualization and analysis tools, but will invest the required time to test nod

learn new tools if properly nurtured and if benefits become apparent,

J
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It is not only important thai we recognize the daf_clcnefos that oxlst ia our present tools, bu[

that we also understand the current and ruture environment under which improvements to o_r

tools must be made. These are examined in thc following s_ction.

CHANGING ROLES AND CAPABILITIES

The CPU and graphics power available to the sclcntist is incr_a_Ittg at = logarithmic rate of an

order of m_gnitode every 3-5 years. At the same llme, this power is becoming available on

fow.priccd workstations This reality is moving vi_uafi_=don compullng away from a highly

centralizcd environment, in which expensive computer equlprncnt was =cntrally located and

only highly specia[izcd personnel operatcd this cquipment, tO a more dlslr[buted environment

where the scientist has significam computing power at his desk, while still having access to

greater computing power and large amounts of data over the network. Th¢ scle_tls| is thus

becoming more in control of his computing environment, as well as taking on greater

responsibility for the operation Of his computing tOOls.

In addition, the increase in computing power and the deccntrallzation of the computing

environment are allowing much groaner [nteractlvhy than was previously posslblc. Assuming

that the proper visualization and analysis tools arc in place, it is this ;nter_cllvlty between the

scientist and hisser data that will result in significant advances in the Earth systems science

community. The batch mode Of computer operation is no longer adequate for meet]n_ the

demands of sclcntJfic analysis,

We are presently in a slate of transition from eentralizcd to distributed computlng, and from

batch to interactive processing. T_ese transitions =re demanding changes in Ihe rufus played

by the scientists and computer speciallsL as wcIf as req_irlng changes to our visualization and

analysis tools.

AS an example of these chang=s, consider the roles and environments exlstlng in typical

visualization aotlvlIies o[ the past and present Prcvlously. it was adequate for a scientist to

request, from an image processing _clallsL that he or she apply a principle component

analysis to = given Laodsat scene, stretch thc resulting bands over 8 bhs. create an RGB

composite of prlnciplc componenes 2, 3, and 4, and provide a cofor print of the resulting

image, The required batch oporation was easily defined by the scientist, who could in the end

study the final image for weeks or months, creating hand-dr_wn overlays to illustrate scientific

findings.

In comrasL the scientist of today might wish to study and correlate several data sets which are

r¢latod in 3D space and iir_e, includlng, for example, sat¢lllt¢ imagery, data measured along a

flight path, 3D volumes from radar, and 3D gridded data from a numerical model In order to

gain significant insight from this study, lh¢ sefon[lst will probably require, at a miniml_m, the

ability to render represcnt=[ions of thesc data in 3D space, interlctively move the point of view

around the 3D space, view and control the anlm_fion of the data through time. control the

represemafion of the da_ (e.g. color maps. tr=nsporency, ets,), evaluate the data with an

appropriately-placed 3D probe or 2D slice plane, and generate relevant plots "on-the-ny'.

Scicntists who arc wilHng to invest time and effort in the testing and mod[ficatlon of tools are

a very vital asset to both the developers of these tools and Io the scientific community, =s a

whole. "These seientlsts should be encouraged and supported, no_ o_tr=¢ized by other sci_ntlsts

and _.ndlng agencies as has occurred in the past. However, it is also important for developers

to be aware that these porticuIar scientists represents a select group and not the majority of

scientists who will not us_ a tool that is dimcult to learn or use, or that does not immediately
meet their needs,

WHY AREN'T SCIENTISTS USING WHAT'S AVAILABLE?

With a Iew exceptions to be discussed in a later report, many of the techniques and

components of visualization requlrcd for the EOS mission are available today: these will

probably progress and others wilI continue to be developed regardless of NASA's direct

involvement. Certainly, NASA's support of new techniques for visualization and

analysis would greatly improve our future abilities and wouid direct development efforts

along paths that are critical to NASA's objectives.

In essence, although many of the components do exist to meet many of our presenl and

future vlst_allzatlon requirements, _he actual use by the scientist of even our present

visualization capabilities is well behind the development and availability of these

capabilities. The major challenges and dcGclcn¢ies wlth visualization, at present, lie in

the integration of these cor_ponents and techniques into applications that are usable and

useful to the scientist in his everyday work_

A major qucstiott to ask. then, is "WHY A'P,.L=N'T SCIENTIST'; USING THE

VISUALIZATION CAPABIL1TrES THAT ARE AVAILABLE TO THEM TODAY?"

The answers to this question begin to provide an und©rstanding of the directions

requirod for improving the state of visualization whbin the scope of the EOS mission,

ABhough not every probIem disc=ssed below applies to every availablc application

program, most every visuaIization IOOl or collcction of tools required for a particular

task suffers from one Or more ol Ih¢ following deficiencies:

• The tool is not extenslbte and is too innetlble to allow scientist to add

discipline specific functionality or incorporate existing modufos: thus. too

many tools arc o[ten required to meet the sclcntist's tasks¸

The tool is too diff;cult to learlt or I=Se. This is particufor[y troublesome if

more than one tool is required to meet scfontisCs ncods_ DifGcuhies of use can

exist due to archaic command llne interfaces or as a resufi of program structures

and graphical user _nter faces that arc intultlv¢ to computer experts, but not

=eieotists.
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• It is too d;fflcuft to gel ¢xlsting d_ta ;nfo the tool: this is generally a result of

(a) incompatible data formats and the lack of available data filters. (b) the lack

of true integration between thc visualizotion/_na]ysis tc_l and the dan

management systcm_ and (e) the exposure of Ihe seienlist to the complexities of

networking.

• The tool does =at adequalely link visnallzatloo to analysis, which is critical

to the scientific process. Going "bach to the numbers" or more imporlantly.

"back and forth between the visual and analytical" is crucial before visualization

can become a "real" science Icol in the scientist's mind.

• The collect_oo of tools, as well as data. that are required for meeting a

particular science need. exlst witht_ I complex beteroge,eoos coraputlng

eovirooment. For example, the required tools mighl be running on different

architectures with different operating systems, data might exist o. diffarcnt

hosts as incompatible binary files, and the application might require different

data forma_s. In additio., output of results may require completely different

formats, complicated commands, and the need to transfer data to some other

device on the network.

• The tool does not do what the sc;e,tlst oeeds to do. either because no tool can

meet all needs or because _hc tool was dasigncd with compulcr graphics, rather

than science, i, mind.

• The s¢ieotist ls oat aware that the tool exist or lacks apprec;atiozt of the

visualization tool as = serious Iool th=x could greatly benefit his or h=r

scientific rcscarch, or model and data validalion.

• The tool is toe costly, particularly for dcsktop vlsualizalfon.

• It is too difficult to communicate the results of the findings to otbers. This

results from at least three causes: (a) il is too difficult to get prints or video

from the Iool or platform. Cb) it is impossible or difficult for the scientist Io

remotely interact _nd dlseuss with other _¢ientist. the in!ermcdiate and final

visual results derived from the tool. and (c) the publishing world is not well

equipped, nor philosophically structured, to deal with the present needs for

color bardcopy, animation videos, algorithm and applicattoo exchange, and

voice and sound annotation.

• The sclentlst does Itot have access to hardware required to run the application

software, or the scientist's bardwate is too graphically undetpowered to run the

application effectively.

Because or these difficulties, the application of present visuafizatlon tools have been

inadequate and frustrating zo sclentisls and computer specialists, alike. Many are not able to

dod_cate the time required to find and learn vis_lalization tools which might meet their

r

requirements, and have become frustrated and disenchanted with the prcsenl tools that arc

available to lhem. In order to "get the job done', many scientists often give up using present

visuaIizatlon tools in Iicu of marc familiar, bul inadeqt_=te, analysis methods. The scientists

who do persevere often reap significant benefits from the pre_¢nl visualization tools. However.

a significant amount of Ihcir time and ¢0_teentralion. which co.Id be applied to gaining insight

into Ihc data. is often lost to _earning. operaHng, and modifying thc present tools.

WHERE ARE THE VISUALIZATION BOTTLENECKS ?

With a few exceptions, hard_arv eapabiliUes are nol. al prescnL a major limitation of our

visualization environment The pfesenl hardware capahifitles available in the market, greatly

exceed the present avalfabifily of salivate tools with which the scientist can routinely take

advantage of this power. Certainly. our increasing demands for very large data sets. our

increased network traffic resulting from more distributed processing, the ttansfcr of large files.

increased mutumedia 3¢{ivi[y. _nd the use of X window protocol, and our need for interactivity

in visualization and analysis, are resulting _n a constant requiremenl for higher CPU and

graphics power, and wider bandwidlhs lhroughout the data path. However. with the possible

exception of network requirements, the commercial marketplace is probably adequately suited

for assuring that the capabilities of availahle hardware will continue tO increase at a rate

commensurate with our demands and with our ability to take advantage of the available power.

With the capabilities of computers increasing by an order of magnitude every 3 to J years, it is

im_rtanl to consider the short time frame in which our capabilities increase and our present

computers become obsolete. In addition, considering _hat the computer is possibly the most

vital tool of today's scientist, it is important that f,nding and ¢xpcdlent proourement of these

tools be available. The lack of acccssiblfity to adequate hardware power, particularly al

univershles, and lack of cxpedlcnt procurement of required hardware, particularly at

governmenl instilules, are az present fimhing the effective use and davelopmenl of

visu=lizatlon tools in the s4_ienlific community.

Still, lhe primary bottleneck in visualization, at present, is the lack of adequate software which

would allo_v Ihe s¢ientlsl to interaCtively visuallzc and analyze his/her data within a complex

heterogeneous environment, without the need for the sclentisl to be concerned with the

underlying complexities of the IOOls. Although there have been some significant advancements

In v suallzadon software, the available sol ware as a whole is, at present, deficient in meeting

these needs, Un|i_e hardware, it is questionable whether Commercial Off-The-Shelf(COTS)

or public domain software will be adequate for effectively meeting the total visualization

requirements rot EOS. The following s¢ctio_ examines this issue in more detail.

COTS, PUBLIC DOMAIN, AND IN-HOUSE DEVELOPMENT

The question arises as to what extent the needs for scientific visualizatfon sofiwafe fJtfl be met

by relying on the commereia! software industry or other outside sources, in lieu of dcv¢lopmenl

funded by NASA. Each _ourcc has advantages and disadvantages.

The advantages of relying on COTS inciud©:

• NASA pays only for working product Itot development or experimental failures

• Products tcod Io be more polished

• Maintenance and support not as major an issue for NASA

* There is generally more awareeess of a producl's existence

The disadvantages of relying on COTS include:

• Applications have ttaditiona!iy been inflexible and not exlensiblc

• There is no access io source code required for coda modificalion or porting of Ihe

application to necessary platforms

• Applications tend to be designed for large market oppcal, not application specific

needs

* There is a higher cost factor to user, but not necessarily Io NASA as a whole

• Users are less apt to "lry il O_l" if Ihe sofiv¢are must be purchased firsl

• There is no dirce! conlrol of direclions of future development, and no assurance that

developers will be around next year

• Application is often deveIoped outside of the scientists' realm, generally _ithou_ a true

understandlng of scientific needs

- Approach for meeting nccds is generally more con_erv_tiYe and less creative

In contfaSL the advantages of relying on In.house developmelt! _re:

• Software is designed to meet general and specific nceda of NASA's scientific objectives

• Source code is avaifabIc to all for modlficallon and portabilily

• The producl is generally flexible and adaptable, or can be c-anfilbalized for new

_pplications

• New creative and leading edge products often re_ul!

The disadvantages Of relying _ if,-house include:

• NASA assumes Ihe risk of dev.elopment wilh no assurance of success

• Maintenance, distribution, and support are signifiean_ challenges

* There is a ri_ of the so, ware becoming a costly d_nosaur that NASA is forced to

maintain

• Without proper direction and coordination, there is traditionally much redundancy of

programming with in-house development

There are many commercially available visualization packages which are well ahead of most

in-house developed software. Although some of this comreer_ial _oftware arose from initial

development efforts at NASA and other governmen_l inslltutes, they have generally become

more poIishcd and portable. There are also many NASA-funded developmeo_ efforts that are

unmalchod in fanclionalily by the software industry, Still, in many cases, COTS software can

probably provide the core for many visualization needs, particularly those products which are

more extensible. However. if NASA intcnd$ to r¢l_ significantly oo COTS software, then

consideration should be given to changing Ihe Icvcl or intcraclion with vendors, fn particular,

NASA should encourage more communication beI"_en scientists and the developers of COTS

sofiwarc.
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In addition, there are many significant software eontrihulfons available within the public

domain. Although a few of these, such as Khoros and MATLAB. are large, refined

devefopmetlt efforts, most are primarily small-scale efforts which provide uscfol utilities or

limited applications. Since the source codc is gener._lty availahle, public domain software is a

good source for useful utilities or u_abl¢ algorithms. Since math_enance and support with

these packages is often a challenge for the developers, particularly fo_ larger-_cale efforts.

NASA should consider mc.ans of providing assistance for packages which it feels provide

significant benuflts Io EO$ scientist_.

While COTS software may play a significant role in meeling EOS visualization needs, relying

solely on development from Ihe general software industry may not be adequate. Particularly

without guidelines from NASA. and changes to the way that NASA deals with vendors, it is

risky 1o assume that the outside industry will take on the challenge to develop visualization

soft,rare capable or meetlng the needs of the EOS program This i_ particularly Irue for

appllcation-specific needs which may not provide an adequate commercial market.

A balanced approach between COTS and in-house development is prot_bly the best solution fat

meeting the visualization requirements of the EOS mission. The needs for in-house

visualization developmenl within NASA include:

• E_tension or modification of existing software to meet applicafton-specifie

requirements

• Contributions of useful modules or components to the general programming pool

• Leading edge (experimental) development of techniques and applicalions

• Applicalion-_pecific programs not available from COTS and not able to be created by

simple extension of existing programs

These needs should be recognized and programs should be structured to adequately provide

support for meeting these needs.

CURRENT DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT WITHIN NASA

Developmenl activities throughout NASA have resulted in some significant, leading-edge

visualization and analysis tools. Both advanced and experimental visualization development

has |r:mspircd within the Office or Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) to support

fiighl operations, aeronautical development, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) re_e.arch, and

virtual reality. Although not presently well suited for meeting visualization needs oFEOS.

some of the_c efforts co_Id be modified to me.el some of these requirements.

Within the Office of Space Science and Application (OSSA). support rot vis_.alization

development has been modest, particularly within the Earth Science and Application Division

(ESAD) which supports the EOS project. Still, development activities within the lnformations

Systems Branch (Code SMI) and the v_rious science branches of the ESAD and the Solar



SystemExploration Division have resulted in successfu[ tools, capable OF mcefin S a ]imhcd

part of the EOS requirements.

Unfortunately, without proper dlreclion and appropriate support, these efforts will be

inadequate fur meeting the visualization requirements within Eng. At _rc-sent, visualization

devolopment aotiv_tles within OSSA and the ESAD can be characterized as:

• Fragmented, with IiKFO ovcralI direction or cOOrdination

• Lacking an establ_shed and understandable Organizational structure fur funding both

genera] iool and application-specific development

• Lacking a firm commitmen| or plan fur meeting the true visualization n©eds of thn

EOS science community

• Lacking adequate mechanisms fur technology transfor both within OSSA and between

OSSA and OAST

• Experiencing inefficient use of limited funding

This et_viro_ment is resulting in fllemcient development which does not adequately address the

full n_ds or the seie_ltist. In particu|ar, there is much redundtnt programming And lht[¢

effort directed toward creating tools thai can be easily extended and customized. Because of

archaic programming practices, funetionallty developed within one program is not easily

transferred into other development efforts. Attempts to fulfill epplication-speclt3c

requircmet_ often result in large-scale application development rather than the smalfor-scalc

addition of modules to existing applications. FinaIly, the absence of support fur smal]-scafo

application development within science proposals grnerally results in the use or inadequate

tools to mcct science objectives, or the scavenging of science funds in order to meet

development requircmonts.

Required in-house developmenl is of two WPOS: (1) development of general tunis to mcct the

needs of a wide range of users no| being mot by existing software, and (2) extension,

modifleaUo_, of integration of existing tools to meet application-specific requirements.

Unfortunat_y. the lack of extensibl¢ software in the past, and the lack 0f coordinated

dcvo]opment aotivities zt NASA, has not anowed a clear distinction _tw¢_n these efforts.

• Distingulshin S between these efforts, and providing appropriate support for both. is vital IO

meetlng present and future visualization requirements in a cost*¢ffoctive manner.

While development of general visualization tools should be intimately rel_tod to the seie._ific

objectives of the EOS program, the current philosophy that most visualization development

sbou[d be "piggy-becked" with science proposals has been ineffective. The re=sons rot this are:

* $cientis_ are reluctant to include sOflwar¢ development COSt in scie)_ proposals for

fear that the proposal costs will not be compctitivel

• If only gO_, of the contract is rund_, software dcvclopmcnl is usually thc first to be

cut; thc scientist will then full back to avai]ahl¢ tools that are probeb]y inadequale for

his/her needs;

• Tying development intlmatcly zo a particular science proposal generatly results in a

very specialized and hard.wlred tool. and does not encourage general, reusable tools

for meeting other science requirements:

• Strictly creating vi_uallzallon tools required fur a spccific science proposal d_s not

address nor encourage the exploratory dnvclopmcnt of new techniques required to

advance visualization to _ state tequlred to meet the EOS objectives,

h is recommended that genera! tool development be separated from specific science proposals,

hut be conducted by tcams consisting of both computer s_cialists and scientists, In contrast,

opplication-specific dovelopment could be direotIy tied to particular science objectives, bul

should receive, at least, minimal funding earmarked for that effort.

DIAMONDS AND DINOSAURS

A dlfflcuh challenge for NASA wH! bc that or recognizing and supporting in-house

"diamonds" (experimehta[ development efforts which hold much promise for $c_enlists) and of

preventing, recognizing, and deallng with "dinosaurs" (old development programs with limited

momentum and decreasing application). Diamonds typically begin as simple exprrimenta]

ideas that, through proper development and strong acceptance by scienliszs, develop into

applications with significant potential. However. wlthout proper nurturing, such programs

quickly rahcr due to stagnation, or more commonIy, as a result of becoming overv.h¢lm¢_ with

the responsibilities associated with distributing and supporting a successful applicatio=

program. WithOut a proper mechanism in place In recognize these diamonds, and to assist in

the transition of these dcvelopmcn t efforts, continued development and upgrading of these

tools is sacrificed for the sake of maintenance and support, and the science community losses a

potentla]ly vahtabl¢ tool.

At the other extreme arc the large programs with a long history of development and maturity

which in many eases offer signlfleantly more f=nctlonalizy than other cxlstlng programs, bul

which have become quite arcbe_c with regard to their interfaces, program structure, d_ta

formaL% graphics cepabilhies, and portabil;=y to modern computln S platforms. This is

primarily true with regard to image processing _pplications. Total rcprogramming ofthls

functionality using a more efficient, exlenslbfo, and portable approach, is an ambitious effort

that has trodhionaIly been avoided. However. simple porting to newer architectures is

inadequate• NASA must evaluate the importance or the fonotionality that exists within these

programs and determine _f and how it intends to incorporate this functionality into future

applications

Prorating. or at least sIowlng, the creation of fulure dinosaurs is aI$o an important issue. In

fact, the Issues involving diamonds and dinosaurs are not unrela_cd. The main factors

affecting the ereaUon of dinosaurs from diamonds are initial design, pro.Sect transhlons,

upgrading, and perhaps, inevitability. Certainly, programs that are less flexible to extension

and modil_catioo, or =re too i_flmately tied to data structures, bev¢ a gr¢_ter danger of rapldly

becoming future dinosaurs. Again. the princlples of abstraction and modglarhy inherent in

object oriented programming could greatly increase the useful life of programs which adhere to

these principles. Secondly, it is impor_nt that NASA properly assist the transition of the

program through its variou_ stagrs, while providing adequate funding for both user support

and program upgrading. Still, whiIe these measures m:ly slgnlflcanlly extend the useful life of

future development efforts, it ts probably inevitable that any application will. at some point in

time. reach a point of questionable usefulness¸ NASA should also have a proper mechanism in

place for phasing out continued supporl, while minimizing inconvenfonc¢5 to on-going users.

MAIN AREAS FOR CONSIDERATION

Based on these findings, the futlowing general areas have been recognized as requiring

consideration:

• lategratloa of Visualizatioa With Data Management and Analysis

• Application Development for the Scientist as End-User

• Providing Extensibillty Without Complexity

Applleatlon-Speclla¢ Programming Without Redundant Progrzmmlng

• Simpl;ficatlo_ of Complex Heterogeneous Environments

• Development of New Techniques and Components

• Education and Communication

• Distr;but;oa sodMalntenance

These areas of concern will be discussed briefly below. More specific deficlenefos and

requirements wifi be discussed in a follow-up report. Recognition of these areas of rcquirod

concentration does not. by default, imply that NASA will need to take full responsibility for

meeting these needs. In fact. meeting these needs will require _ proper balance of efforu and

adequate communication between ]qASA. vendors, contractOrS, and other outside developers.

Tntt_r_tion of V;_uMiz_t;_ With Data Ma,_emenl _nd Aualv_i_

As illustraled in Figure 2. data m_nagement, data analysis, and data visualization should be

viewed as a triad of functions which can _ct on scientific data. In order fur this triad to

opor_tc effectively, there must be adequate data paths between all components and they must be

bidirectional. Az prer_nt, some tentativ_ links exist within this triad, while others are

nonexistenL In particular, the visualization function presently r.erves primarily as a bookend

prl_ess, with little return interaction with analytical tools or database management.

In p_rticu[ar, the links between visualization and analysis are critical, but are. at present.

inadequate. The application of visualization leChniques nan provide significant insight inlo

scientlflc problems, but it is vital to Ih¢ scientist to test and demonstrate this insight using

• (-

Existing links Nonexlstant links

Fagure 2 Triad betwee_ Data Management, Analysis and Visualization

fu notions, showit_j existing and _c_ex_la nl palhs
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analytical meth_. Until Ih¢ scienliSZ can e:lsily and interaczlvely 8o back and forth bet'_een

_he visual! and analytlca! domains, visualization will not be ¢o_sldered a true _ienllf]¢ too| by

the ma.lorlty of _ier_tis¢_.

A.Ithoogh data _ts derived fr_ analylical or visualization tools may be fed back into the

database, the da_ mina_cmen_ _y_zem still ¢s_¢ntial]y aces as a frontend entity which provld¢_

data to be used by visualization and analysi_ tools, hal otherwise inzeraez_ very tittle with these

fonclions. P_tieu]_rIy with th_ crtormous database asso_i_|e_ with EOSD[$ and the inc_'e._a_cd

size of many data S¢l_. it is bo¢oming more important for visualizatlon and analysis |ools to be

able to query the data management system rogarding conlent of the dam. As =n ex_mpfo, a

visualization tool _the_Id be able to request of the daz_ m=nagemenl system_ "Show me hro_v_e

images of other data s_s for (he _re_ in I_s bounding box, where the ratio o. r thi_ lyJr_l_eler to

this p_rameter is gre_ter than th_s value," Similarly, numeriea! models should be able to

request addilional daLa from _hc database based on immediate results obtained duri._g the

model runs.

These example_ impIy mote sophisticated data management capabilities and database than

those required for simple inquiries based on _n_of type. date of aequisizfon, and nadir

focation. They also suggest a di/Tcrent level of inzera_lion between the ¢lienl (in this ease.

a_o|hcr software application) and the _ta m_nogemen_ system, than might be the case if the

client were an actual use_.

_na]ly, navigatlon, or knowing _h¢ spatial and temporal |_ation of each data poinl, is a

c_itieal issue thai spans all components of this triad. T_e increasing requirement to combine

d_ta sets from a va_ioty of._en_ors demands increased £JexibiIity for navig=tlon of _he data

within _ll three components. Data Managemen_ requires the ability to subsot data based Ira

precise spatial and lempora| p_rame_er_, v_u=liz_Iion requires the d_spfay of several data sets

within a variety of projections, while anaty_is requir¢_ afcess to Iowofov¢| datab zs well as the

ability ¢o grid data into common g_ids. The pte_en_ tendency to create higher fov¢l data sets.

¢onsi_zing of rogufar|y grlddcd data in standaed p_o_cetlons, only p_tIy _llevi_le_ this

oba|leng¢_ Because each data sot may h_ve _ffotonI scientific or instrument rcquiremen|s,

consensus with rog_rd to standard grids _nd pro)e¢_ons is difficult and ofr¢_ results in

Corruption and d¢¢r¢ascd s¢ienzi_¢ v_]_d_y of _h¢ data. Regridding previoosly gridded d_ta

results in dramatiea]ly increased error_. It is therefore besl to _cfay gridding and projeotion _il

as late in the vi_uaT_zation and =naIy_is process _s poss_bic. This requires |he availability of

smart navigation tools, as well as t_¢ accesslbi_i_y to ]ow-levcl navigation information wi_hln

the data scan.

Annli£a_on Develnnment for the Scientist a_ End-User

AS di_U_r_ previously, the most immediate need for visualization is that of gotting useful and

u_able int_a¢_ive tools into the hands of the scientist. This requires that the tool meet the

actual needs of the s_ientist, and not force _he _¢ient_st to adap_ zo [ools th_ ate inappropriate

for hi_¢r needs. Th_s also requires lhe operatio_ of the Iool. as wen as data input and oulpu_

of rcsul_s_ be th_uitive and simple Io |he scienlist, fotetf_¢¢s should be simpfo and should

spe3k the scientist's language where possibIc. The op_razion of the _ool should be inzulzive =.d

logieai to the _i¢_tist. ra_hcr than requiring zhc scfonzist to adapz ta the logic of = ¢omp=ter

graphics expert. In ©ssenee. the ;ci¢_tisz should be able to f_us on the analyz_¢al and viseal

resufts, and not on the operatio_ Of the tool,

Few. if any, of the =vailable visualization tools meet these needs, at present. Those w_ich are

_tmp|¢ to use _r¢ often inrlexible _nd don't therefore meet required s¢ienli_¢ objoctives. Those

which are cxLens_ble are often too COmplex zo operate and don_, az presenl, alIow adequate

means or _impl_y_n£ this ¢ompfoxity.

._ Exte_i_v_Without Cnm_lex;tv

Many COTS visualization programs have not been w¢I_ accepted into the EO$ sclentif]c

community because of the lack ofextensihility and I]exibilily_ Without the ability for the

Scientist or co.purer specialist to input data in new forrnazs, or to extend the functionality or

the program with uset-deflncd modules, the sclenti_tz i_ o_n forced to (!) ac_apl his_hcr data

and nee¢ls to fit into visualization tools _hieh arc inappropriate for analyzthg _h¢ data,

generally with poor results. (2) apply several independent visualization toofa to the data i_

oedcr to analyze dlfforent _pc¢ts of the data. (3) give up u_thg presenl visua|ization too_s in

lieu of more traditional, bat inadequ_le data anaIysis _ools, or (4} initiate an in-hesse

developmen_ eff_t which i_ cost|y in time and f_nding, w_h probably 50 to ?_% Of the effor_

applied to redundant p¢ogr_mming of available eapabi|ities.

One of _he main r_sons quoted by s¢ientls_s for initi_ing a_ in-house dev¢lopmen_ cfrorl has

bccn the need fo_" extensihility and flexlbilily. This has a|so been _ major reason for the

success of many NASA-developed and other pobli¢-domatn appli¢_zion programs, slnc¢ source

code is generally provided for these programs. Furthermore. the COTS visualizalion programs

thai hav_ gained the most _¢¢eptan¢¢ _¢ithin the EO$ _¢ience ¢ommot_ity _re those which

provide a h_gh degree of extcnslbil_ty and fiexibillty, including AVS, SGI's Explorer, NCAR

graphics, PV-Wave. a_d |DL. The development of these tools, a_ well =s public domain tools

such as Khoros, are major milestones in th_ a_vaneernen_ of s_ien_if]¢ visualization,

However. the generality and ¢x_¢ns_bility of these tools have been generaIly accompanied by a

high degree of _omplexity of use. PVoWav¢, IDL, and ._CAP. graphics reql_re cu_.torn

progr:tmming and ¢omm_nd-]in_ interfaces, _h_]¢ the graphical programming paradigms of

AV$ and SGI Explorer have given ri$¢ to _ba so| _deseribing _erm. -barton hell- These

¢omplexlties, at pres4:nt, limit the use of these programs to Ihose _icntis_ who bare the _im¢

and initiative to become highly involved _n the design or their _ooIs. In order for these tools to

be applicable by a high percentage OfEOS scienti_ts, it _s necessary tha_ computer _pecia|ists

bc able to adap_ these tools zo meet _h¢ particular needs of a scientist or pro_¢t _hHe hldlng

the complexities of the cxtans_ble environment from the scientist using a simpfo and i_tui_ive

u_r inter face,

pv-wave arid IDL have mada great strides in allowing this, alt]_ough these programs arc

prim_trily limited |o inter'acting in 2D space. The dcvcfopers Of AV$ and SGt Explorer are

likewise a'*var¢ of the issue, bul must work out concerns regarding adaptive scripting, decision

nodes, and user-deigned GUls before these programs _t! meet the _¢eda of = large _reentagc

olEOS scientlst_. Of course, any in-house or other NASA-funded development should also

Concerned with extens_bi]ity while _]fowing for slmplifi¢_t_on and ¢u_zomi_._tion,

Annlicat;on.S_rlt'i¢ Pr_r_mmfo_ W;thout R*dllnd_at Profr=mm_

Rcdultdant i_-hot_e p_0gramming w_thln the Earth system! _ci¢n¢¢ community is ¢xlenslvc.

The primary rancor* given for abandoning OTS software in favor of i_ *house develop is becau_

avai|able OT$ soflwar¢ (=) did not do wbaz was required for spe¢itS¢ applications and lacked

ex_ensib_lity a_d adaptabi|ily to modif_ it _e¢ordthg]y, (b) had a user interface that was

i_approptlate or too cumbersome, (¢) w_s too expensive, or (d) was th_mcient in _t_ use or

computer re_our_es, Although most or these in-house _pplieztion programs provide impor_an_

features not available in other p_ckag¢_, each of Ihcs¢ dcvefopmenz efforts probably contain

50-75q_ redundandy programmed code. In other word_, in order to provide the new

applieafio_-_p¢cific fonctionaI_y, l! wa_ n_¢es_ry to also redundantly develop fonotlona|ity

tha_ was already available in several other programs. Ca_nlba]ism of previously developed

code h_s been h¢Ipfol in some ¢ireum_nee_. but most or thi_ ¢od¢ is too inzlmat¢ly tied to the

e_viro_ment of the original program, or limits the f]¢xibillty or fo_ctionality of the new

program. Considering th_ rno_z of _hese in-house de_elopmenl teams co_sist of |-3

programmers, a ¢o_s_derab|c amoon! of effort is ¢on¢¢ntra!ed in programming fonetionality

that afrcady exist,

As discussed above, the avai|ability of more ¢xtens_ble and Ilexible vi_ua_izatio_ tools in the

future may minimize, to some extent, _h¢ amount of in-house programming, and thus the

amoont of redundan_ programming, The extent to which these and o_¢r OTS programming

environment wil_ meel our future development needs is sill| uncertain. However, Lh¢_¢ will

probably st|l| be requirements if* the future for in-house appli¢_tioo-spe¢it3¢ programming.

The rem=foth8 problem then becomes how zo reduce the amount of redundant programming.

while raeeting the requirement for applic,_ion-_pecit3¢ programming within the EOS

COmmunity. The answer probably lies in a combination or hietatchleal and obj¢_t-o_'ie_ted

dev¢|opm_nt.

The benel_ts of object-orlcnted programming include the reusability of modular components,

and the minimization• through abstraction, of ¢omp]exlties resulting from our heterogeneous

COmputing environrnent_ H_¢rarehi¢=l dev¢l_menl implies that general components, which

provld¢ functionality common in many program_, be developed and made available to

application-specific davefo_men_ efforts, thereby a|fow_g these effort_ zo _oneen_raze On

providing value-added progr_mmthg rather than redundant programming.

Sim_liflratioa of Comolex Hetero_'rneon_ Envirnnmrnt_

Scientist_ and ¢omput¢_ specialist arc continuously required to operate fo a complex

heterogeneous computing environment. Data and applications exist on severn| computers

running DOS, OSf2, Mac, Unix. VMS, or MVS operating systems, as well as having various

graphics pr0toco_s and func_iona_ily. Data files reside on an array of storag= dcvlces in _ wide

v_rioty or standard and ptoprie_ry data formats. N¢|_orks operate under a mix of protocols,

with each protocol or hardware platform having its own peculiarities w_th regard to l_le

transfc_, Access to hard¢opy or video devices is through serial, p_ra|lcl• ¢thcrnct, or 5C$I

ports, wlth each part and each device re_quirthg difler¢_z protocols or file forma_s. The need to

operate within _is complex environment a¢counta for a significant |os_ of efficiency in the use

of our ¢o_lputi_g tools. Sever=| scientisu h_ve estimated tha_, at least, 60-70% of their

computing efforta are consumed in dcalthg with the complexities of networks, data formats.

and operating _yszems, _¢aving very llttl¢ time _nd energy for ¢oaeentr_tlng on sclentifi¢

analysts.

There are two potential so_utions: homogenize the computing environment or make working

w_zhin the heterogeneous environment slmplc and transparent, The latter i_ more realistic for

both the prescn_ and the fulur¢ While it is important to devefop and adhere tO commo_ data

formats, as well as st_ndaeds in opera!ins sy_tem_, no!work protocols, windowing

environrnen¢_, _nd graphics fanguages, i[ unreasonable to believe that our computing

environment could ever bo¢omc, and remain, homogeneous. Therefore, in order to make

effi¢i¢_ u_e of our computing resources, it is vital that operating within this complex

envi£onmenz become simple and less painful.

fo ¢sstmce. a se_entist shou|d be able to pu|t an icon representing data over zo _t_ applieazlon

icon. and have the program operate reprd]ess of underlying compZexi[_e$. The scleatist sittiHg

on a Unix graphics works_tlon= for example, should ant be r_ulreA to deal with underlyln$

camp|exit|us resulting from the possibility that the data resides on | difforent eompute_, i_ a

format incomp_|ible with the application program, which possibly resides On a VM$-besed

computer_ Furlhermor¢. _he scientist should be able to reqoest a cofor hard¢opy or video

animotio_, wilh ]itlle concern as to the under|ying complexities invol_cd in accomp]ishlng Lhmt

request.

There is no techniea| reason why saeh a sol_tion Cannot exist today. In fact, prexent efforts to

provide Unix and DOS wilh a more Ma¢.]ike interface, zs well as offofta directed toward object

oriented operating systems, _r¢ nil major advances toward this goal. SHll much emphasis and

effort i_ required, in order to move the sclcntific C_lputing community into such an

environment.

l_f.._.j_s_menz of New Techninue_ ned Unmno.*nt_

AIthoug_ mat_y of our immediate needs involve integrating present _pab_[_ties into usefu| and

usable appliealiOn for scientists, there it still a need to continue investigation and development

of new techniques and ¢omp0nents. In a fow ca_s, this may invo|v¢ a new approach to

_,nalyziog and visuallzing data and require dcvefopment of a compfoz¢ app]i¢._zlon program.

The NASA fundad programs. L_n_winds, Interactive Image Spreadshect (figS), and VisAD. arc

exara_es of such.
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However, in most Ca_C;. lh¢ development of new [cchnlques sbou]d not rcqt;_r¢ dcv¢Ioprnent or

• ¢omplct¢ application in order zo,be app]icd, foszcad, newer tcchniqg©s, such as spcclr_l

mixing, volume rendering algorithrns, or a¢cura[¢ n_vig_t_on toulin¢_, for cx=mp]¢, should

instead be d:v¢]opcd as _nction_! componcnls or moduXcs which can b¢ added to cx_sting

=pplications, Unfortunalcly, the lack of module programming =nd coordinalion of dc'v¢]opracnK

in thc past. has generally r_suhcd in the development :I new appl_ca[fon around each new

[¢chniqu¢. Adhcrcncc to o_¢ct-oricntcd programming pr_nciplcs and the usc of Cx_ensi_,l¢

software would maxlmiz¢ our foturc dcvclopmcnl cfforEs and m_.imiz¢ the cost of foadlng edge

dcv¢]opment.

EdILc_tJ_t_ CnmmuniealiOn

Many of the present challenges in g*Tacing approp_iaEc visuali_at_on too_s into the seitntis['s

hands art lh¢ rtsu]t of a simple lack of communication and tducal_on. Many _itn_is[s lack an

_ndtr_anding and appr¢_iaEion of the imporxance of visualization in meeUn S their scientific

objectives, wh_Ic olhcrs ]=_k an undtrstand/ng of lhc present l_rn_tat_ons. Proj¢cl managers

aren't ¢¢rtaln wh¢ther visu_]i:_a_ion nccds ¢xisls and ir thcsc nctds shouI_ be reel ",ulth COTS

soffwar_ or in-house dtvclopmenl. Many developers lack _ _ru¢ undcrs[and_n S of the needs of

the scientists and arc often frustrated when scientists don't appreciate thc tools presenlegl to

lh©m, [n particu]aT, hardware and software vcndors must te]y on their own TtStri_[ed

capabilities rot determining t_¢ pre_nt _d futurc nccds of EOS seic.t_s, generally obtaining

Ii narrow view based on contact with a _¢w sc_¢ct individuals, g'vtn within NASA, ilse|L

_ientists. dtv¢]opers_ and projo¢! man_ger_ are often un=w:tt¢ that efforts going on at othcr

ten|ers or within other organizations, might be bencfic_a| and applicoble to their own

activities,

Furthermore, _cien[ists and specialists, a|ike, are often =nawarc of the exlst¢nte and

functionality of many of the av_i]abfo tools th_c might be _stful to them Zt is a very Um¢-

consuming process to search ouc a spc¢ifi_ too] that m_gh_ serve one's need, to download o_

order it, install _| on the hard_are p_a_form _t hand. ]carn to operate it, get appropriate da_a

it_to it, and then to _esl _ for applicabi|_ty to the scientific problem, at hand. If lhat tool does

11oi m¢¢t the tot3| nccds, or in some cases dacs not meet the n¢cds at al], then the search a.d

testing proce;s must begin again or b¢ abandoned. $citnllsts and visua]izat/on spe.ci:dis_s

wou]d benefit grcal]y from a system that not only informed them of the availability of

appropriate visual_zation toois, bul one that also ptovldcd them unbiased op_n_on a_d cxperc

technical assistance in evaluating whether a glve_ tool would meet their ob.iecUvc_. More lhan

=imply a rtposlzory of programs and da_a, scientists n¢cd know|edge.able assistance,

Commu_tication must improve both within NASA and between NASA a_d i_s contractors and

•_¢ndocs. Often, a lack of communication is res'ponsibfo for NASA unnecessari|y "contracting

out for expertise', rather than using expeTtis¢ tha_ already exist withi_ other org:tn|zatlon$ or

?¢ASA, _:OS scien(ist$ mu_1 be made awa_c of too]s that arc ava_|ab]e to them, whlfu

devcfoper$ must become b_tter informed or the immediate and future tleeds of the sicitn_ists.

Patticular|y if COTS sofi_ar¢ is to p|ay a major rote in meeting future needs, then vendors

must become more of a true partner in the process.

n;_lr;h.t;on _nd _]n[enanre

The distribution and mainlen_nce of application _ohwar¢ is _ significant challenge.

particularly wi_h re_ard IO NASA funded or public domain software. A_ an in-boast

development projctt begins to reach a ter_a_n Icvcl or success, it is often _¢ed w_th [he

dilemma of limiting lhc dls_ribut_on and supporl or thc sohware, or redire_n_ funding _nd

manpower from dcv¢lopm_nt _o support. Withoul Ih¢ proper r_nding and m_chan_sm fo_.

a_sls_in S _n the tr_ns_l_on from e_perimenta! _o opcra_ion:_|, dis_ribul]on and uscr support c_n

b_comc a Serious drain on thc pr_¢c_ effort. Th_s results in el|her poor user support or in

st_gnallOn of de_etopracnl _nd growth of the program UndcT such conditions, younger

prO_Tams o_cn never re=oh a us¢_ut Icvc] of m=turhy, whifo older ¢lTorls bccomc archaic do |o

lack of program modification and upgrading.

III csscnc¢_ 1heft is _ need for assistance il_ [_nsi_o._ng e_perimcntaT so,ware in_0

op_raliona] phases, primarily for distr_hul_0n and uscr-supporl efforts ]t is impor[an_ Ihat

dis_ribulion and _upport el'forts be estab[ishcd wcTl befurc _ program becomcs compl:t¢ly

po|ishcd and documented |n addition, lher¢ should b_ a meeh:snism for dlstr;hul_ng

unsupported or modular ¢o_¢. since these =re onen of si_nifican_ use to in-house developers.

In addition, there _re many pub|it domain a_plicalions which can be of signifieanl bcncfi_ to

the EOS scientific community_ ]f thtsc ¢lTorts do not continue |o r_ceivc adequate funding for

product d_s_r_bu[i0a, user support, al_d ¢on_il_ued dcvelopmenl, these pro_octs =re forced to

tither dissolve or go :ommerc_al. o_¢n whh di_strous r_suhs rot the uscr and development

_|ik¢. For app|ic.'_tions found usefo| for meetin_ NASA's seienufic obj¢cliYes, it is generally

mort |cost-effective to provide these pro_ocls some level of support through ]ictn_ing or

funding. Ihin _o replace the fonc[lonatity of these program with in-house development.

For COTS sofiwarc, the m:_jor cha]]en_cs lie prim=riZy _n the ability _.o tts! th¢_ prosr_ms

bc_orc buying, and in cstahlis_ing propcr mechanisms for _iccnsing uscful sohwar¢ _vithin a

d_strlbuted tnv_ronmen¢. Improved site licensing mechanisms, such as nel_ork ||cerises.

no_ting |icen_s ;and "pay-as-you-aSC" ]_¢enscs. would be useful. In addition, rapid

procurcmtnt of uscful. |cs_ed COTS so, ware is es_n[_al.

CONCLUSIONS

Visuallzation is vital for meeting the scientific oh_eotives of the EOS m_ss_on. A|though our

prcsen_ suite of visualization techniqucs is impre_ve and powerful, the application software

for puffing thesc capabilities inlo the _ands of the sei_isI is. at pr¢_, inadequate. TEe

devc_opmcnt of ¢xtenslhl¢, user-fr_¢ndly_ objett-oticated sohw=r¢ within the commerclal

software _ndustty, is hclping to illcre._se the probabi]_ty that COTS software can serve as = core

_ror mc.e_inl_ m_ny visualization .e_ds. However, there will s_i|l be a need for in-house efforts

directed at cxttndlng and modifying these tools to m_ app|ica!ion-specific requirements, lind

for dcvelop;ng ]ead;ng cdgc l¢¢hniques and applications nol available from the commercial

ftOltt.

A follow-up rcpor| wi|l investigate viable options for meeting the visuallza_ion r¢q_irem¢fl(s of

the EOS mission in the [u[ure. These options will foc=s on two ma_or objeet_ves: increasing

the effetUve use of v_s_a|iza|_on Iools by s¢[¢n_sts, and maximizing the rc_urn on dtve_opm¢._

¢_forts.
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Hydrodynamic Rows

Dan Splcer

Burr Edelson and Hermann Helgert
Sul_ercomputer NetwOrking for Space

Sclenc_ Appfications

ACT Satellite

Penn State University:
5/90 - 5/92

Stanford University:
3/91 - 3192

Brown University:

Eric Feigelson
Research Assistant: Michael LaValley

Improved Data Analysis in

Astrophysics

Philip Scherrer and Richard Bogart
AstroMai! Development: an E'1ectronic
Mail System for the AstrophysiCs

Community

Pat Gary

Jeffrey Vitler and Paul Howard

Data Compression Algorithms /

J



f
CONSULTANTS

Noah Friedland, University of Maryland
Solving Inversion Problems in Atmospheric
Sounding

Working with Tony Gualtieri, Milt Halem, and
George Serafino at NASA Goddard

Dmitry A. Novik
Data Compression, Image Analysis and Channel
Efficient Coding

Working with Jim Tilton & Manohar Mareboyana
at NASA Goddard

Elaine F_nger, Johns Hopkins University
Using Neural Networks for Machine Labeling of
Satellite Data

Working with Richard Kiang at NASA Goddard

Leonard Dickens, University of Maryland
Development of the SPUDS and IIFS System of
the Intelligent Data Management Project

Working with Nick Short at NASA Goddard

• 1989

• 1990

° 1991

• 1992

WORKSHOPS

Computing Challenges in Managing Future

Massive Image Systems

Attended by 69 scientists and graduate

students from 22 NASA, university, and

private sector laboratories.

The Role of Computer Science Research in

the Mission to Planet Earth

Attended by 238 scientists, graduate

students, and business people.

Workshop on Parallel Algorithms (WOPA)

Provided monetary support for workshop

held May 9 - 10 in New Orleans.

Scientific Data Management

To be held September 25. Expect 40-50

participants.
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FELLOWSHIPS

FUNDED BY CRAY RESEARCH INC.

1991/92 Douglas Smith, Carnegie Mellon
University

(H.T. Kung, advisor)

Intermediate Language and Virtual

Architectures for High Performance

Image Processing

• 1992/93 Kathleen Perez-Lopez, George Mason

University

(Arun Sood, advisor)

Use of an Index/Browse Set of Images for

Database Management

S OTHER TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

• Technical Report Series

* 86 titles currently.

* Have filled requests for 1200+ copies thru July 31,
1992.

• Seminar Series

Have organized and presented Advances in

Computational Sciences Seminar Series, a joint

CESDIS/Space Data and Computing Division series,

since September 1989.

• Data Compression Conference

* DCC '91 April 7 - 11, 1991, Snowbird, Utah

Provided publicity, registration, and

on-site conference support.

* DCC '92 March 24 - 26, 1992, Snowbird, Utah

Provided publicity, registration, and

on-site conference support.

. Peer Review Support for NASA New Research

Announcements

* 1990 Applied Information Systems Research

* 1992 Research in High Performance Computing



SOTHER TASKS AND ACTIVITIES

• Provide support to Minority University Space
Interdisciplinary Network (MU-SPIN) project.

* Provide half-time administrative support for
Program Coordinator.

* Supported annual Working Group Conference in
September 1991.

* Will support Working Group Conference in
September 1992.

• Have provided access to work space and Sun
computers for varying periods of time for 16
visitors to NASA Goddard since September 1989.

J

f
NEW CESDIS DIRECTIONS

r.r

• Hire full.time CESDIS Associate Director.

• Hire full*time CESDIS Staff Scientist.

• More coordination of AISRP Projects.

• Issue HPCC oCESDIS Call for Proposals.

• Assist Earth and Space Science HPCC
projects.

• Build ties with ESDIS development
(formerly EOSDIS).

J
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